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Abstract
In the present thesis we develop a novel simulation-based scheme to
probe the local structural and thermal disorder in crystalline mate-
rials by analyzing X-ray absorption spectra. The proposed method
resembles conventional reverse Monte Carlo approach, but is more
computationally efficient, as it benefits from the advantages provided
by evolutionary algorithm. We believe that the proposed method
improves the accuracy of currently available approaches for EXAFS
analysis, especially in the case of strongly distorted local environment.
The proposed approach is applied to the study of several materials
such as crystalline Ge, HxReO3, ZnO and nanocrystalline CoWO4
and CuWO4.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 General introduction and motivation
The properties of materials are strongly dependent on their structure. A
detailed investigation of material structure is an essential step before any tech-
nological application of the material is possible. Two the most important ex-
perimental approaches for structure studies are diffraction and X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) [1]. The first one is mainly providing information on the equi-
librium atomic structure, while the latter probes the instantaneous local structure
of the material.
Availability and evolution of synchrotron radiation sources has stimulated the
development of XAS theory and methodology during the last decades, thus also
the possibilities, provided by this method, are expanded significantly. XAS al-
lows one to obtain the information both on local electronic structure (XANES -
X-ray absorption near edge structure - spectroscopy) and atomic structure (EX-
AFS - Extended X-ray absorption fine structure - spectroscopy) [2]. Important
advantage of XAS approach in comparison to diffraction methods is that it is
element-specific, thus the information on the local environment of the atoms of
particular type can be obtained. Also XAS method can be applied to studies
of wide range of different samples: for concentrated and for diluted systems,
for crystalline and for nanostructured, amorphous, liquid samples and even for
investigations of gases [3].
EXAFS spectroscopy is the main experimental technique, used in this work.
EXAFS experiment consists of X-ray absorption coefficient measurement as a
function of the energy of incident radiation. If the energy of incident X-ray pho-
ton is sufficiently large, it excites an electron from the core state to an empty state
above the Fermi level. The final state can be conveniently described, assuming
that the excited electron - often referred to as photoelectron - is a spherical wave
that gets scattered by the electrostatic potentials of neighbor atoms. The inter-
action of photoelectron with these neighbors modulates the value of absorption
coefficient and results in an EXAFS spectrum. By analyzing such signal one
can get the access to the information on average interatomic distances, relative
1
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thermal motion of atoms and static disorder. Important aspect is that EXAFS is
also sensitive to many-atom distribution functions, for example, to distributions
of bonding angles. Thus an EXAFS spectrum contains an unprecedented amount
of information on sample structure, but, obviously, the analysis of such compli-
cated signal is challenging. To address this problem, several simulation-based
approaches can be used, such as classical molecular dynamic (MD) simulations
and Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) method. In both cases a large amount of
atomic configurations is generated, and one can calculate corresponding theoreti-
cal EXAFS spectrum, averaged over time and/or over absorbing atom sites. The
obtained configuration-averaged EXAFS spectrum then can be directly compared
with the experimental data. In the MD approach the atomic configurations are
generated by the integration of classical Newton’s equation of motion. The inter-
atomic forces, required for such calculations, are given by an empirical potential
function (so called force-field model) [4]. However, in the case of complicated
systems with low symmetry, the construction of such force-field models is a com-
plicated task. Additionally, classical MD cannot be applied for the analysis of
data, obtained at low temperatures, due to essential neglecting of quantum ef-
fects.
To avoid this problem one can use RMC-type methods. In this case the gener-
ation of atomic configurations is not determined by any physical considerations,
but is a random process. For each atomic configuration one calculates corre-
sponding theoretical EXAFS spectrum that is then compared to experimentally
obtained data. Accordingly to how close are the theoretical and experimental
spectra, the proposed atomic configuration is either accepted or discarded. By
choosing appropriate parameters of calculations, one can ensure that after given
(and usually large) number of steps the simulated atomic configuration will rep-
resent the atomic structure of the sample [5]. This method is general and can be
applied to a wide range of problems. Unfortunately, it is also computationally
inefficient. Thus the further development of simulation-based approaches for the
EXAFS analysis is necessary.
1.2 Aim and objectives of the work
The research, presented in the thesis, consists of both experimental (EXAFS
measurements at synchrotron radiation sources) and theoretical (software devel-
opment and computer simulations) parts.
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The main goal of the thesis is to develop novel simulation-based approach
(RMC/EA-EXAFS), based on the reverse Monte Carlo method and evolutionary
algorithm (EA), for the analysis of EXAFS data from crystalline and nanocrys-
talline materials. The novel approach inherits from the RMC method its general
applicability, but is more computationally efficient.
The objectives of the present work are:
 to perform temperature-dependent EXAFS studies of crystalline wurtzite
type ZnO and crystalline and nanocrystalline tungstates CoWO4 and CuWO4
at synchrotron radiation sources;
 to demonstrate the potentiality of the proposed method for the analysis of
experimental EXAFS spectra from crystalline materials, starting with the
case of monoatomic crystalline germanium, and then applying it to more
complex many-atom systems such as perovskite-type ReO3, wurtzite-type
ZnO and two wolframite-type tungstates as CoWO4 and CuWO4;
 to demonstrate the potentiality of the method for the analysis of experimen-
tal EXAFS spectra from nanocrystalline tungstates CoWO4 and CuWO4;
 to demonstrate the ability of the EXAFS technique in general to provide
information on many-atom distribution functions, correlation effects and
anisotropy of thermal disorder.
1.3 Scientific novelty of the work
Within this thesis a novel method for EXAFS analysis, based on the use of
evolutionary algorithm, has been proposed and realized in the original software.
The new method allowed us for the first time (i) to follow in-situ the development
of the local structure of crystalline rhenium oxide upon intercalation of hydro-
gen ions and to discriminate two different effects in this process (one, related to
electronic effects, and the other, related to lattice deformations); (ii) to reveal
that in wurtzite-type ZnO the interactions of atoms, which lie in the same crys-
tallographic ab-plane, differ significantly from the interactions of atoms, which
are located at similar distances, but in different ab-planes, that results in the
changes of the equilibrium position of oxygen atom along c-axis upon tempera-
ture increase; (iii) to obtain structure model for crystalline and nanocrystalline
tungstates (CoWO4, CuWO4), analysing simultaneously the EXAFS data at two
absorption edges (Co/Cu K-edge and W L3-edge).
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1.4 Author’s contribution
The research, presented in the thesis, has been mostly carried out at the Insti-
tute of Solid State Physics, University of Latvia. The author also has taken part
in 11 experiments using synchrotron radiation that have been carried out at the
international synchrotron facilities as HASYLAB/DESY (Hamburg, Germany),
ELETTRA (Trieste, Italy) and SOLEIL (Paris, France). In particular, the author
participated in temperature-dependent EXAFS measurements of ZnO, CuWO4
and CoWO4, which are directly relevant to the present work. The experimental
EXAFS data on Ge and HxReO3 have been taken from [6] and [7], respectively.
Besides, the author participated in temperature-dependent EXAFS measure-
ments of ZnWO4, MnWO4, SnWO4, NiO, Cu3N, ScF3, Y2O3 and Fe-Cr alloys and
pressure-dependent EXAFS measurements of SnWO4. The results of these studies
are not included in the thesis, but allowed us to elaborate a novel simulation-based
approach for the EXAFS data treatment.
The new approach for EXAFS analysis, based on the use of evolutionary
algorithm, was proposed and developed by the author, and was implemented
in the original software, written in C++ language. Simulations have been car-
ried out by the author at the Latvian SuperCluster facility [8], and consequent
post-processing of the obtained results has been carried out by a set of original
programs, written by the author in Wolfram Mathematica environment.
The author has participated in 7 international summer schools during 2007-
2014. The results of the research have been presented at 10 international confer-
ences. Main results have been published in 15 SCI papers, and the author is the
main contributor for 9 of them.
1.5 Contents of the thesis
The thesis consists of 10 chapters.
Chapter 2 is devoted to the overview of modern EXAFS spectroscopy, and
gives insight in its theoretical and experimental aspects. Conventional EXAFS
analysis is also discussed in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the description of the state of the art of simulation-
based EXAFS analysis: classical and ab-initio molecular dynamics, Monte Carlo
and Reverse Monte Carlo methods are discussed and compared here.
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Chapter 4 contains the detailed description of the developed novel method for
EXAFS analysis, based on RMC and evolutionary algorithm (EA) approaches.
Here the most important features of proposed method and corresponding devel-
oped software are discussed.
In the Chapters from 5 to 9 the results, obtained by the presented method, are
given. In the Chapter 5 the RMC study of crystalline germanium is presented,
Chapter 6 is devoted to the RMC study of crystalline rhenium trioxide, Chapter
7 - to the RMC/EA-EXAFS in-situ study of hydrogen intercalation process in
the rhenium trioxide lattice. Chapter 8 is devoted to the RMC/EA-EXAFS
studies of crystalline zinc oxide. In the Chapter 9 the results of RMC/EA studies
for crystalline cobalt tungstate and crystalline copper tungstate, as well as the
results, obtained in RMC/EA studies for nanosized tungstates, are given.
Chapter 10 contains the summary and the most important conclusions. Fi-
nally, the main theses of this study are given in Chapter 11.
The user’s manual for the developed EvAX program for EXAFS analysis using
RMC and EA methods, is given in the Appendix. Also in the Appendix the lists
of publications and conferences, where the results of the research were presented,
are given, and also the international schools and experiments at international
synchrotron radiation facilities, where the author has participated, are listed.
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2. EXAFS SPECTROSCOPY
2.1 Phenomenological description of X-ray absorption
Electromagnetic radiation can interact with matter in different ways: incident
photons can, for example, be elastically or inelastically scattered, they can be
absorbed by the electronic system of atoms (resulting in electron transitions from
one energetic level to another) or by atomic nuclei (in this case causing transitions
between the different energetic levels of absorbing nucleus). The probability of
each of these processes strongly depends on the energy of incident radiation. In
the case of X-rays (the radiation with photon energy above 100 eV) the electronic
absorption plays very important role. Especially interesting in this case is the
absorption by electrons from deep core levels (denoted usually with capital letters
K, L, M, etc.).
In the absorption process the incident photon causes the transition of electron
from some occupied energy level with energy Ei to some unoccupied energy level
with higher energy Ef , thus the absorption is possible, only if the energy of the
photon ~ω is at least as large as Ef−Ei. The energy differences between deep core
energy levels are much larger than those for, say, valence electrons. Therefore,
while outer electrons efficiently absorb the visible light, the electrons from deep
core levels participate in the absorption processes only in the case of irradiation
by X-rays.
To quantitatively describe the absorption process, one can use the attenuation
of the incident photon flux. If the probability to absorb photon is fixed, then the
increase of the number of incident photons will lead also to the increase of the
number of absorption events: the attenuation of the photon flux is proportional
to the flux itself. On the other hand, obviously, the probability to absorb given
photon will increase proportionally to the number of atoms along the trajectory
of this photon, i.e., proportionally to the sample thickness d. Thus, according
to the Beer-Lambert law, the flux of photons that are propagating through the
sample decreases exponentially:
I(~ω) = I0e−µ(~ω)d, (2.1)
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where I0 is the incident photon flux, I(~ω) is the photon flux that passes through
the sample (it depends on the energy of the incident photons), and µ(~ω) is the
X-ray absorption coefficient that characterizes the material [2].
The energy dependence of the X-ray absorption coefficient for homogenous





where ρ is the density of the sample, Z is atomic number and A is relative
atomic mass. Thus one can see, for instance, that the radiation with low energy
will be much more attenuated than the high-energy radiation. Another impor-
tant conclusion that comes from the equation above, is that X-ray absorption is
element-specific, i.e., from the X-ray absorption measurements we can get some
insight about the chemical composition of the sample.
However, already at the beginning of the 20th century it was shown that the
energy-dependence of the absorption coefficient is not as smooth as predicted
by this equation: sharp variations of the value of µ, so called absorption edges,
located at some specific energies, were observed (see Fig. 2.1).
The origin of such jump-like features now can be easily explained - when
the energy of the X-ray radiation is getting sufficiently large to make another
deep core level to participate in the absorption processes, the value of absorption
coefficient will sharply increase. Correspondingly to the type of the deep core
level that gets involved, the absorption edges are also denoted as K-edge, L1,
L2, L3 edge, etc. For heavy elements the energies of these core levels are quite
different, hence also the absorption edges are well separated in the energy space.
If the energy of the incident photon is close to the energy that corresponds to
some absorption edge, one of the following cases will take place:
1. If the energy ~ω is smaller than the energy difference between core level
and the closest at least partially unoccupied energy level, the absorption by
the electron from this core level will not be possible, and the attenuation
of the photon flux will be caused by higher atomic energy levels only;
2. If the energy ~ω corresponds to the energy difference between core level and
some unoccupied and well localized energy level, the electronic transition
and hence the absorption will be possible: with some probability electron
will jump to the level with higher energy and will remain bonded to the
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atomic nucleus; such processes are responsible for the so called pre-edge
structure of the absorption spectrum;
3. If the energy ~ω is larger than some reference value E0, the electron from
the core level will be excited to a delocalized state.
The latter case is the most interesting for our purposes. Indeed, if an electron
is excited to a delocalized state, one may expect that the probability of such
process will somehow depend on the surrounding of the absorbing atom. Taking
into account that the De Broglie wavelength of the excited, delocalized electron
(it is often referred to as a photoelectron) is about a few angstroms large, i.e.,
it is comparable with the typical interatomic distances, one may even conclude
that the absorption coefficient in this case will contain some information on the
atomic structure of the sample. In 1970s this idea was proven by Sayers, Stern
and Lytle. In their pioneering study [10] they focused on the small oscillations of
the value of X-ray absorption coefficient as a function of the energy of incident
photon that can be observed, if this energy is larger than the energy of absorption
edge, i.e., on so called EXAFS, Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure. They
have shown that simple Fourier transform of these oscillations is related to the
radial distribution function (RDF) around absorbing atom. Nowadays this idea
turned into conventional approach to EXAFS analysis. For example, in Fig. 2.1
in the Fourier transforms of the EXAFS spectra at the Cu K-edge and W L3-
edge in crystalline CuWO4, the first peaks are located at about 1.6 A˚ and 1.3 A˚,
respectively, which correlates with the distances between copper/tungsten atoms
and their closest neighbors, oxygen atoms (shortest Cu–O distance is about 2.0 A˚,
shortest W–O distance is about 1.8 A˚).
Conventionally, term EXAFS is referred to the oscillations of X-ray absorption
coefficient in the energy range from about ∆E = 30...40 eV above E0 till a few
thousands of eV above E0, where the amplitude of the oscillations gets negligibly
small. EXAFS contains information on the local atomic structure and lattice
dynamics, i.e., on interatomic distances, static disorder, thermal motion of atoms.
The analysis of EXAFS data will be in the focus of this thesis. In contrast, the
features of X-ray absorption spectrum for energies below E0 + ∆E, including the
pre-edge structure, are called XANES, X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure,
and they contain information on the electronic structure of absorbing atom and on
local symmetry. The description and analysis of XANES spectrum is significantly
more complex task, and currently is mostly qualitative.
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Figure 2.1: Examples of X-ray absorption spectra
X-ray absorption spectrum µ(E) of crystalline copper tungstate, measured at 10 K
(left panel), corresponding EXAFS spectra χ(k)k2 at the Cu K-edge and W L3-
edge, where wavenumber k =
√
2me(E − E0)/~2, me is the electron mass and ~ is
the Planck’s constant (middle panels), and their Fourier transforms (right panels).
The value of ∆E, i.e., the border between EXAFS and XANES regions, is
related to the typical plasmon excitation energy - if the energy of the photoelec-
tron is below ∆E, the inelastic energy losses due to electronic excitations are not
pronounced and delocalization of photoelectron is much stronger, therefore the
formalism, used for the description of EXAFS data (i.e., expansion in multiple-
scattering paths) and that will be introduced below, is not valid for XANES
analysis [11].
2.2 X-ray sources
EXAFS spectra were observed for the first time around 1920. Nevertheless,
at least qualitatively correct theory that described this effect appeared only at
the beginning of 1970s [2], and one of the reasons for such delay was the poor
quality of the X-ray sources, available at the first half of the 20th century.
The requirements for the radiation sources, used for the X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) experiments, are indeed remarkable: first of all, the energy
of emitted radiation should be high enough to excite electrons from the atomic
core levels, and often it means, it should be higher than 10 keV. As an example,
in Table 2.1 the characteristic energies of the atomic core-levels for the atoms,
analyzed by XAS technique in this thesis, are given.
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Table 2.1: Energies of the K and L3 core levels for selected elements [12]







At the same time, to obtain the energy-dependence of X-ray absorption coef-
ficient, we should be able to continuously scan the energy of incident radiation in
a wide range (typically a few thousands of eV). And, of course, for the analysis of
such fine effects as XANES and EXAFS, the brightness of radiation source and
its stability is of extreme importance. Hence as the main sources for the XAS
experiments the synchrotron radiation (SR) sources are used.
First synchrotrons became available for scientists around 1970, and, as it
have been already mentioned, almost immediately the modern theory of XAS
has been developed. The conventional methods for EXAFS analysis, commonly
used today, also have been proposed in the 1970s. At the same time, the devel-
opment of X-ray sources at the end of the 20th century and at the beginning of
21st century is truly remarkable, and may be considered to be even faster than
the exponential development of computing hardware, described by the famous
Moore’s law (Fig. 2.2). Consequently the quality of XAS data is also increased
enormously. Hence it is clear, completely new methods for the analysis of these
data are required.
2.3 Synchrotron radiation
In synchrotron sources X-rays are produced by bending the trajectories of
fast, charged particles (electrons (as in ESRF) or positrons (as in PETRA-3)1)
by strong magnetic field. Due to the acceleration of particles in this process, they
emit electromagnetic radiation with the wavelength that in the reference frame,
1The use of more exotic positrons may be preferable, considering the life time of particle in
the storage ring: even in the conditions of high-quality vacuum in the synchrotron ring there is
always some dust, and collisions with the dust lead to losses of the orbiting particles. Particles
of dust usually are positively charged, therefore the collisions with the dust are less probable
for positrons than for negatively charged electrons. The drawback of the positrons is the fact
that it is significantly more difficult to produce positrons than electrons.
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Figure 2.2: Historical development of X-ray radiation sources
For free-electron lasers the peak-brilliance is plotted, for European XFEL (now
under construction) the expected peak-brilliance is plotted [13, p.42], [14]
associated with particles, is about 1 - 10 cm. The speed of particles circulating
in the storage ring is close to the speed of light, therefore the relativistic effects
become important and are responsible for that the emitted radiation is strongly
collimated in the synchrotron plane, and that its wavelength is strongly reduced
due to relativistic Doppler shift
In the earlier sources of the SR, the particles were just orbiting in the stor-
age ring, and their trajectory and the emission of radiation were sustained by
simple bending magnets (Fig. 2.3-A). Knowing the energy of the particles in the
storage ring Ee (typically a few GeV, for instance, Ee was 6 GeV at ESRF and
PETRA-3 storage rings in 2013) and their rest mass m, the relativistic factor
γ = 1/
√
1− v2/c2 can be calculated as γ = Ee/mc2. Then the radiation beam is
collimated in the plane of synchrotron in the narrow angle that is proportional to
1/γ [13, p.38]. Thus the beam, emitted by an accelerated particle, is seen by user
of such device as a very short light pulse. Consequently, the obtained radiation
has a very broad spectral range, from infra-red light up to hard X-rays.
Due to the energy losses, caused by the emission of radiation, the energy of
particles circulating in the storage ring is reduced with the lapse of time. There-
fore in the special section of the storage ring a radio-frequency (RF) electromag-
netic field is applied to provide additional tangential acceleration to the slowest
particles1. Such compensation of energy losses leads to the so called bunching of
1In fact, due to RF field all particles are accelerated, but since they have different speeds,
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Figure 2.3: Synchrotron radiation sources
Panel A: schematic of SR source: electrons or positrons are created and injected in
the linear accelerator (1), then in the so called booster ring (2), where they obtain
additional acceleration, and then they are injected in the main storage ring (3),
and the curvature of their trajectories and the radiation emission are sustained
by bending magnets (4), while the energy loses are compensated in RF cavity
(5). Panel B: synchrotron radiation sources DORIS and PETRA, and free electron
lasers FLASH and European XFEL (under construction) in Hamburg, Germany
[15].
the particles - they are not spread out homogeneously all over the storage ring,
but form a few larger groups. The name ”synchrotron” itself origins in the fact
that the process of energy-compensation must be carefully synchronized with the
orbital motion of the particles in the storage ring.
For the conventional XAS experiment the brightness, provided by bending
magnet beamlines, is usually sufficient, and such beamlines have been used for
all EXAFS measurements, discussed within this thesis. For more sophisticated
experiments (for instance, time-resolved studies), however, one may need to have
higher intensity of incident X-ray radiation. Then the beamlines, equipped with
so called insertion devices (wigglers or undulators), can be used. In this case
the trajectory of through-flying particles is bent by a double-row of alternating
magnetic poles, aligned below and above the beam of particles, and each such
wiggle of the electron or positron, flying through the insertion device, enforces the
emission of electromagnetic radiation [13, p.43], and the brightness of radiation
can be enhanced by several orders of magnitudes [13, p.51]. Further development
of this idea, when also the interaction of the emitted radiation with the particles
themselves is exploited, is realized in the so called X-ray free electron lasers
(XFEL).
particles have also different relativistic masses, therefore, the same accelerating force will give
more significant acceleration for the slower particles than for the faster ones.
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2.4 Conventional XAS experiment
In contrast to other beamlines at SR sources, relatively simple X-ray optics
are required for a conventional EXAFS beamline (Fig. 2.4), and a monochromator
is probably the most important part. A single crystal, cut along specific crystal-
lographic direction, can be used as such monochromator, and the monochromati-
zation of the incoming beam is ensured by the diffraction of X-rays on the lattice
planes. In practice, two identical and parallelly aligned crystals are used in the
X-ray monochromators at SR sources to have the same direction of the outgoing
monochromatized beam for all wavelengths. To filter out the higher-order har-
monics that also are diffracted in the same direction as the radiation with the
wavelength of interest, one may slightly skew one monochromating crystal with
respect to another or, alternatively, the beam can be additionally monochroma-
tized with totally reflecting X-ray mirrors [16, p.143]. Single crystals of silicon are
usually used as monochromator, since large crystals of silicon with sufficient qual-
ity are relatively easy to manufacture, and, additionally, the crystalline silicon at
temperatures, close to the temperature of liquid nitrogen, has almost negligible
thermal expansion, therefore a very good stability of the monochromator can be
achieved.
In the conventional XAS experiment absorption spectrum is measured point
by point, and the change of the energy of photons, diffracted in the sample
direction, is ensured by step-by-step rotation of monochromator crystals. Al-
ternatively, in the so called Quick-XAFS mode the monochromator is rotated
and the XAS spectra are acquired continuously, and afterwards to obtain good
signal-to-noise ratio multiple obtained spectra are averaged [17, p.33].
To measure the value of absorption coefficient in the transmission XAS ex-
periment, one needs to measure the intensity of the incident beam I0 and the
intensity of the beam that has passed through the sample I1. Optionally, after
the studied sample a reference sample can be installed, and also the intensity of
the beam that passed through the reference sample I2 can be measured. The
intensity is measured using ionization chambers - about 10-20 cm long cylindrical
reservoirs, filled with inert gases, such as helium, nitrogen, argon, xenon. High-
voltage electric field is applied to the chambers. The incoming X-ray radiation
ionizes the atoms in the chambers and the ions drift in the applied electric field,
creating in the circuit small but measurable current. The value of the current is
13




Figure 2.4: Common experimental setup for XAS experiments
Incident X-ray beam (1) is monochromatized in the double-crystal monochromator
(2), higher-order harmonics are removed with X-ray mirror (3) with reflectivity,
strongly dependent on the wavelength of the radiation, the intensity of monochro-
matized beam is measured in the ion-chamber (4), then X-rays pass through the
sample (5) and the final intensity of the beam is measured in the second ion-
chamber (6)
proportional to the intensity of the X-ray radiation. To obtain reliable absorp-
tion data, sample must be sufficiently homogenous and the concentration of the
absorbing atoms should be high enough. If these conditions can be fulfilled, XAS
measurements in the transmission mode will provide the highest signal-to-noise
ratio.1
Finally it should be mentioned, different sample environments can be easily
installed around the sample - nitrogen or helium cryostats, furnaces, high-pressure
environment, equipment for different in situ experiments, thus it is possible to
study directly the influence of temperature and different chemical and physical
processes on the local structure of the sample.
2.5 Sample preparation
For the XAS measurements in transmission mode the thickness and concen-
tration of the sample should be carefully adjusted, in order to ensure appropriate
signal-to-noise ratio. A rule of thumb is that for the X-rays with energy slightly
larger than the absorption edge the intensity after the sample (in the second
ionization chamber) should be about e times weaker than the intensity of the
incident radiation, measured in the first ion chamber. A very important issue in
this case is also the homogeneity of the sample: even small pin-holes in the area
1The absorption coefficient can be measured not only in the direct transmission experiments.
Common approach, for example, is to measure instead the intensity of X-ray fluorescence and
to exploit the fact that it is proportional to the absorption coefficient [16, p.144]. Fluores-
cence measurements can be used, for example, when it is impossible to obtain a sufficiently
homogenous sample or when the concentration of absorbing atoms in sample is very low.
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of the sample can lead to the dramatic reduction of the amplitude of measured
signal. A thorough review of the influence of sample thickness on the quality
of the EXAFS spectra is given in [17]. The sample preparation technique that
ensures probably the best homogeneity of the sample for measurements in trans-
mission mode, is the deposition on nitrocellulose Millipore filter: the powder is
ground and suspended in the water or other appropriate liquid, and then is fil-
tered through the Millipore membrane using water pump, and then is fixed using
Scotch or Kapton tape. This method is used for preparation of the most of the
samples, analyzed in this work. It cannot, however, be used for high-temperature
measurements, since the organic filter membrane is not heat-resistant. In this
case the powder-like samples can be diluted with boron nitride that only weakly
interacts with X-rays, and pressed together using conventional pelett press (sim-
ilarly as in infra-red spectroscopy).
2.6 EXAFS theory
2.6.1 Introduction
The X-ray absorption edges and the oscillations of the X-ray absorption coeffi-
cient in the vicinity of absorption edges have been observed shortly after the first
X-ray tubes have been developed. The very first attempts to explain the origin
of such features can be attributed to Ralph Kronig, who studied this topic in the
early 1930s [18]. Nevertheless, a significant development in the understanding
of atomic processes and also the development of X-ray sources were necessary,
to make possible the birth of modern EXAFS theory in the 1970s, when Dale
Sayers, Edward Stern and Farrel Lyttle proposed a new interpretation of XAFS
data, and also a new approach to the analysis of EXAFS spectra that nowadays is
considered as a conventional [10, 19, 20, 21]. Detailed reviews of EXAFS theory
can be found in [2] and [22], but in this section we give a brief overview of the
aspects of EXAFS theory that are the most important for the understanding of
further material, presented in this thesis. The insight into another approach to
EXAFS theory that is based on the Green’s function method and that is more
convenient for the ab-initio calculations of EXAFS data, is given in Sec. 4.4.
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2.6.2 X-ray absorption by isolated atom
As in many other kinds of spectroscopies, to quantitatively describe XAS, we
can start with the Fermi’s Golden Rule that gives the probability of transition
from initial atomic state |i〉 to some final atomic state |f〉 upon some interaction,
in this case, upon the absorbtion of photon, described by operator Tˆ . Obviously,




∣∣∣〈f |Tˆ |i〉∣∣∣2 δ(εf − εi − ~ω). (2.3)
Here Dirack function δ(εf − εi − ~ω) describes the conservation of energy
during the transition, i.e., the energy of the final state εf is equal to the sum of
the energy of initial state εi and the energy of incident photon ~ω. The
∣∣∣〈f |Tˆ |i〉∣∣∣
term is the projection of the state, which can be obtained from the initial state
by applying given interaction operator, on one of the available final states, i.e.,
it shows, how similar is the state, obtainable from the initial state, to one of the
possible final states. If such similarity is high, then the corresponding transition
will be more probable.
In the case of XAS, the initial state |i〉 is the ground state of atom, while
the final state |f〉 is atom with one of the core-level electrons excited to one
of the upper unoccupied energy levels and all other electrons rearranged due to
the presence of the positively charged core hole, i.e., the transition is essentially
many-electronic process. However, if the energy of the excited electron is high,
i.e., if we are working in the EXAFS regime, we can effectively use the one-electron
approach. In this case we factorize |i〉 as a product of |ΨNe−1i 〉 and |ψi〉, where the
latter term describes the initial state of the electron that will be excited, and the
first term describes the initial state of remaining Ne − 1 electrons. Similarly, we
factorize the final state as a product of |ΨNe−1fn 〉 and |ψf〉, where index n denotes
that many final states for the electronic system are possible. The additional
energy, accumulated by the system of Ne − 1 electrons, then will be εn, and the
final energy of the excited electron ε′f = εf − εn. The photon directly interacts
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∣∣∣〈ψf |Tˆ |ψi〉∣∣∣2 δ(εn + ε′f − εi − ~ω),
where S2n =
∣∣〈ΨNe−1fn |ΨNe−1i 〉∣∣2.
The initial state |ψi〉 is the ground state of core-level electron. It is a spa-
tially localized state, electron here is very strongly bonded to atomic nuclei and
interatomic interactions (chemical bonding) do not influence it significantly. Spa-
tial localization of the initial state means that |ψi〉 is different from zero only in
the area, very close to the atomic nucleus. As a result, to calculate the term∣∣∣〈ψf |Tˆ |ψi〉∣∣∣, we will need to carry out the integration over only very limited vol-
ume, and, consequently, we will need to know the values of |ψf〉 (that, in principle,
can be completely delocalized) only inside of this limited volume [2].
If the initial state is K-orbital, the wave-function, corresponding to an elec-
tron in state |ψi〉, is spherically symmetric, but generally it is not the case. The
different angular orientations of the wave-function of initial state with respect
to the orientation of the wave-function of final state and with respect to the di-
rection and polarization of incident X-ray beam lead to the so called ”selection
rules” - due to the different overlap of initial and final states not all transitions
are allowed. For the description of XANES part of X-ray absorption spectra,
it is therefore important to correctly account for the angular part of electronic
wave-functions. In the EXAFS region, however, it does not play significant role,
as the corresponding transitions are the transitions to the continuum, where the
density of states is very high and surely at given energy εf there will be many
states with appropriate orientation. Therefore we can significantly simplify fur-
ther description, neglecting angular dependencies of |ψi〉 and |ψf〉 states, i.e., we
assign to these states wave functions ψi(r) and ψf (r), where r is the distance to
the atomic nucleus. In this approach a final state is completely characterized by
its energy ε′f . Therefore we can also replace the summation over final states with
the integration over energy, introducing the density of allowed states ρ(ε′f ).
The final state of electron, excited to a completely delocalized continuum level,
(often such electron is also called as ”photoelectron”) can be described as a spher-
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ical wave, travelling in all directions from the absorbing atom. The wavenumber
k of the photoelectron is related to its energy ∆Eph.e. as k =
√
2me∆Eph.e./~2,
with ∆Eph.e. = ~ω−E0 (E0 - the minimal energy, required to excite core electron
to the continuum level, for metals it can be considered equal to Fermi energy; me
is the electron mass and ~ is the Planck’s constant). The life-time of such spher-
ical wave is determined by inelastic processes in the system, which are of quite
different natures: (i) inelastic scattering of the photoelectron and (ii) decay of the
core-hole state (see Sec. 4.4.1 for more details on the latter aspect). Typically this
life time is about 10−16 - 10−15 seconds [17, p.14]. To characterize the life-time
of the photoelectron, commonly the so called photoelectrons effective mean free-
path λ(k) is introduced. λ(k) strongly and non-linearly depends on the energy of
the photoelectron. Typically, it is large in XANES region, but rapidly decreases,
if the energy of the photoelectron is in EXAFS range. As will be shown later,
it is one of the reasons, why the theoretical calculations of XANES spectra are
much more complicated than the ones of EXAFS spectra. The effective mean free
path is also the quantity that limits the range that can be probed by EXAFS in
the R-space: it suppresses the contributions to the total spectrum from neighbor
atoms that are more than about 10 A˚ apart from the absorbing atom.
The remaining term in the Fermi’s Golden rule is the interaction of electron
with photon. This process is a simple interaction of a charged particle with
electromagnetic field. If the intensity of electric field, associated with absorbed
photon, at the moment of absorption is described by vector ~, then in the so called
dipole approximation the interaction potential is proportional to ~ · ~r, where ~r
is the radius vector of absorbing electron with respect to atomic nucleus. For
EXAFS region the dipole approximation is completely valid, for the correct de-
scription of XANES region of heavy elements the quadruple and even higher-order
corrections to the interaction operator may be required [2].










f )δ(εn + ε
′
f − εi − ~ω)
∣∣〈ψf (r, ε′f )|~~r|ψi(r)〉∣∣2 . (2.5)
In principle, S2n terms depend on the energy of incident radiation. It can be
understood, if one notes that if the energy of incident photon is exactly equal to
the threshold energy E0, only S
2
0 term is non-zero, since there is just no energy
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left to excite the system of Ne − 1 electrons to higher states. For higher energies








∣∣〈ΨNe−1fn |ΨNe−1i 〉∣∣2 = 1 [2]. Thus S20(~ω = E0) = 1, but
it is smaller than 1 for larger values of ~ω. It is also worth to note here that
usually S2n  S20 for n 6= 0.
The result, obtained above, additionally assuming that ρ does not change





dεA(ε)µqp(~ω − ε), (2.6)
where
µqp(~ω) ∼ ρ(E0) |〈ψf (r, ~ω)|~~r|ψi(r)〉|2 (2.7)






2.6.3 Origins of EXAFS
The presence of neighbor atoms perturbs the final state of the electron, excited
by X-ray photon, hence it modifies also the value of X-ray absorption coefficient.
This results in the EXAFS oscillations of absorption spectra.
If ψf (r) is the wave function of the final state of the excited electron, it can
now be written as
ψf (r) = ψf0(r) + ∆ψf (r), (2.9)
where ψf0(r) is the wave function of the final state for atom without neighbors,
and ∆ψf (r) is the perturbation, caused by the presence of neighbor atoms.
Now the term |〈ψi(f)|~~r|ψi(r)〉|2 in Eqs. (2.5) and (2.7) turns into
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The second term in the square braces is negligible, since ∆ψf is small. Also,
for the calculations of the third and fourth terms one can recall that ψi(r) is
strongly spatially localized state, therefore only the values of ∆ψf (r) for r close




















The EXAFS signal χ(~ω) can be defined as the relative value of corresponding
absorption coefficient χ(~ω) = (µ(~ω)− µ0(~ω)) /µ0(~ω). Here µ0(~ω) is the
absorption coefficient of atom, if the influence of neighbor atoms can be neglected.





Here µ0,qp(~ω) ∼ ρ(E0) |〈ψf0(r, k)|~~r|ψi(r)〉|2 [2, 23].
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2.6.4 Many-electronic effects












Now, if (µqp − µ0,qp) = χqpµ0,qp, and µ0,qp (smooth absorption spectrum of
isolated atom) can be considered independent on ~ω in the relevant range of the

















S2n = 1 and S
2
0  S2n>0, we end up with





The factor S20 is close to 1 and depends weakly on the energy ~ω and in-
teratomic distance R [2], as briefly discussed in Sec. 2.6.2. In great details the
reduction of EXAFS amplitude due to many-electronic effects (or, more precisely,
due to intrinsic losses, i.e, the processes, related to the formation of core-hole [17,
p.276]) is explored in [23]. In practice, however, the S20 factor is usually assumed
to be constant and equal to some effective value that is close to 1. Moreover,
when treating real experimental data, the amplitude of EXAFS signal can be
reduced also by the nonlinearity of detectors, by the non-homogeneity of the
sample (presence of pin-holes), by the problems with EXAFS signal extraction
and other experiment-related factors [24]. All of these effects are included in the
effective value of S20 that then can be determined from the best-fit procedure of
experimental data.
2.6.5 EXAFS equation within the single-scattering approximation
To describe the influence of neighbor atoms, one to some extent can use the
representation of the photoelectron as a spherical wave, propagating in all di-
rections around absorbing atoms with corresponding wavenumber k. Neighbor
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atoms will interact with the wave and elastically scatter it in all directions (in-
elastic scattering is accounted in the already mentioned mean-free paths of the
photoelectron λ(k)). Small part of the incident wave will be scattered back to
the absorbing atom, and will interfere with the original wave. As a result, the
amplitude of the final state of the photoelectron will be modulated.
It is important to remember that due to the strong spatial localization of
initial state, we are interested in the amplitude of the final state ψf (r) only for
values of r that are close to zero.
The amplitude of the original outgoing wave can be described by equation
ψf0(r) = ψf0(0)e
ikr/(kr). If there is some atom at the distance R from absorbing
atom, then it will scatter the wave with amplitude ψf0(R) = ψf0(0)e
ikR/(kR), as
a result, the amplitude and phase of the wave will be changed, and this change
can be described as a complex scattering function kΦ(k) 1 [13, p.137]. The scat-
tered wave that returns back to the absorbing atom thus will have the amplitude
∆ψf (0) = ψf0(0)e
ikR/(kR)kΦ(k)eikR/(kR) = ψf0(0)e
i2kRΦ(k)/(kR2). To take
into account inelastic losses, we multiply this expression by term e−2R/λ(k), where
λ(k) is the effective mean free path of photoelectron. In programs for theoretical
calculations of EXAFS signal, such as FEFF [25], this term is usually included
in the Φ(k) function, i.e., we introduce
Φ˜(k,R) = Φ(k)e−2R/λ(k), (2.17)








sin (2kR + φ(k,R)) ,
(2.18)
where the complex scattering function Φ˜(k,R) is decomposed as
Φ˜(k,R) = f(k,R)
2
ei(φ(k,R)−pi/2), with f(k,R) and φ(k,R) being real functions that
describe the changes of amplitude and phase of scattered wave.
Now if there are many atoms of the same type, located at different distances
around the absorbing atoms, we can characterize their distribution with radial
distribution function g(R). The total number of neighbor atoms, for example,
1The multiplication by wavenumber k in the expression for scattering function kΦ(k) is a
convention that ensures that Φ(k) is measured in the units of length [17, p.12]
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now can be calculated simply as N =
∞∫
0
dRg(R). The total EXAFS signal, defined







sin (2kR + φ(k,R)) . (2.19)
If there are atoms of different types around the absorber, each of them will
have its own amplitude and phase scattering functions. A useful rule of thumb
is that for heavy atoms function f(k,R) reaches its maximum at larger values of
wavenumber k than for lighter atoms. For example, oxygen atoms contribute to
the total EXAFS spectrum mostly at k values below 6 A˚−1 [17, p.294]. The total










sin (2kR + φi(k,R)) . (2.20)
At this point we already see that from the analysis of EXAFS signal we can
obtain information on the local atomic structure around the absorbing atom:
information on the type of neighbor atoms and their radial distribution.
2.6.6 EXAFS equation within the multiple-scattering approximation
The analysis of EXAFS spectra gets significantly more complicated, if one
cannot neglect the so called multiple-scattering (MS) effects. In the previous
subsection we interpreted EXAFS as a result of the scattering of photoelectron
wave by the potential of one of the neighbor atoms. But, of course, such scattered
photoelectron can not only directly return to the absorbing atom, but it also can
interact with the potentials of other atoms, thus returning to the absorbing atom
via complicated path, involving three, four etc. number of atoms (Fig. 2.5).
Usually, the influence of such multiple-scattering effects is small, although only
rarely it is completely negligible. Moreover, if the multiple-scattering path is
linear (Fig. 2.5-D), the amplitude of MS contribution can be very high, and
can even exceed the amplitude of single-scattering (SS) contributions [26, 27].
This effect is called focussing effect, and it is characteristic for cubic systems,
such as ReO3 [28, 29, 30], ScF3, FeF3 [31], NaWO3 [32], WO3−x [32] But also
the MS contributions from non-linear scattering paths sometimes can be quite
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significant: for instance, the MS effect within the first coordination shell of the
absorbing atom is strong in the case of octahedral coordination (for perovskite-
type structures this effect was reported in [30, 32], for ions of the 3d-transition
metals in solutions - in [33, 34]).













2kR + φi(k, ~R)
)
. (2.21)
The summation in the equation above is carried out over all SS and MS paths,
~R is the n-dimensional vector, characterizing positions of all atoms of the path
with respect to the absorbing atom, and 2R is the total length of this path. The
distribution function gi(~R) is now many-atomic distribution function, containing
information on the interatomic distances, bonding angles, etc., i.e., all structural
information we are interested in. Note that scattering functions fi and φi now
depend not only on wavenumber k, but also on ~R - it is a consequence of the
fact that scattering phase and amplitude depend on the angle, in which the
photoelectron is scattered. This dependency on the positions of atoms ~R is often
neglected in the conventional EXAFS analysis, but it is important for the correct
interpretation of MS effects.
In principle, modern ab-initio codes for calculations of EXAFS signal, such
as FEFF [25], can calculate scattering functions fi and φi for arbitrarily complex
MS paths. The main technical difficulty arises due to the fact that the number
of scattering paths increases exponentially with the increase of the size of atomic
cluster, whose structure we are trying to analyze.
2.6.7 Thermal and static disorder
Let us look at the distribution function gi(~R) in more details, and let us
start with the simple case of single-scattering path, where gi(R) is just radial
distribution function (RDF) for one coordination shell. In the case of perfect
crystal, gi(R) will be equal to Niδ(R−Ri), where δ(R−Ri) is Dirac delta function
that expresses the fact that all atoms in a perfect crystal are located at precisely
specified distances Ri, and Ni is the number of atoms in the given coordination
shell.
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Figure 2.5: single-scattering and multiple-scattering paths
SS path (A) and different multiple-scattering paths: double-scattering path (B),
triple-scattering path (C), linear double-scattering path (D).
However, even in crystalline materials atoms are rarely located at their equilib-
rium positions due to their thermal motion. In disordered materials as amorphous
solids, glasses and liquids, static disorder is additionally present. As a result, the
distributions of the atom positions are smeared, and so is the RDF. Note that
the life-time of core-hole that is one of the factors that limits the time-scale of
EXAFS formation process, is typically a few femtoseconds large [9], while the
motion of atoms is much slower: the characterstic frequencies of atomic vibra-
tions are on the scale of 1013 Hz [17, p.14]. Thus each absorption event probes
some ”stroboscopic image” of the system, i.e., momentary positions of neighbor
atoms, and then the total EXAFS spectrum is obtained as an average of such
individual contributions over sample volume and measurement time.
Good and commonly used approximation of radial distribution function in
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Here Ri is average interatomic distance, while σ
2
i is mean square radial dis-
placement (MSRD) factor. By analogy with the thermal factor in X-ray diffrac-
tion peaks, σ2i is sometimes also called as Debye-Waller factor, although this
analogy is misleading: a MSRD factor for EXAFS, unlike a Debye-Waller factor
for diffraction, contains information on relative, rather than absolute atomic dis-
placements. If displacements from the equilibrium for atoms A and B are ~uA and
~uB, then the MSRD factor σ
2
AB will be σ
2
AB = 〈~u2A〉+ 〈~u2B〉−2〈~uA~uB〉, where 〈~u2A〉
and 〈~u2B〉 are corresponding mean-square displacement (MSD) factors for atoms
A and B (Fig. 2.6-A). A Debye-Waller factor for diffraction characterizes MSD,
rather than MSRD factor. Thus, in principle, EXAFS provides more informa-
tion on atomic dynamics than diffraction - not only the information on atomic
displacements, but also on the correlation of atomic motion (〈~uA~uB〉 term).
It is important to emphasize here that another difference between EXAFS and
diffraction techniques is the interpretation of interatomic distance Ri: the diffrac-
tion, being sensitive to the periodic structure of the lattice, gives the equilibrium
distance Ri,eq, i.e., the distance between equilibrium positions of two atoms A and
B. The distance Ri, obtained from EXAFS experiment, is the average distance
between these two atoms. Due to the thermal and static deviations of atoms
from the line, defined by the equilibrium positions of atoms A and B, Ri is al-
ways larger than Req (Fig. 2.6-B) (see [17, p.266] and [35], and [36]). This fact is
sometimes used to indirectly estimate the component of the MSD factor in the
direction, orthogonal to the mentioned line between A and B: if we denote this
component as 〈u2⊥〉, then Ri =
√
R2i,eq + 〈u2⊥〉, thus 〈u2⊥〉 ≈ 2(Ri −Ri,eq).
Inserting the expression (2.22) in the EXAFS equation for SS paths (with





















2σ2i sin(2kRi + φi(k,R)),
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Figure 2.6: MSD and MSRD factors
Distributions of displacements of two atoms and their MSD factors 〈u2〉 (panel A);
and the distributions of their relative displacements and their MSRD factors σ2
(panel B).
i.e., the amplitude of EXAFS signal decreases rapidly with the increase of MSRD
factor.





i,thermal. The contribution of the static disorder σ
2
i,stat does not
depend on temperature, while the contribution of the thermal part σ2i,thermal as
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where µi is reduced mass for atoms, involved in the i−th path, and kB is Boltz-
mann’s constant [2, 37]. Local projected density of phonon states ρi(ω) can be
substituted with empirical function, for instance, given by correlated Debye or
correlated Einstein model [2]. For the description of EXAFS data, both models
provide comparable approximation, and further we will use more simple corre-
lated Einstein model, where ρi(ω) is just Dirac delta-function: ρi(ω) = δ(ω−ωi,E),
with parameter ωi,E being so called Einstein frequency. Einstein frequency char-
acterizes the bond strength between the atoms of the i−th paths: effective bond-
stretching force constant κi can be expressed as κi = ω
2
i,Eµi. Thus one can









To be more general, one can use more complicated functions to model the
radial distribution of atoms than Gaussian function, and use, for instance, the
so called cumulant expansion [38] to describe the amplitude damping factor for
EXAFS more precisely [2, 39].
Finally, to describe the reduction of the amplitude of contribution from MS
paths due to thermal and static disorder, one by analogy can introduce some
effective MSRD factors also for MS paths. They will depend on the distribution
of atomic displacements and on the correlation of the motion of atoms, involved
in the corresponding path, but also on the geometry of the path, bonding angles,





2σ2i sin(2kRi + φi(k, ~R)), (2.26)
where the summation is carried out over both SS ans MS paths.
2.7 Conventional EXAFS analysis
2.7.1 Extraction of EXAFS data
Before any analysis of EXAFS is possible, the fine-structure of X-ray absorp-
tion coefficient needs to be extracted from the measured data (total absorption
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Figure 2.7: Extraction of EXAFS spectra - I
Extraction of the Re L3-edge EXAFS spectrum for crystalline ReO3: background
removing (panel A) and polynomial smoothing in E-space (panel B).
coefficient as a function of the energy of incident radiation). For the cases, stud-
ied in this thesis, the extraction of EXAFS data was performed by the algorithm,
implemented in EDA package by Alexei Kuzmin [40]. More interactive version of
this algorithm was implemented by the author of this thesis in Wolfram Mathe-
matica code.
At the first step, the contribution of all other absorption edges is removed
from the absorption coefficient µ(E), measured near to the absorption edge of
interest with corresponding energy E0. This contribution is modelled as a function
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µb = A+BE
−3, where coefficients A and B are obtained as best-fit estimates for
the description of the smooth pre-edge part of measured spectrum (Fig.2.7-A).
Then the atomic-like contribution to the absorption should be removed. First
of all, the data are approximated with cubic polynomial µ1(E) in E-space and
this polynomial is subtracted (Fig.2.7-B). Then the spectrum is converted to the
wavenumber (k) space, using relation k =
√
2m
~2 (E − E0). To emphasize features
at large values of k, the spectrum can be multiplied with kn, where n is usually 2
or 3. Such k-weightening also allows one to suppress oscillations in the XANES
region that (i) are poorly described by the existing XAFS theory and (ii) are
especially sensitive to the imperfections of the background substraction and to
the errors in the estimation of energy reference E0 [17, p.19].
Now data are approximated with another polynomial µ2(k), and this polyno-
mial is also subtracted (Fig.2.8-A). Finally, the spectrum is smoothed by Hodrick-
Prescott-type filter [41] and the low-frequency contribution µ3(k) is removed
(Fig.2.8-B).
The final EXAFS spectrum is obtained after normalization (Fig.2.8-C) as
χ(k) =
µ− µb − (µ1 + µ2 + µ3)
µ1 + µ2 + µ3
. (2.27)
2.7.2 EXAFS curve fitting
As conventional EXAFS analysis within this work we will refer to the curve fit-
ting of EXAFS spectrum to experimental or theoretical standards using EXAFS
equation (2.21). Radial distribution function gi(~R) in this approach is commonly
approximated with Gaussian function (2.22), defined by mean value Ri and vari-
ance 2σ2i . More complex approximation of RDF can be used in the so called
cumulant expansion approach [2, 38, 39]. Structural parameters (interatomic dis-
tances Ri and MSRD factors σ
2
i ), as well as amplitude correction coefficient S
2
0
and photoelectron energy reference E0 are estimated from the least-squares fit-
ting of experimental spectrum by EXAFS equation. Complex scattering function
is calculated in ab-initio simulations, for instance, by program FEFF, or, in some
cases, it can be extracted from the experimentally measured EXAFS spectrum for
reference sample [6]. Fitting of the spectrum can be carried out either in k-space
or in R-space. A number of computer codes exists today for such conventional
approach to EXAFS analysis, for instance, EDA [40], FEFFIT [42], Arthemis
[43].
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Due to the large number of fitting parameters and due to strong correlations
between them, to obtain a stable result via conventional analysis, one should
reduce the number of the degrees of freedom in the applied model [44]. As
a result, (i) the contributions of distant coordination shells should be filtered
out, (ii) all present thermal and static disorder effects should be described by
only a few independent effective MSRD factors, (iii) multiple-scattering effects
should be neglected or treated using significant approximations. Therefore, as it
turns out, the conventional EXAFS analysis can be reliably applied only to the
treatment of EXAFS data from the first few coordination shells, often - from the
first coordination shell only.
To avoid this problem and to obtain from EXAFS spectra much more in-
formation, simulation-based approaches, discussed in the next chapter, can be
employed.
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Figure 2.8: Extraction of EXAFS spectra - II
Extraction of the Re L3-edge EXAFS spectrum for crystalline ReO3: polynomial
smoothing in k-space (panel A), Hodrick-Prescott-type filtering (panel B) and final
EXAFS spectrum (panel C). A narrow peak at ∼16.2 A˚−1 is a glitch due to crystal
monochromator.
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3.1 Introduction
The conventional EXAFS data treatment has been introduced in the previous
chapter. Although this approach has been used for EXAFS analysis since 1970s,
it has significant limitations, especially when applied to the studies of crystalline
materials, due to the fact that EXAFS spectrum in this case may have quite com-
plex structure, contributions of different scattering paths may overlap and thus
the estimators of structural parameters are strongly correlated [44]. Therefore, as
it was pointed out in the previous chapter, in most of the cases, the conventional
EXAFS analysis is reliable for the studies of the first coordination shell only.
Obviously, this results in the loss of significant amount of information, available,
in principle, from experimental data. To make the analysis of EXAFS data more
efficient and more accurate, new methods are required.
As for many other mathematically incorrect problems, to stabilize the model
with many degrees of freedom that are used to parameterize EXAFS spectrum,
one obviously needs to introduce some constraints. A natural set of constraints
can be obtained by acknowledging that sought structural parameters are not
actually independent - interatomic distances in the distant coordination shells
are geometrically linked to the interatomic distances in the first coordination
shells, the distributions of bonding angles are closely related to the distributions
of atomic deviations, etc. To benefit from this purely geometrical information,
we may reformulate the problem we are trying to solve - instead of directly fit-
ting the average interatomic distances, MSRD factors, etc., we can use as the
unknown variables of our model the coordinates of atoms in a sufficiently large
piece of investigated material. In this case we are trying to build a representa-
tive 3D-model of the material, for which the corresponding theoretical EXAFS
spectrum can be calculated using existing ab-initio codes and then compared
with the experimental data. If the constructed 3D model gives a good agreement
between theoretically calculated and experimental spectra, then we may expect
that the coordinates of atoms in the model represent the atomic configuration
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of the real material. The values of structural parameters can be estimated af-
terwards by applying simple statistical analysis. This idea is common for all
simulation-based approaches to EXAFS analysis. Due to the fact that instead of
a problem with a relatively few unknowns (structural parameters) we are solving
now a problem with hundreds and thousands degrees of freedom (atomic coordi-
nates), such methods are usually much more computationally expensive than the
conventional EXAFS analysis. At the same time the amount of information that
one can extract by employing simulation-based approaches is essentially larger.
The continuous growth of the popularity of simulation-based approaches in the
last decades is closely related to the wide spread occurrence of high-performance
computing systems [45].
Besides the geometrical constraints, different additional information in the
analysis process can be introduced. Also the algorithms for the construction of
the 3D model may be different, thus from the described basic idea very different
techniques can be developed and applied to EXAFS analysis. The most well-
known are molecular dynamics (MD), Monte-Carlo method (MC) and Reverse
Monte-Carlo method (RMC). They are discussed in the following sections of this
chapter.
3.2 Molecular dynamics
In a classical molecular dynamics approach a 3D time-dependent model of
the investigated structure is obtained. For MD simulations one should specify
an empirical force-field model V (~r1, ~r2, ..., ~rn), i.e., some function that effectively
describes the interactions between atoms in the materials (positions of atoms
are given by vectors ~r1, ~r2, ... , ~rn). Force that acts on the i−th atom then
can be calculated as ~Fi = ∇~riV , and the motion of atoms can be modelled
by numerical integration of classical Newton’s equations, and, therefore, is fully
deterministic. First MD calculations have been carried out already in 1950s
[46, 47] for the simulations of phase transitions in the system of rigid spheres.
Nowadays, MD is probably the most popular method for the modeling of large-
scale atomic structures [48], and is widely used not only in the field of material
science, but also, for instance, in biology and medicine [49].
In the early 2000’s MD for the first time has been applied for the interpreta-
tion of EXAFS data. In the standard MD-EXAFS approach the results of MD
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simulations - atom trajectories - are used as input for ab-initio calculations of EX-
AFS data: during the MD simulations a large number of atomic configurations is
saved, and using ab-initio programs such as FEFF for each of these configurations
one can calculate corresponding EXAFS spectrum. By averaging all these spectra
a final, time-averaged EXAFS spectrum, which can be compared with the exper-
imental data, is obtained [50, 51, 4]. Originally MD-EXAFS method has been
applied to the studies of disordered systems, such as glasses [52, 53], solutions
[54, 55], molten salts [50, 56]. Nevertheless, studies of our group have shown that
also in the case of crystalline systems MD-EXAFS approach can be very useful:
in [4] MD-EXAFS method is applied to the analysis of local structure around Ti
atom in crystalline SrTiO3, in [57] - to the analysis of local structure around Co
in crystalline LaCoO3, in [58] - to the analysis of local structure of crystalline ger-
manium, in [59] - to the investigations of Re surroundings in crystalline rhenium
trioxide, while in [60] - to the analysis of EXAFS data from sheelite-type com-
pounds CaWO4, SrWO4, BaWO4. Finally, a novel trend is to apply MD-EXAFS
analysis for the structure investigations of different nano-structured systems (in
[61] MD calculations were combined with EXAFS analysis to investigate struc-
ture of platinum nanoparticles, while in the series of recent papers by our group
[62, 63, 64, 65] MD-EXAFS method was applied to determine structure of NiO
nanoparticles and to estimate the influence of oxygen vacancies).
The significant advantage of MD simulations for EXAFS analysis is that the
time-dependent properties of the system, frequencies of atomic vibrations, inter-
atomic forces can be directly accessed. The biggest problem, however, is that
the precision of obtained results is fully determined by the precision of the used
force-field model, and, unfortunately, for complex systems with low symmetry
the precise force-field model cannot be found. Besides, since classical MD fully
neglects the quantum effects in the system, it cannot be applied to model systems
at low temperatures. A relatively new approach to treat these problems is to use
ab-initio MD instead of classical MD simulations. In ab-initio MD the inter-
actions between atoms are calculated from the solution of Schrodinger equation
for electronic system. Obviously, such approach is extremely computationally
expensive and currently can reliably be applied to investigate only small atomic
clusters. For instance, in recent study [66], ab-initio MD-EXAFS method is ap-
plied for the structure investigations of gold nanoparticles with 147 Au atoms per
particle.
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3.3 Monte Carlo method
Monte Carlo (MC) technique incorporates a broad class of methods that can
be used to solve different types of problems. The common idea of all Monte Carlo
methods is to use random rather than deterministic process. The development of
MC methods started in the 19th century, when random sampling has been applied
to approximately solve different mathematical problems. For instance, in 1873
Asaph Hall, an American astronomer, proposed a method for the ”experimental”
determination of the number pi using direct random sampling [67]. In fact, this
method was based on an even older problem, the famous Buffon’s needle problem,
first posed in 18th century [68].
More systematic development of Monte Carlo methods began with the Second
World War. In the 1930s Enrico Fermi proposed to use MC-type methods for the
description of neutron diffusion in the different materials. In the 1940s Monte
Carlo methods were investigated by Stanislaw Ulam and John Neumann, while
both worked in Los Alamos laboratory at Manhattan Project. Significant progress
in the development of MC methods started after the first electronic computer
ENIAC was constructed in 1945 [69].
In 1953 Nicholas Metropolis published the paper [70] that began the appli-
cations of MC methods to the problems in the field of solid-state physics. In
this paper 2D system of rigid discs has been studied. A force field, describing
the interactions of such discs, was given and thus it was possible to calculate
the total energy of system for each configuration of the discs. At each iteration
a small and random shift of discs was proposed, and using the algorithm that
later was named after Metropolis himself the proposed change of configuration
was either accepted or rejected, and system slowly evolved to the state, where
the distributions of discs corresponded to the Boltzmann’s distribution. In the
following decades the Metropolis algorithm turned to be at the heart of almost
every implementation of MC method.
Nowadays MC method is widely used for the investigations of polymers and or-
ganic macromolecules (see, for instance, [71], [72]). Besides the classical Metropo-
lis Monte Carlo very different modifications of this method have been developed,
for instance, versatile quantum Monte Carlo methods that are applied to the
studies of the electronic structure of different, but usually bosonic systems [73],
kinetic Monte Carlo, designed for the modeling of system evolution in time, if the
probabilities of different transitions are given [74], etc.
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Conventional MC method suffers from the same drawbacks as classical MD:
for calculations the force-field model is required. Additionally, due to the fact
that the motion of atoms in MC is probabilistic rather than deterministic, the
MC calculations usually are much more computationally expensive.
3.4 Reverse Monte Carlo method
To avoid the problems related to force-field model, at the end of 20th century
a new simulation-based method for the determination of material structure has
been developed - Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC). RMC was proposed by McGreevy
and Pusztai in [75], where instead of the minimization of system energy, as in
conventional MC, they proposed to minimize the difference between the exper-
imental and numerically simulated X-ray diffraction data. In 1990 Keen and
McGreevy published in Nature magazine the results of the RMC study of quartz,
as experimental input simultaneously using both X-ray and neutron diffraction
data [76].
RMC method has been applied for the first time to the studies of molten salts
[77] and crystalline AgBr [78] from neutron diffraction data. The reconstruction of
the three-dimensional structures of thirteen MX and MX2 molten salts (M=metal
and X=halide) allowed the authors to evidence the type of short-range order and
for the first time to visualise intermediate-range order arising from a local density
fluctuation [77]. The development of crystalline AgBr structure upon temperature
increase from 490 K up to 703 K was investigated in [78] based on a relatively
large 3D model, containing 4096 ions. RMC simulations revealed in this case the
increase in distortion of the silver ions lattice, till it completely melted.
Finally, in 1990 also the paper by Gurman and McGreevy [5] was published,
where instead of diffraction data the results of X-ray absorption spectroscopy
have been used: for the first time the simulation-based analysis of EXAFS data
using RMC approach was carried out. In this paper amorphous as well as crys-
talline silicon have been investigated. For RMC simulations a system with about
1000 atoms was modeled, calculations of EXAFS spectra have been carried out
in single-scattering approximation. EXAFS data have been analyzed also using
conventional approach (see Sec. 2.7.2). The difference between results, obtained
via conventional procedure and via RMC simulations, was about 0.1 A˚ for inter-
atomic distances and 0.002 A˚2 for MSRD factors.
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In the following years Pusztai and McGreevy continued to employ RMC
method, but mostly for highly disordered systems (liquids, glasses, amorphous
samples) and for the interpretation of X-ray and neutron diffraction data [79,
80, 81]. In a recent study by Tucker et al. RMC method was applied to neutron
diffraction data from ZrW2O8 [82, 83] - a material, known for its negative thermal
expansion (below room temperature its volume decreases upon heating), - and it
was shown that the so called rigid unit model seems to be valid for this system1.
In another very interesting paper [85] by Young et al. the neutron diffraction
based RMC method was applied to study superconductor YBa2Cu3O6.93, and it
was established that two separate Cu–O bonds exists in this material [85]. In [86]
this approach was applied for the studies of bismuth-based piezoelectrics. Review
articles on the applications of RMC methods for the interpretation of diffraction
signals from glasses were published by McGreevy in 2001 [45, 87], while a review
on the applications of RMC methods for the interpretation of diffraction data
from powders was published by Keen et al. in 2005 [88].
The simplicity of RMC algorithm is the reason of its widespread use, mostly
for studies of disordered materials using diffraction data. For example, in [89]
the RMC method is applied for the structure investigations of conductive glasses;
in [90] - for the interpretation of X-ray diffraction data from amorphous hydro-
genated silicon; in [91] - for the analysis of neutron diffraction data from liquid
carbon and nitrogen monoxides; in [92, 93, 94] - for the X-ray diffraction analysis
of Al-based alloys; in [95] - for high energy X-ray diffraction data from melts of
Ag2Se and AgI; in [96] - for the neutron scattering study of liquid hydrogen and
liquid mercury; in [97] - for the X-ray diffraction study of liquid gallium under
pressure; in [98] - for the X-ray diffraction study of liquid As2Se3 at high temper-
atures. In 2010 a powerful modification of the RMC method that was designed
for the analysis of disordered systems with very large supercells, used to represent
3D structure model, was proposed by Cliffe and Dove in [99, 100]. Within this
approach, called invariant refinement technique, the stability of solution was im-
proved by demanding that the local environments should be similar for all atoms
of given type.
A novel and very promising approach is to use RMC for the interpretation
of the results of anomalous X-ray scattering data: in works by Hosokawa and
1The results, obtained by Tucker et al. for ZrW2O8 have been commented recently by
Bridges et al. [84]: in this paper ZrW2O8 was investigated by means of X-ray diffraction and
EXAFS at W L3 and Zr K-edges and it was concluded that the mechanisms, underlying the
negative thermal expansion of this material are probably more complex.
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coworkers [101, 102, 103, 104] such technique is applied for the investigations
of Ge-Se alloys, amorphous Ge2Se2Te5, semiconducting and metallic glasses. Re-
cently, anomalous diffraction, combined with RMC method, was used by de Lima
et al. for the determination of amorphous structure of Ti50Ni25Cu25 [105].
For the analysis of crystalline materials RMC method has been applied, for
instance, in [106, 107, 108, 109, 110]. A very promising trend in the applications
of RMC methods are the investigations of nanostructured materials. For exam-
ple, in [111] RMC method is used together with high-energy X-ray diffraction for
the investigation of ruthenium nanoparticles. Other notable examples of RMC
applications to the analysis of nanopowders are [112, 113, 114]. In a recent pa-
per [115] RMC simulations for several ferrihydrite nanoparticle models (spherical
particles about 3.6 nm in diameter, containing approximately 800 iron atoms)
were carried out and allowed one to find the model that gave the best agreement
with available experimental (X-ray diffraction) data.
Despite the very pronounced dominance of diffraction data as input for RMC
simulations, the application of RMC method to the analysis of EXAFS data
also has been addressed in a number of works, for instance, [116, 117, 118, 119,
120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130]. Some of the most recent
works in this field are studies by Kaban et al. [131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136,
137, 138, 139, 140] (studies of Ge-Se-Te alloys, AsS2-Ag glasses, Cu-doped Ge-
Te glasses, AgI-doped Ge-I-S glasses, Ge-As-Se glasses, Ge-As-Te glasses, Fe-
Nb-B metallic glasses, Ni-Zr and Cu-Zr alloys), works by Kumara [141] (study
of superionic glass Agx(GeSe3)1−x), Oliveira [142] (study of Se90P10 alloy) and
Antipas [143] (study of GeSe4 and GeSe4In5 metallic glasses). In the works by
Yang and co-workers, X-ray scattering and EXAFS data were used to run RMC
simulations for the studies of atomic packing and glass-forming abilities of Cu-Zr
alloys [144, 145, 146]. In [147] by Tupy et al. RMC method was applied for
the analysis of EXAFS data from NiPt nanoparticles. In [148] by Kurt et al.
RMC modelling of Mn2RuxGa thin films using simultaneously EXAFS data from
Mn, Ga and Ru K-edges was performed. Gaseous and liquid systems (Br2, liquid
copper, liquid nickel) are investigated using RMC-EXAFS methods in works by
Di Cicco et al. [119, 120, 130] (special attention in these works is paid to the
many-atomic effects).
As one can see, usually in these works disordered systems are studied, and as
input for RMC scheme EXAFS data are used along with the results of diffraction
experiment: in the case of the systems with strong disorder EXAFS spectrum
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alone contains only a very limited information [3, 121]. Also, EXAFS calcu-
lations are carried out mostly in single-scattering approximation, therefore the
accurate analysis is possible for the first coordination shell around the absorber
atom only (often in the case of disordered systems the contribution from the first
coordination is actually the only present contribution at all, in other cases con-
tributions from further coordination shells in SS approach need to be removed
by, for instance, Fourier filtering [118]).
The importance of multiple-scattering effects was emphasized by Di Cicco
and coworkers in [119] and [120]. In these studies the Cu K-edge EXAFS data
from liquid copper were investigated, and it was shown, by taking into account
MS effects one can access information on many-atomic distribution functions and
distributions of bonding angles. One should note, however, that the MS analysis
of crystalline data is computationally much more challenging task than the one
of disordered systems due to the exponentially larger number of scattering paths
that should be taken into account.
For perovskite-type structures RMC calculations for the first time have been
carried out by Krayzman, Levin and Tucker [149, 150, 151, 152, 153]. In 2008
they published paper [149], where RMC simulations have been carried out for the
solid solution Ca(Zr,Ti)O3. As experimental data in this study pair-distribution
functions from neutron and X-ray diffraction and also EXAFS spectra have been
used. EXAFS simulations have been carried out in single-scattering approxima-
tion. The authors managed to reconstruct the pair distribution functions quite
well, however, it turned out that many-atomic distribution functions, such as
bonding angle distribution functions, are reproduced imprecisely. In 2009 this
group of scientists published a results, obtained for another perovskite-type com-
pound - SrAl1/2Nb1/2O3 [150]. For RMC simulations in this study a very large 3D
model with 20480 atoms was used, and in EXAFS calculations also the influence
of multiple-scattering effects was taken into account, however, in an approximate
way: authors assumed that complex scattering functions are independent on the
interatomic distances, and these functions for different values of bonding angles
had been tabulated before the main RMC calculations, and later were just lin-
early interpolated. The further development of ideas, proposed in that study,
was given by Nemeth et al in [152]. In 2010 Krayzman and coworkers carried
out RMC simulations for perovskite AgNbO3, with the goal to study the local
displacements of Nb ion [151]. Obtained results contradicted with the existing
results from electron diffraction studies, thus for the following calculations in the
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list of experimental data, used for RMC simulations along with X-ray and neu-
tron diffraction, and EXAFS data, also the results of electron diffraction were
included. In 2013 this complex approach was applied to investigate the local
structure of Ba1−xCaxTiO3 and Ba1−xSrxTiO3 solid-solutions [153].
For structure determination using RMC method a number of codes exists and
are available. Most popular are RMC POT (development of RMC++ code) [124],
designed mostly for the studies of disordered systems, and RMCProfile [154], de-
signed for the analysis of powders. Both of these codes are mostly focused on
the analysis of diffraction data, however, the EXAFS data can be provided as
additional information. In both of these codes EXAFS calculations are carried
out neglecting the dependance of the complex scattering function on interatomic
distances. The RMC code, used by Krayzman and coworkers, that allows also the
approximate treatment of MS contributions, is an extension to RMCProfile [149].
Another RMC code that treats the MS effects is SpecSwap-RMC code [129]: in
this case relevant local structures, for which the full EXAFS spectrum is precal-
culated, are chosen, and later, during the main RMC simulations, total EXAFS
spectrum is expressed just as a combination of such precalculated contributions.
SpecSwap-RMC code is mostly designed for RMC-EXAFS studies of disordered
systems [129].
Finally, it should be mentioned that along with ”pure” RMC, MC and MD
methods, different combinations of these techniques exist. One of such approaches
is to use RMC calculations to construct the radial distribution functions, which
later can be used to estimate parameters of interatomic force-field model that can
be employed for MD or MC simulations. Currently this approach is applicable
only for simple systems, where the force-field can be described by combination
of pair potentials. Analysis of such cases is given, for instance in [155] and
[156]. At the same time, existing knowledge on interatomic interactions can be
used to avoid nonphysical solutions in the conventional RMC calculations. This
combined MD-RMC approach is referred as hybrid RMC or empirical potential
structure refinement. It was employed, for instance, in [157, 48, 158, 159, 160,
161]. Somehow more sophisticated approach is to combine RMC method with ab-
initio MD: in [162], for example, RMC method is employed to create initial atomic
configuration of Ga11Ge11Te78 that is used as input for consequent ab-initio MD
simulations, in [163, 164] similar approach is applied for GexAsySe1−x−y glasses,
in [165] - for CaO-Al2O3 glasses. An opposite idea was realized in [166] for study
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of amorphous Ge15Te85, where the results of ab-initio MD simulations provided
additional constraints for X-ray and neutron diffraction-based RMC.
To conclude, RMC method is a well established approach for structure in-
vestigations. Currently, however, all existing RMC implementations are focused
on the analysis of diffraction data and/or on studies of disordered systems. The
possibility to apply RMC analysis to the treatment of EXAFS data from crys-
talline systems taking into account all MS effects, is, in turn, weakly explored
due to the significant computational complexity of such task. The goal of the
presented thesis is to contribute to the advancement of this field and to provide
a versatile and computationally efficient tool for RMC-EXAFS analysis of the
local structure of crystalline materials. The description of the developed method
is given in the next chapter.
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ALGORITHM METHOD FOR EXAFS ANALYSIS
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will discuss in details the approach, developed by the author
of the thesis for the analysis of EXAFS data for crystalline materials. The problem
that we are trying to solve here is to obtain physically meaningful information on
lattice structure and dynamics from the corresponding EXAFS spectrum, without
using additional input such as empirical force-field models.
Nowadays there are a number of ab-initio codes available that, knowing the
structure and dynamics of the system, allow one to calculate the corresponding
theoretical EXAFS spectrum (FEFF [25] and GNXAS [167] codes are the most
popular). The agreement between the results of such calculations and experi-
mentally measured EXAFS data is usually good [2]. The problem that we are
interested in, however, is an inverse problem: we will try to find such model of
crystal structure and lattice dynamics that the corresponding calculated EXAFS
spectrum is as close to the experimental data as possible.
In the conventional EXAFS analysis (Sec. 2.7.2) the model is set by speci-
fying the distributions of distances between the absorbing atom and its closest
neighbours. Usually it is assumed that these distributions are described by Gaus-
sian functions, hence the only variables of such model are average interatomic
distances and the variances of interatomic distances (MSRD, i.e., mean-square
relative displacement factors).
In the simulation-based EXAFS analysis (Chapter 3) to employ the con-
straints set by geometrical considerations, the structure model is formulated
directly in the terms of atomic coordinates: the variables are just x, y and z
coordinates of each atom in the simulated cell. The number of atoms in the cell
should correspond to the experimental value of atomic number density. In the
case of crystalline material such cell is often called a ”supercell”, since it consists
of several unit cells. To avoid the surface-related effects the periodic boundary
conditions (PBC) are applied. The supercell should be chosen large enough to
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represent the structure of the material. The interatomic distances and MSRD fac-
tors can be estimated afterwards from the sets of obtained coordinates for atoms
within the supercell. As it was mentioned previously, while in the MD-EXAFS
approach the variation of atomic coordinates during the simulations is governed
by Newtonian equations of motion, in the RMC-type approaches the displace-
ments of atoms are determined by a random process with the aim to minimize
the disagreement between calculated and experimentally measured EXAFS data.
It is interesting to note that, in principle, the problem we are trying to solve-
the extraction of relevant structural information from experimental data - is sim-
ilar to the one that is treated by the so called computer vision methods, only
in our case the input is not a visual image of macroscopic object, but the X-
ray absorption spectrum. Nevertheless, the challenges, or so called ”curses” that
are formulated in the computer vision field, are also applicable for the RMC-
type EXAFS analysis. The curse of dimensionality refers to the fact that the
case we are trying to solve (i.e., the local structure of sample) is an essentially
high-dimensional problem, and to completely characterize the investigated sys-
tem the enormous amount of variables is required; at the same time the amount
of available data is limited. The curse of non-linearity refers to the problem
that the input data (i.e., EXAFS spectra) depends on the variables of system
(atomic coordinates) in a strongly non-linear way. The problem that the dis-
agreement between the calculated and experimental EXAFS data is a function
of system variables that has many local minima, while we are interested in the
global minimum only, is sometimes called the curse of non-convexity.
The reverse Monte Carlo/evolutionary algorithm (RMC/EA) implementation,
presented in this thesis, is designed to minimize the influence of these ”curses”.
The keys to the problem are (i) to reduce the number of involved variables and to
reduce the size of configurational space to be explored (i.e., to use relatively small
supercell and to constrain atomic displacements), (ii) to use efficient optimization
algorithms, (iii) to employ fast algorithms to calculate theoretical EXAFS spec-
tra as functions of atomic coordinates and (iv) to implement novel approaches of
signal processing to extract from the available EXAFS spectra as much informa-
tion as possible. To sum up these principles, the four main building blocks of our
RMC-type method for the analysis of EXAFS data now can be identified:
1. Ab-initio EXAFS calculations: as it has been said, excellent codes for
the simulations of EXAFS data are available; in our implementation we use
program FEFF8 for this purpose. As it is the most time-consuming part of
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simulations, it is necessary, however, to reduce the required number of FEFF
calculations as much as possible. Therefore, first of all, in the present study
we carefully examine the importance of all scattering paths and employ
high-dimensional clustering algorithms to agglomerate similar paths. These
issues are discussed in Sec. 4.4. Secondly, the calculations of EXAFS spectra
are parallelized, to employ the potentiality of multiprocessor systems.
2. Signal processing: the noise should be removed from the experimental
EXAFS data; additionally, the conventional Fourier transform can be used
to separate contributions from different coordination shells. However, in
this study we demonstrate that the use of novel wavelet transform is prefer-
able, since it gives the representation of the analyzed signal in real and
frequency spaces simultaneously and provides more information, allowing
one to better discriminate different contributions to the total EXAFS spec-
trum (Sec. 4.3);
3. Optimization algorithms: structure model that gives the best agree-
ment between calculated and experimentally measured EXAFS data can be
obtained by performing a search for global minimum in high-dimensional
space. The reverse Monte Carlo method, based on Metropolis algorithm, is
a widely acknowledged tool for this purpose. In this study we employ for
the first time for simulation-based EXAFS analysis a much more efficient
approach based on evolutionary algorithm (EA). The convergence of the op-
timization process both in our RMC and EA implementations is controlled
by simulated annealing scheme. See Sec. (4.2) for details;
4. Postprocessing of obtained results: the information on interatomic
distances, bonding angles, amplitudes and correlations of atomic motion,
etc., should be extracted from the obtained set of atomic coordinates; since
we are dealing with relatively small supercells, the statistics is rather poor
and robust statistics methods should be employed at this stage (Sec. 4.5).
These four blocks are implemented in the original EvAX (Evolutionary Al-
gorithm for XAS data analysis) code, a program, written in C++ language and
designed for the efficient analysis of EXAFS data from crystalline material on
high power computer systems. The basic elements of the EvAX algorithm are
emphasized in Fig. 4.1. A more advanced postprocessing of obtained results is
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the EvAX algorithm
also realized as a set of interactive tools, created in Wolfram Mathematica envi-
ronment.
In further sections of this chapter we give a detailed description of the main
blocks, listed above. All necessary information regarding usage of the EvAX
program is given in the user’s manual (Appendix A).
4.2 Optimization algorithms: RMC and evolutionary
algorithm
4.2.1 Reverse Monte Carlo basics1
Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) method is a simulation technique, proposed by
McGreevy and Pusztai in the late 1980’s, to determine a 3D model of the atomic
structure of material by minimizing the difference between its structure-related
experimental and calculated properties [75]. Here we will describe the basics
of the conventional RMC algorithm, and also emphasize the peculiarities of our
implementation. More details on the conventional RMC scheme can be found in
[45, 168].
1The material, presented in Secs.4.2.1 - 4.2.3, has been partially published as J. Timoshenko,
A. Kuzmin, J. Purans, REVERSE MONTE CARLO MODELLING OF THERMAL DISOR-
DER IN CRYSTALLINE MATERIALS FROM EXAFS SPECTRA, Comp. Phys. Commun.
183 (2012) p. 1237-1245
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4.2 Optimization algorithms: RMC
and evolutionary algorithm
RMC simulation starts with an arbitrary initial configuration of atoms in a
cell of chosen size and shape with periodic boundary conditions, for which the
total EXAFS spectrum χtot(k) is calculated as described below in Sec. 4.4.
Next, the atomic configuration is modified by randomly changing the coor-
dinates of one or several atoms, thus producing a new atomic configuration, for
which the total EXAFS spectrum χnewtot (k) is calculated. The two calculated EX-
AFS spectra χoldtot(k) and χ
new
tot (k) are compared with the experimental one χexp(k),
and the new atomic configuration is either accepted or discarded depending on
the results of this comparison (see the next Subsection for details). The proce-
dure is repeated as many times as needed till the atoms in the cell will occupy
such positions that the difference ξ between theoretical χtot(k) and experimental
χexp(k) EXAFS spectra is minimized.
In the case of crystalline systems the equilibrium structure is usually known:
the lattice parameters of crystalline material can be determined by diffraction
techniques with much higher accuracy (better than 10−3 A˚), compared to that
provided by modern EXAFS analysis (usually about 10−2 A˚). Therefore in our
approach the RMC simulation of EXAFS spectrum for a crystal is performed us-
ing a fixed supercell size, defined by the lattice parameters, and by initial placing
of atoms at proper Wyckoff positions. This allows us to account for the infor-
mation available from diffraction data without direct simulations of diffraction
pattern. However, small random initial displacements for all atoms can be given
to include approximately thermal disorder and, thus, to avoid the rapid changes
of residual at the beginning of RMC iteration process. The shape of the supercell
is determined by the crystal symmetry and is not obligatory cubic.
EXAFS method is sensitive to the local atomic structure (usually up to 10 A˚
around the absorbing atom) due to the restrictions imposed by the life time of the
excitation and thermal disorder. Therefore, in a periodic system one can probe
and needs to account for a relatively small amount of atoms in a rather small
cell, whose size should be at least twice the largest radial distance in the Fourier
transform of EXAFS spectrum. This means that for the simulations of EXAFS
spectra from crystalline materials a supercell containing a few hundreds of atoms
should be sufficient. For the most of calculations, presented in this thesis, the
supercell consisting of 4×4×4 unit cells has been used. To compare, the number
of atoms, required for the RMC modelling of disordered materials, is at least 1000
[87].
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4.2 Optimization algorithms: RMC
and evolutionary algorithm
Once the initial atomic configuration is chosen, one should define the proce-
dure for its modification using random atom displacements. For this purpose at
each RMC step one can either randomly pick one atom and randomly change
its coordinates, or can randomly modify coordinates of all atoms. In this work
the latter approach is adopted. The generation of pseudo-random numbers here
and everywhere else in our program is performed using the Mersenne-Twister
algorithm [169]. The Mersenne-Twister algorithm is a common choice for many
Monte Carlo implementations due its speed, long repetition period and good
statistical randomness of the generated numbers [170].
In the real crystals the displacements of atoms from their equilibrium posi-
tions due to thermal vibrations are normally less than a few tenths of angstrom.
Therefore, in the present work we constrain the displacements of atoms from their
equilibrium positions that are known from diffraction experiments to be smaller
than some given value δmax.
4.2.2 Metropolis algorithm
Here we discuss the algorithm that determines, whether the atomic configura-
tion, proposed at some RMC iteration (i.e., obtained after atomic displacements),
should be accepted or discarded. For this algorithm one needs to compare the
theoretically calculated and experimental EXAFS data. In Section 4.3 different
approaches for such comparison are discussed in details. At this point let us just
assume that the quantity, characterizing the difference between two spectra, is
known and is denoted by ξ.
Let the differences between total calculated and experimental EXAFS spectra
for the current and new atomic configurations be equal to ξold and ξnew, respec-
tively. It is clear, if ξnew < ξold, the proposed atomic configuration is better
than the previous one and should be accepted. However, if we discard all atomic
configurations for which ξnew > ξold, the difference ξ will always decrease and
after some number of steps it will reach the local minimum. In order to ensure
that the global minimum is found, it is necessary to accept some of the atomic
displacements for which ξnew > ξold. Such strategy is realized in the most popular
algorithm of the movement acceptance/discarding, proposed by Metropolis [70]:
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4.2 Optimization algorithms: RMC
and evolutionary algorithm
if ξnew < ξold, the move is accepted;
if ξnew > ξold, the move is accepted, if
exp(−(ξnew − ξold)/T ) > r,
and discarded otherwise (4.1)
where r is a pseudo-random number in the range between 0 and 1, and T is a
scaling parameter.
It can be relatively easily shown, if one allows the atoms to move accordingly
to Metropolis algorithm with fixed value of parameter T for sufficiently long time,
values of the ξ will fluctuate around its minimal value accordingly to Boltzmann
distribution P (ξ) ∼ e−ξ/T [171] (see Fig. 4.2-A). If we denote by wi→j the proba-
bility of the transition from the state i to the state j, where, for instance, ξj < ξi,
then for Metropolis algorithm wi→j/wj→i = eξi−ξj , i.e., it is equal to the ratio of
the probabilities to find system in states j and i, given by P (ξj)/P (ξi). The condi-
tion wi→j/wj→i = P (ξj)/P (ξi) is known as detailed balance condition. Now if we





j wi→jPi(t), where the first sum describes the
probability to arrive at state i from all other possible states, while the second sum-
the probability to leave the state i to any other state. From the detailed balance





Pi(t + 1) = Pi(t), therefore the Boltzmann distribution indeed is the stationary
distribution that corresponds to transitions, defined by Metropolis algorithm.
The fact that the distribution of ξ is Boltzmann distribution means that at
some arbitrary time moment the system most likely will be close to the state
where ξ is close to its minimal value. The standard deviation - the characteristic
width of the Bolztmann distribution - is given by parameter T . Therefore, if
T is large, the system will fluctuate around the global minimum with a large
amplitude. On the other hand, if parameter T is small, we again will discard
all the moves that increase the difference ξ, and the simulation will get stuck
at some local minimum. For RMC simulations the conventional approach (see,
for example, [5]) is to set the value of T to be proportional to the noise level
of experimental data, and usually it means that the value of T is rather small.
The alternative solution, implemented in our code, is to use so called simulated
annealing approach.
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In the simulated annealing approach [172], the parameter T is not fixed but
decreases slowly. One starts with a large value of T to stimulate a fast approach
to the global minimum. Then the parameter T decreases, so that the fluctua-
tions of the system are damped. At the end of the simulation, T is equal to
0 and, if the annealing has been carried out slowly enough, the system reaches
the global minimum. The efficiency of this approach strongly depends on the so-
called ”cooling schedule” - the function that controls the decrease of T during the
simulation. Popular cooling schedules are, for instance, the so called Boltzmann
annealing schedule, where T (t) ∼ 1/ log(t), or the Cauchy annealing scheme,
where T (t) ∼ 1/t, and many others are known [173]. For each particular problem
one or another algorithm can be considered as the optimal, and also the optimal
values of parameters for each schedule are different for different problems. Even
if the problem we are trying to solve is only slightly modified (for example, one
increases the size of the used supercell), the significant changes of the cooling
schedule may be required.
Regardless of the cooling scheme we have chosen, one parameter always plays
a crucial role: the length of the schedule tmax, i.e., the number of iterations till
the parameter T reaches zero. In fact, with any reasonable cooling scheme the
global minimum can be found, if the length of the schedule is chosen long enough.
Of course, since this parameter determines the length of our calculation, we are
also interested to keep it as small as possible.
While some (complicated) theoretical results for special cases are available, in
practice the prediction of the optimal tmax value for arbitrary RMC calculation is
an unsolved problem. In any case tmax can be obtained empirically by trial and
error method. But it obviously would be useful to have at least some insight on
how the once found and good tmax value should be changed, if we change some
other parameters of our calculations.
One of the quantities that could characterize the tmax value is the time, re-
quired to visit the global minimum at least once, starting from some arbitrary
point in configuration space [174]. Let us start simple - with one variable x in one
dimension (Fig. 4.2-B). The initial value of x let us denote by x0. Additionally, let
us assume that the value of x can change only discretely - at each iteration it can
be increased/decreased by δ, or remain unchanged, so there are d = 3 possible
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values xnew that can be proposed. At each iteration we calculate the difference ξ
between the experimental spectrum and the theoretical spectrum. Let ∆ be the
largest possible change of ξ, if x increases/decreases by δ. Now if the global min-
imum of the ξ corresponds to xglobal that is n = |xglobal − x0|/δ steps away from
the initial point, the probability that the system goes directly from x0 to xglobal
is P > (d−1e−∆/Tmin)n (here Tmin is the lowest value of scaling parameter T that
we had during this process). It means, if we N = (d−1e−∆/Tmin)−n = dnen∆/Tmin
times put the system in x0 and allow it to perform n moves, it likely will visit
the global minimum. Now, if we recall that x0 is some arbitrary point and the
process, described here, is, in fact, so called Markov chain, i.e., the following value
of x depends only on the current value of x, then it is not necessary after each n
iterations to reset our value of x to the same x0. We can just allow the system
to move through the configuration space, and still in N = dn˜en˜∆/Tmin iterations
we, likely, will visit the global minimum (here n˜ = R/δ, and R, in turn, is the
typical distance between some point in configuration space and the point of global
minimum) [174].
This argument can be easily generalized for the case of many dimensions
(Fig. 4.2-C): if we have k variables, we can make x to be a point in k-dimensional
space, where coordinates of the point are all the variables that characterize given
system. Assuming for simplicity that all of the variables still are changing dis-
cretely and can either increase/decrease by δ or remain the same, we obtain
that the total number of all possible xnew points that can be reached in one
iteration from given x is significantly larger than in 1D case, and is equal to
d = 1 + 2k ≈ 2k for the k  1 case (for the 2D case in Fig. 4.2-C these points are
denoted by red frame). Now we expect the global minimum point to be visited in
N = 1
c
dn˜en˜∆/Tmin iterations. The additional factor c refers to the fact that points
x0 and xglobal now are connected by many paths with the same length (for the
2D case in Fig. 4.2-C some of these paths are shown by black arrows). One can













where ni is the length of the projection of the paths on i-th dimension. For our
purposes, however, one needs just to note that c 2kn.
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From this result a number of conclusions can be drawn:
1. One can see, for example, if we perform calculations with a fixed value of
scaling parameter T that is too low, the required computational time will
grow as ∼ e1/T .
2. We can analyze the influence of the maximal change of a variable per one
iteration δ: we can expand ∆(δ, k) as ∆(δ, k) = α1(k)δ + α2(k)δ
2 + ..., and
now it is easy to see, if δ is too small, the required computational time will
grow rapidly as ∼ 2 kRδ , but if, in turn, δ is too large and with α2(k) > 0,
the required computational costs will also grow (as ∼ e
Rα2(k)δ
Tmin ). So, in order
to optimize the calculation process, it is crucial to find the optimal value of
parameter δ.
3. If we increase the size of our configuration space (characterized by the quan-
tity R), the required computational costs will grow exponentially. Therefore
the restrictions for the maximal allowed displacements of the atoms from
their equilibrium positions should be applied.
4. Perhaps, an even more important conclusion that can be made from Eq. (4.2)
is that the increase of the number of variables (i.e., the number of atoms)
k will lead also to the exponential growth of the required computational
time. Therefore the chosen supercell should be as small as possible.
4.2.3.2 Simulated annealing schemes
In the EvAX program two different simulated annealing schemes are imple-
mented: one, more conventional, is based on the adjustment of scaling parameter
T with fixed maximal value for the change of parameters δ. The second simulated
annealing scheme primarily changes the value of δ.
By looking at Eq. (4.1), one can note that parameter T is equal to −(ξnew −
ξold)/ ln p, where p is the probability to accept a move with ξnew > ξold. Now we
can rewrite the equation for T as
T (t) = −∆(t)/ ln p(t), (4.3)
where ∆ is the average change of the difference between theory and experiment
per RMC/EA step and tmax is annealing duration. The parameter ∆ can be
obtained automatically during the simulations by averaging the differences (ξnew−
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Figure 4.2: Convergence of RMC schemes
Residual ξ(x) for one dimensional case (black line in panel A) and corresponding
stationary distributions of ξ for different values of scaling parameter T (color lines
in panel A); schematic representation of discretized global-search problem in one
dimension (panel B) and in two dimensions (panel C) (see details in text).
ξold). The value of ∆ depends on the system parameters (for example, ∆ is smaller
for systems with larger number of atoms).
For the first simulated annealing scheme let us assume that at the beginning
of simulation p(0)=1, i.e., all proposed moves are accepted, but at the end of
simulation p(tmax)=0, and in between p changes linearly: p(t) = 1− t/tmax.
According to the Hajek theorem [175, 176], the simulated annealing algorithm
converges if
∑∞
t=1 exp[−D/T (t)] =∞, where D is a positive constant that char-
acterizes the maximal height of the barrier that must be overcome to escape from
local minima (see Fig. 4.2-A). In other words - the global minimum can be found
if at any time moment there is a non-zero probability for the system to escape





(1− t/tmax)D/∆ =∞ (4.4)
(during the simulation the parameter ∆ changes slowly and can be considered
constant). This condition is satisfied for all values of D and ∆, hence the proposed
cooling scheme is valid, if the chosen value of tmax is large enough. As it has
been already mentioned, the required value of tmax grows exponentially with the
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increase of investigated configuration space, and, as well, it depends on the chosen
value of δmax, the maximal allowed change of the variable (atomic coordinate) per
iteration. The requirement to specify the value of tmax and δmax is the largest
drawback of this scheme, as it usually leads to painful parameter studies.
The second simulated annealing scheme, implemented in EvAX code, is some-
how more intelligent. Here we start with some initial, usually large value of pa-
rameter δmax. As previously, during the simulation automatically the parameter
∆, the average change of the difference between theory and experiment per RMC
step, is estimated. Then, using Eq. (4.3), the value of parameter T is calculated,
in order to make the value of p (the probability to accept a move with ξnew > ξold)
to be equal to some specified, fixed value p0 (usually p0 = 0.5). The calculations
with these values of δmax and T are continued, till there is no significant improve-
ment of the residual ξ. Then the value of δmax is reduced by factor of two and the
new values of parameters ∆ and T are calculated (parameter p0 is kept fixed).
The process is repeated, until the reduction of δmax does not lead to significant
improvement of ξ. Thus in this scheme the computational time, as well as the
value of parameter δmax are obtained automatically. This scheme is slower than
the previous one, but it can be extremely useful to obtain at least an initial idea
on how large the values of tmax and δmax should be chosen.
4.2.4 Evolutionary algorithms1
4.2.4.1 Introduction
During the last decades the RMC method had proven to be a valuable tool
for the analysis of EXAFS data (see Sec. 3.4). However, the number of ap-
plications of RMC-EXAFS approach is still rather limited. Undoubtedly, it is
due to the fact that RMC method is extremely computationally inefficient. The
random process that is at the heart of RMC approach usually requires many thou-
sands of iterations till the system reaches its global minimum point. As a result,
many thousands of theoretical EXAFS calculations are required, where each one
of them, if all MS contributions are taken into account, may take even several
minutes on modern CPUs, especially when the contributions from distant coor-
dination shells around absorbing atom are also included. Moreover, the required
computational time growths exponentially with the increase of dimensionality or
1The material, presented in Sec.4.2.4 , has been published as J. Timoshenko, A. Kuzmins,
J. Purans, EXAFS STUDY OF HYDROGEN INTERCALATION INTO ReO3 USING THE
EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM; J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 26 (2014) 055401 (15 pages).
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characteristic length of the configuration space, over which the global minimum
point is searched (Sec. 4.2.3.1).
Therefore in this thesis we present a novel approach: we propose to use for the
optimization of 3D structure model of a sample the so-called evolutionary algo-
rithm (EA). While, in principle, EA is similar to RMC method and is also based
on a random process, it turns out to be significantly more efficient in the terms
of required computational power. Thus the EA approach allows us to include in
the analysis much larger number of photoelectron scattering paths, therefore the
studies of distant coordination shells taking into account all significant MS contri-
butions are now possible. For certain, the implementation of EA for the analysis
of the total EXAFS spectra is one of the most important results, presented in
this thesis.
Evolutionary algorithm is a general name for a class of similar, population-
based techniques for parameter optimization that strive to mimic genetic pro-
cesses in the natural systems. The most well-known type of EA is genetic algo-
rithm, introduced by John Holland in the 1960s,[177, 178, 179, 180] for which the
encoding of the variables in the form of binary strings is characteristic.
In the EA a set of current values of all parameters, which should be optimized,
forms an ”individual”. The function of these parameters, which needs to be
maximized, is called fitness function. The ”population” is an ensemble of such
”individuals”: it consists of many sets of parameters having different values.
At each iteration some manipulations with the population are carried out, so
that a new population is obtained from the old one. If these manipulations, or
operators, applied to the old population, are properly chosen, the fitness of the
new population will be, on average, larger than for the old population. Thus, the
fitness function will be maximized step by step, and the values of parameters will
approach those at the global maximum point.
In the field of structure analysis EA has been already used, for instance,
to interpret the results of powder diffraction [181, 182] and small-angle X-ray
scattering [183, 184]. Noteworthy application of EA is the optimization of the
ground-state geometries of proteins and other large molecules [185, 186]. Interest-
ingly that evolutionary algorithm has been applied also for the EXAFS analysis,
buy only as a routine for the conventional best-fit of the EXAFS data, using
the standard EXAFS equation (2.22) [187]. Nevertheless, to our knowledge, no
attempts to use EA for the simulation-based interpretation of EXAFS data have
been previously done.
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When EA is applied to the interpretation of EXAFS spectra from crystalline
materials, the crystalline lattice, as in conventional RMC, is modelled by a super-
cell and the variable parameters are the coordinates of the atoms in the supercell.
An individual hence is an atomic configuration. For such individual one can per-
form ab initio calculations of EXAFS spectrum, and compare the obtained the-
oretical result with the experimental one. The fitness function is defined so that
it has the maximal value, when the difference between the theoretical and exper-
imental EXAFS spectra is the smallest. Thus, the maximization of the fitness
function is equivalent to the search for the atomic configuration, which repre-
sents the atomic structure of the sample and for which the theoretical EXAFS
spectrum is close to the experimental one.
The calculation of the fitness function for an atomic configuration requires
the knowledge of the total theoretical EXAFS spectrum χtot(k), which, as in
the case of RMC simulations, can be obtained by averaging EXAFS spectra
χ(k), calculated for all absorbing atoms in the supercell by FEFF code. Using
the difference between the theoretical and experimental EXAFS data ξ, already
introduced for the RMC algorithm, the fitness function, required for the EA, can
be simply defined as −ξ.
In the EA three operators can be usually applied to a given population: (i)
selection, (ii) crossover and (iii) mutation (Fig. 4.3). In the selection process
one creates a new population (i.e., a new set of atomic configurations) from
the individuals of the old population, where the individual with larger fitness
function has larger probability to get into the new population. Thus, there will
be less atomic configurations with low values of fitness function in the new set,
but instead there can be several copies of the atomic configurations with high
values of the fitness function. In the crossover process one replaces two randomly
selected atomic configurations (”parents”) from the old population with two other
atomic configurations (”children”), obtained by interchanging some parts of the
”parents”, i.e., we replace some atoms of one atomic configuration with atoms of
the other configuration. Finally, the mutation operator applies some small and
random changes to all individuals of the population: in our case, all atoms in all
configurations are slightly displaced in random directions.
These three basic operators have been implemented in the EvAX code, and
will be discussed below.
The convergence properties of EA is a subject of significant controversy. It
is clear, however, that at least for some optimization problems the EA is much
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more efficient tool than conventional simulated annealing. Intuitively it can be
understood using following argument: let us assume that the fitness function
−ξ(x1, x2, ..., xk) that is a function of variables x1, x2, ..., xk can be decomposed
as −ξ(x1, x2, ..., xk) = −ξ1(x11, x12, ...)−ξ2(x21, x22, ...)− ...−ξj(xj1, xj2, ...). Here
(x11, x12, ...), (x21, x22, ...), etc., are some (not necessarily non-overlapping) subsets
of the original set of variables (x1, x2, ..., xk). In the case of EA approach we have a
population of several replicas of our system. At each iteration we select the fittest
(i.e., the ones having the largest value of −ξ) individuals to the next generation.
Some of the selected individuals will be included in this next generation because
they have large value of, say, −ξ1, some others - due to the high value of −ξ2,
etc. Thus we may formulate that instead of the maximization of function −ξ of
k variables, EA is solving several maximization problems, but each with a fewer
number of variables [180]. As was pointed out in Sec. 4.2.3.1, the number of
iterations, required to find the optimal solution to the problem using, for instance,
simulated annealing, is exponentially dependent on the number of variables k.
So if we are able to factorize the fitness function so that all sets (xj1, xj2, ...)
have a significantly fewer number of variables than k, the number of required
iteration to find the optimal solution will decrease exponentially with respect to
the conventional simulated annealing: in this case EA will be much more efficient.
It appears, the case of EXAFS analysis is one of those, where EA methods
can be useful: the total EXAFS spectrum can be expressed as a sum of contribu-
tions from relatively small atomic clusters, and these clusters act like the ”genes”
of population. The ”genes” that ensure high values of the fitness function sur-
vive from one generation to another, and an exchange of the ”genes” between
individuals efficiently maximizes the fitness of each individual.
4.2.4.2 Selection
The selection operator can be implemented using different procedures: for
example, the conventional proportional selection (the probability of the individual
to be selected to the new generation is proportional to the value of its fitness
function), truncation selection (the individuals are ranged accordingly to their
fitness, and fixed number of them is selected to the new generation), etc. [188, 189]
We propose to use the so-called tournament selection: the two individuals
from the old population are randomly selected, and the one with higher fitness
is copied to the new population, and the process is repeated until the number
of individuals in the new populations is the same as in the old population [188].
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SELECTION CROSSOVER MUTATION
Figure 4.3: Three basic operators of evolutionary algorithm
Selection operator chooses the best of individuals to the next generation, keeping
the total number of individuals in the population constant; crossover operator
interchanges some parts of individuals in the population, while mutation operator
applies some random changes to individuals.
The advantages of this scheme are that (i) it is easy to implement, and (ii)
it better preserves the ”genetic diversity” of the population than proportional
selection. In the case of proportional selection the probability of individual with
low fitness to be selected to the new population can be extremely small (if, for
example, the fitness of the best individual is much higher than the fitness of all
other individuals), and, therefore, all individuals will be close to each other after
relatively small number of iterations, thus all advantages, provided by the use of
selection and crossover operators, will be lost.
4.2.4.3 Crossover
For crossover operator we split in pairs all individuals in the population, which
is obtained after applying the selection operator, and then perform the ”breeding”
of each pair with a given probability (currently a fixed value of 50% is used). First,
a pseudo-random number ρb (0 ≤ ρb ≤ 1) is generated. If ρb > 0.5, the old pair of
individuals (”parents”) is replaced with a pair of new individuals (”children”). To
create ”children”, we generate a set of pseudo-random numbers ρa (0 ≤ ρa ≤ 1)
for each atom in the supercell. If ρa < 0.5, the corresponding atom of the first
of children is set at the same position as the corresponding atom of the first of
parents, and the corresponding atom of the second of children is set at the same
position as the corresponding atom of the second of parents. If ρa > 0.5, the
interchange of atoms takes place: corresponding atom of the first of children now
is taken from the second of parents, and the corresponding atom of the second of
children is taken from the first of parents.
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As the crossover changes the atomic configuration, the corresponding EXAFS
spectrum should be recalculated for the bred individuals. However, an advantage
of the use of the crossover operator for EXAFS analysis is based on the fact
that EXAFS spectra can be expressed as a series of contributions from separate
photoelectron paths, where each path contains only a few atoms. After crossover
operation some of these paths are modified, but a large number of them remains
unchanged, therefore one can expect, the ”children” of the ”parents” with good
fitness will also have high values of fitness function.
4.2.4.4 Mutation
In the conventional EA the mutation is a fully random change of the individ-
uals, i.e., one should apply random displacements to all atoms of the population.
In our approach, however, we propose to apply additional restriction on the mu-
tations, defined by the Metropolis algorithm (Eq. (4.1)), thus making our EA
scheme to be even closer to the RMC method.
Moreover, similarly to our RMC implementation, in the EA method we also
constrain the displacements of atoms from their equilibrium positions to be
smaller than a given number δmax, thus again indirectly including in the EX-
AFS analysis the information obtained using diffraction technique. In the case
of the EA method, however, the value of δmax is not so crucial parameter as it
was for the RMC method, and the solution can be efficiently obtained even with
relatively large values of δmax.
The usage of parameters for RMC and EA calculations and simulated anneal-
ing schemes, is described in Appendix, Sec. A.4.5.
4.3 Signal processing: wavelet transform
4.3.1 k-, q- and R-spaces1
In this subsection we will treat EXAFS spectra as some signals in k-space,
and will apply to them the methods of signal processing. Within the RMC/EA
method the objectives of such signal processing is threefold: (i) to filter out both
1The material, presented in Sec.4.3.1, has been published as J. Timoshenko, A. Kuzmin, J.
Purans, REVERSE MONTE CARLO MODELLING OF THERMAL DISORDER IN CRYS-
TALLINE MATERIALS FROM EXAFS SPECTRA, Comp. Phys. Commun. 183 (2012) p.
1237-1245
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the low frequency (associated mainly with the problems of background substrac-
tion) and high frequency noise from experimental spectra; (ii) to exclude from
the experimental spectra the contributions of the further coordination shells and
(iii) to perform the comparison of the experimental and theoretical EXAFS data,
emphasizing signal features of interest. In all of these three cases the well-known
Fourier transform (FT), providing the representation of the signal in the frequency
domain, can be useful. Note that in the case of EXAFS analysis the frequencies
of signal correspond to interatomic distances R. The Fourier transform, as will be
shown below, can be efficiently replaced by wavelet transform (WT). WT can be
more informative than the FT, since it provides 2D-representation of our signal,
revealing the features of signal both in k and R-spaces simultaneously.
Let us focus now on the problem of signal comparison. Both for RMC and
EA methods at each iteration we need to carry out at least two comparisons of
two pairs of EXAFS spectra: we compare theoretical EXAFS spectra χoldtot(k) and
χnewtot (k) that correspond to the old and new atomic configurations, respectively,
with the experimental spectrum χexp(k). To measure the difference between two




Thus during the RMC/EA simulations we minimize the difference between the
theoretical and experimental EXAFS spectra in k-space. The vertical lines ‖...‖2
denotes here the Euclidean norm1, and kn (n=1, 2, or 3) is the weighting factor,
commonly used in EXAFS analysis to compensate the damping of spectrum.
As a rule of thumb, the agreement between experimental and theoretical spec-
tra can be considered to be reasonably good, if ξk is smaller than 0.2 (see [17,
p.304] and [190]).
Instead of using the full experimental EXAFS spectrum, one can also use as
function χexp(k) the spectrum, filtered by Fourier transform in the specified R-









e−2iRkFTχ(R)dR. If χ(k) is now experimental EXAFS spectrum,








|f(k1, k2, ..., kl)|mdk1dk2...dkl
)1/m
; it is also called as Lm norm
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before the Fourier transform is carried out, function χ(k) is multiplied by kng(k),
where the window-function g(k) = e−a(k−k0)
2
with k = (kmin + kmax)/2 and a =
−4 ln 0.1/(kmax−kmin)2 damps the spectrum at k = kmin and k = kmax and allows
us to avoid the problems that arise due to finite-length of the spectrum [17, p.111].
Thus Fourier filtering allows us to remove the contributions of scattering paths
longer than 2Rmax and also the high-frequency experimental noise. Sometimes
the comparison of the Fourier-filtered spectra is called comparison in q-space.
Instead of performing inverse Fourier transform, one can also use the Fourier
images of the total theoretical and experimental EXAFS spectra directly, and
carry out the minimization of difference between spectra in the frequency space




Note that according to Parseval’s theorem1, ξk and ξR should be equal. In
practice, however, since the signals used for the analysis are limited both in k-
and R-spaces, the ξk and ξR quantities are slightly different, and can be used to
emphasize discrepancies of different features of the compared spectra.
4.3.2 Wavelet transform2
Besides comparison of EXAFS spectra in either k-, q- or R-spaces, there is
another possibility: we can compare EXAFS spectra in k- and R-spaces simulta-
neously using so called wavelet transform. WT is a modern technique of spectrum
processing, and during the last fifteen years the advantages of its application to
EXAFS analysis have been demonstrated [191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198,
199, 200, 201]: WT has been found useful for EXAFS data extraction, noise fil-
tering and de-glitching procedures and qualitative EXAFS analysis. However, to
our knowledge, WT has previously never been applied to RMC-EXAFS analysis
or any other quantitative treatment of EXAFS data.
Wavelet transform of a given EXAFS spectrum χ(k) is defined as [194]
1Parseval’s theorem states that Euclidean L2 norms of spectrum and its Fourier image are
equal, i.e., ‖χ(k)‖2 = ‖FTχ(R)‖2
2The material, presented in Sec.4.3.2, has been partially published as J.Timoshenko, A.
Kuzmin, WAVELET DATA ANALYSIS OF EXAFS SPECTRA, Comp. Phys. Commun. 180
(2009) p. 920-925; and J. Timoshenko, A. Kuzmin, J. Purans, REVERSE MONTE CARLO
MODELLING OF THERMAL DISORDER IN CRYSTALLINE MATERIALS FROM EXAFS
SPECTRA, Comp. Phys. Commun. 183 (2012) p. 1237-1245
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χ (k′)ϕ ((R/R0) (k′ − k)) dk′. (4.7)
In fact, it is simply the inner product of the analyzed spectrum and translated
by k-units and R/R0-times distorted function ϕ(k) (this function ϕ(k) is referred
as ”mother-wavelet”). The basic idea behind the wavelet analysis is the Cauchy
− Bunyakovsky − Schwarz (CBS) inequality that states that the inner product of
two functions with fixed norms is the largest, when these functions have similar
shapes1. The aim of wavelet transform is to decompose the analyzed spectrum
in k and R-spaces, i.e, to reveal, which frequencies (R-values) are present in the
spectrum, and, simultaneously, at which values of wavenumber k the components,
corresponding to each R-value, do contribute. If as a mother-wavelet we choose
such function ϕ(k) that is (i) well localized in k-space and (ii) well-localized in
R-space (i.e., it has well defined characteristic frequency R0), the interpretation
of the obtained wavelet image is rather straightforward: the absolute value of
wavelet image of spectrum χ(k) at some point (k1, R1) is large, if in this spectrum
around wavenumber point k = k1 the amplitude of the spectral component that
corresponds to frequency R = R1 is significant. Note that if we neglect the first
condition and mother-wavelet is localized only in R-space, the wavelet transform
gets actually equivalent to Fourier transform.
One of the possible mother-wavelet functions that have the properties, men-
tioned above, and that are suitable for EXAFS analysis, is the so-called Morlet
wavelet [194]: for Morlet WT, function ϕ(k) is defined as
ϕMorlet(k) = exp (−2iR0k) exp
(−σ20k2) . (4.8)




−2σ2(k−ki)2 with R1 = 2 A˚, R2 = 6 A˚, R3 = 10 A˚, σ2 = 0.1 A˚2, k1 = 9
A˚−1, k2 = 15 A˚−1, k3 = 21 A˚−1. This spectrum is plotted in the upper part of
Fig. 4.4, its Fourier transform - in the right panel of Fig. 4.4. The modulus
of Morlet WT is shown in the central panel of Fig. 4.4. While in the case of
Fourier transform any information on positions of the different components of
model spectrum in k-space (i.e., the values of k1, k2, k3) is lost, wavelet transform
gives us the two-dimensional representation of the studied spectrum and provides
1More precisely, CBS inequality states that for the inner product of functions g and h,
denoted as (g, h), the following relation holds: |(g, h)| ≤ ‖g‖2‖h‖2, and the equality is achieved
only if functions g and h are linearly dependent
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information on localization of its components both in R− and k−spaces. This
is an important advantage for the analysis of EXAFS data from samples with
different types of atoms: it is known that heavy atoms usually contribute to
the total EXAFS spectrum at higher values of wavenumber k than light atoms,
thus the contributions of atoms of different type can be separated using wavelet
analysis.
Fig. 4.4 reveals also one of the peculiarities of wavelet transform. The studied
model spectrum consists of three components, and duration of each component
in k−space is the same. Therefore all three peaks in the Fourier image of this
spectrum are also similar. Three peaks in the wavelet image, in turn, have dif-
ferent shapes: peaks that correspond to higher frequencies are distorted in the
direction of R−axis. This is a result of general property of the wavelet transform
- it has different resolution at different frequencies. The image of low-frequency
components (components with frequency R smaller than characteristic frequency
of the mother-wavelet R0) will have high resolution in R−space and poor reso-
lution in k−space, while the image of high-frequency components (with R larger
than R0) will be well resolved in k−space, but in R-space their resolution will be
worse [193].
To be more specific, let us look at Morlet WT of damped harmonic functions
χ(k) = exp (2iR1k) exp (−σ21(k − k1)2). We put this expression into Eq. (4.7) and
after integration we obtain























The first exponent provides the localization of wavelet image in R−space:




0/R0. The second exponent, in turn, provides the localization of
wavelet image in k−space: again it is Gaussian function now centered at k1 and





0/(Rσ0σ1). The distortion of the
peak of wavelet image can now be characterized by ratio ∆R/∆k = σ0σR/R0.
And again, one can see, the larger is the frequency R, the more distorted is the
wavelet image in the direction of R-axis.
Note also, for given value of R the ∆k is the larger, the larger is the parameter
R0, but ∆R is inversely proportional to R0. It means, we can improve the reso-
lution in k-space by reducing the value of parameter R0; however, this will result
in poorer resolution in R-space, and vice versa: the resolution in R-space can be
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increased by reducing the value of R0, but, consequently, the resolution of WT
in k−space will be poorer in this case [194]. We can see thus, wavelet transform
can be a flexible tool for the spectrum analysis and it can easily be adapted to
emphasize the spectrum features of interest.
From the practical point of view, wavelet transform has one useful property
that allows an efficient implementation of WT algorithm. Note that Eq. (4.7) that
defines the wavelet transform of function χ(k), looks similar to the convolution of
functions χ(k) and φ(k). Hence the result, similar to the well known convolution





































and thus one gets
Thus
w (R, k) =
√
2piR0/R BFT [FTχ(ω)FTϕ(−ωR0/R)] . (4.11)
The Fourier transform of mother-wavelet function can be calculated analyt-










The Fourier transform of the analyzed data χ(k) and inverse Fourier trans-
form, in turn, can be carried out using efficient fast Fourier transform algorithm
(Cooley-Tukey algorithm). Besides allowing fast calculations of wavelet trans-
form, Eq. (4.11) provides also an useful interpretation of wavelet transform: one
can see, Morlet wavelet transform can be considered as Fourier filtering of spec-
trum with the Gaussian filter with variable width.
Other properties of wavelet transform in details are described in, for example,
[202] and [203].
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For the comparison of EXAFS spectra in the RMC and EA simulations, WT
can be employed similarly as Fourier transform. The difference between spectra
now can be calculated as
ξk,R =
‖wtot(R, k)− wexp(R, k)‖2
‖wexp(R, k)‖2 , (4.12)
where wtot and wexp are the Morlet wavelet transforms of calculated and experi-
mental EXAFS spectra (χtot(k)k
n and χexp(k)k
n), respectively.
Thus wavelet transform is an unambiguous linear transformation of signal that
reflects its frequency content. In that sense it is fully analogical to the Fourier
transform, widely used in the EXAFS community. A good agreement between
two spectra in the wavelet space automatically means a good agreement between
them in k-space and R-space. The opposite, dealing with signals, limited in k-
and R- spaces, is not always true: a good agreement, for instance, in Fourier space
only, does not necessarily mean a good agreement in k-space, and, consequently,
also in wavelet space. Thus WT is a natural way to take into account features of
signal both in k- and Fourier space simultaneously. Additionally, the advantage
of WT over Fourier transform and over the representation of spectra in k-space
can be seen in the case when the agreement between two spectra is not good :
in this situation WT, providing the information on the misfit of spectra both in
k- and frequency space simultaneously, allows one to identify the problem more
easily.
Therefore we believe that the novel WT-based criterium for the comparison
of theoretical and experimental data (Eq. (4.12)) will provide the best results
during RMC/EA minimization procedure.
The additional advantage that is provided by the use of wavelet transform, is
the possibility to change the sensitivity of the RMC/EA method to the different
components of spectra. Instead of Eq. (4.12) we then can apply more general
expression
ξρk,R =
‖wtot(R, k)− wexp(R, k)‖ρ2
‖wexp(R, k)‖ρ2
, (4.13)
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Figure 4.4: Morlet wavelet transform in action
Model spectrum (upper panel), modulus of its Fourier transform (left panel) and
modulus of its Morlet wavelet transform (central panel). In the inset - real and
imaginary parts of Morlet mother-wavelet.
and ρ(R, k) is a weight function.
The usage of parameters for the comparison of theoretical and experimental
EXAFS spectrum within EvAX code, is described in Appendix, Sec. A.4.4.
4.4 Calculations of EXAFS
4.4.1 Ab-initio calculations
RMC/EA procedure requires to calculate at each iteration the total EXAFS
spectrum χtot(k), corresponding to the current atomic configuration. This spec-
trum then is compared with the experimental one χexp(k). The total EXAFS
spectrum χtot(k) equals to the average of the EXAFS spectra χ(k) from all ab-
sorbing atoms in the atomic configuration. These spectra can be calculated by
one of the available ab-initio EXAFS codes as, for example, FEFF [25] or GNXAS
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Figure 4.5: Controlling the resolution of Morlet wavelet transform
Modulus of the Morlet wavelet transform of model spectrum, calculated with dif-
ferent characteristic frequency values R0 for mother-wavelet.
[167]. Obviously, the accuracy of the structure model, reconstructed by RMC/EA
approach, and the computational costs of such calculations are strongly related to
the accuracy and efficiency of the used EXAFS code, which, without any doubts,
will be improved in the future correspondingly to the progress within the EXAFS
theory [11].
In this work for EXAFS calculations we use the ab initio self-consistent real
space multiple-scattering approach as is implemented in the FEFF8 code [25, 2].
The FEFF8 program is used as an internal routine in the EvAX code. The input
file feff.inp, required for FEFF calculations, is created and the FEFF program is
started automatically by EvAX software. In this subsection we highlight some
details of the ab-initio calculation process.
FEFF code is developed by J. Rehr et. al., for the simulations of XAS and
related properties (X-ray magnetic dichroism, X-ray photoemission spectra, etc.)
of given atomic cluster. Undoubtedly, currently it is one of the most popular and
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reliable softwares for EXAFS calculations, which provides a good description of
experimental data.
Calculations of XAS are strongly related to the calculations of local electronic
density of states (LDOS). The important peculiarity of the XAS ab-initio calcu-
lations is that the relaxation of the electronic system of absorbing atom due to
the presence of the core hole should be taken into account. On the other hand,
one can exploit the fact that for the correct description of the scattering of photo-
electron only the atomic potential in the region relatively close to the atomic core
is actually essential, where this potential is almost spherically symmetric. Thus
the ab-initio calculations can be significantly simplified [25]. This idea is behind
the so called muffin-tin approximation, implemented in FEFF: the interatomic
potential Vtot(~r) initially is given as Vtot(~r) = Vmt +
∑
i
Vi(~r − ~Ri), where Vi are
spherically symmetric potentials of free atoms, located at sites ~Ri, and Vmt is
a constant potential in the interstitial region. By allowing the overlap between
spherical potentials centered at neighboring sites, one can also effectively account
for some deviations from spherically symmetry of charge distribution.
Solving the relativistic Dirac equation with this potential, the wave functions
of the atomic electrons can be calculated, thus also the electron charge density
ρ(~r). Solving Poisson equation for this density, one can calculate the potential,
produced by the electrons and thus refine the total atomic potential. To preserve
the muffin-tin type shape of the potential, the charge density is spherically av-
eraged around each site and is set to a constant average value in the interstitial
region [16, p.84]. The calculations then can be repeated, till the self-consistency
of the atomic potentials is ensured.
The largest problem for the ab-initio simulations of XAS is that the Fermi
Golden rule (Eq. (2.3)) cannot be applied directly due to the fact that the precise
calculations of all possible final states |f〉, taking into account also the presence of
the core hole, is a hardly accomplishable task [11]. Luckily, we are not interested
in the wave functions of final states per se, but in the density of final electronic
states only. The efficient way to perform such calculations and to avoid explicit
calculations of final states is Green’s function approach, implemented in FEFF
code.
In this approach the summation over states 〈f | with energy Ef is replaced
with one function:
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G(E) =
1




E − Ef + iΓ〈f |, (4.15)
where Γ is the spectral broadening due to the finite core-hole lifetime, h′ is effec-
tive one-electron Hamiltonian h′ = Ekin + Vc + Σ(E) (Ekin - kinetic energy of the
electron, VC - Coulomb potential of the system with screened core hole that acts
on the electron, and Σ(E) is energy-dependent self-energy that accounts for all
other possible interactions of electrons - electron correlation and exchange ener-
gies). Γ is a quantity, tabulated for different chemical elements, while Σ(E) needs
to be calculated. The common approach for such calculations is Hedin-Lundqvist
(HL) model, also implemented in FEFF, that gives the complex value of Σ(E)
[11]. One can note that the imaginary part of self-energy that is responsible for
inelastic electronic interactions and that gives a finite value for electron mean free
path [16, p.87], is adding up with the parameter Γ, and both these quantities de-
termine the effective mean free path λ ≈ k/ (|ImΣ|+ Γ/2) in the equation (2.17)
[11].
Now the absorption coefficient can be expressed as





dE ′〈i|~~r1G(~r1, ~r, E)~~r|i〉 Γ
pi [(E − E ′)2 + Γ2] , (4.16)
where EF is Fermi energy, |i〉 is the initial core state, ~ is the intensity of the
electrical field of incident X-rays [25].
The Green’s function can be calculated, expanding it in terms of free Green’s
function G0(r, r




|~r−~r′| , k =
√
2m
~2 (E − E0) [25, 204]:
G(~r, ~r1, E) = G0(~r, ~r2, E) +
∫
d3r2G0(~r, ~r2, E)Vtot(~r2)G0(~r2, ~r1, E) + ... (4.17)
If the total potential Vtot now is expressed as a sum of potentials Vi, centered
at i-th atom, then












tiG0tjGc + ..., (4.18)
where Gc = G0+
∫
d3r2G0tcG0 is the Green’s function, associated with the central
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(absorbing) atom and ti = Vi +
∫
d3r2ViG0ti is a scattering matrix. The sums
in the equation above corresponds to single- scattering, double-scattering, etc.,
events (see [25] and [204] for more details).
The usage of FEFF8 code for ab-initio EXAFS calculations within EvAX
simulations is described in Appendix, Sec. A.3.
4.4.2 Dependency of complex scattering amplitude on interatomic distances






sin(2kRj + φj(k, ~Rj)). (4.19)
Here the summation is carried out over all possible scattering paths, Rj is the
half length of the j-path, and the scattering amplitude fj(k, ~Rj) and phase shift
φj(k, ~Rj) depend on the photoelectron energy and both radial and angular char-
acteristics of the scattering path (vector ~Rj denotes the position of the atoms,
involved in the j-th scattering path, with respect to the absorbing atom), see
Sec. 2.6 for details. Thus the sensitivity of the total EXAFS spectrum to the
many-body distribution functions, i.e., 3D atomic structure is ensured.
The calculations of the fj and φj functions in the FEFF8 code require the
knowledge of the cluster potential, obtained, as explained previously, in self-
consistent calculations. The cluster potential can be evaluated for the average
atomic configuration only, thus neglecting the potential variation due to thermal
vibrations, or recalculated at each RMC/EA step. In this work, since we deal
with the crystalline compounds and disorder of the system is relatively small, the
self-consistent cluster potential is evaluated only once - before the main RMC/EA
run - for the average crystalline structure known from diffraction studies. This
allowed us to reduce significantly the required total computation time, since the
potential calculations are the most time consuming part of FEFF procedure. For
the calculations of the self-consistent cluster potential the complex exchange-
correlation Hedin-Lundqvist potential and default values of muffin-tin radii, as
provided within the FEFF8 code [25], are used.
Nevertheless, both functions fj and φj are recalculated in our approach at
each iteration, thus their dependencies on the positions ~Rj of atoms, involved
in the scattering path, are taken into account explicitly. This point differs the
presented approach from the conventional EXAFS analysis and also from the
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Figure 4.6: Influence of the dependency of complex scattering amplitude
on interatomic distances
Re L3-edge EXAFS spectrum, corresponding Fourier transforms and wavelet trans-
forms for ReO3 model data, obtained in MD simulations (see Sec. 6.2.1), calculated
(i) taking into account the dependency of complex scattering function on the po-
sitions of the atoms, involved in the scattering paths (”precise” results) and (ii)
assuming that the complex scattering function for each scattering paths is the same
as for the corresponding path in case of the equilibrium structure (”approximate”
results).
most of the existing RMC implementations, where the influence of fj and φj on
the interatomic distances and bonding angles is neglected. In Fig. 4.6 it is shown,
such simplification, although it would reduce the required computational time,
would lead to small but non-negligible errors.
4.4.3 Clustering algorithm
For the calculations of total EXAFS spectrum we need to calculate EXAFS
contribution from each scattering paths. If atoms are at least slightly displaced
from their equilibrium positions, all symmetry of the system is removed and the
number of non-equivalent paths is increased tremendously. Fortunately, a lot of
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scattering paths still have close shapes, thus also the EXAFS contributions will
be similar. Obviously, if we group such similar paths in some sets and calculate
EXAFS contribution only once per each set, and then sum up the results of such
calculations, applying weights that correspond to the number of atoms in a given
set, we in an efficient way obtain quite precise total EXAFS spectrum.
The problem of dividing paths in groups is essentially a problem of grouping
points in n-dimensional space, where n is the number of degrees of freedom for
the given path (n = 1 for single-scattering paths, n = 3 for double-scattering
paths, and n = 3 + 3 · (p− 2)) for paths with order p > 2. For example, in case
of Re L3 edge EXAFS from crystalline ReO3 the non-linear double-scattering
path Re0–O1–O2 has 3 degrees of freedom: distance between Re0 and O1 atoms,
distance between Re0 and O2 atoms, and distance between O1 and O2 atoms. Such
problems are solved via so called clustering algorithms. In the EvAX code the
most popular clustering algorithm, so called K-means algorithm, is implemented.
The idea of method relies on the following considerations. We can characterize






(~ri − ~rij)2. (4.20)
Here K is the number of clusters, mi is the number of points in the i-th
cluster, rij is j-th point in n-dimensional space, assigned to the i-th cluster and
ri = {x1i , x2i , ..., xni } is the centrum of i-th cluster. Now if we calculate the partial
derivatives of σ2c with respect to x
k








(xki − xkij). (4.21)
In order to obtain the minimal possible value of σ2c , we set all these derivatives
to zero. This can be achieved if
mi∑
j=1





i.e., the clustering is optimal, if ~ri is the centrum of mass for i-th cluster. The
standard algorithm that allows one to achieve such clustering, sometimes referred
as LLoyd’s aglorithm [205], is as follows:
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1. Choose randomly K points in the n-dimensional space as the initial posi-
tions of cluster centra (for the clustering of Re0–O1–O2 paths this step is
illustrated in Fig. 4.7-A: 4x4x4 ReO3 supercell is used, the total number of
Re0–O1–O2 paths is 64×24, number of clusters K = 5).
2. Create K clusters by assigning all points in the n-dimensional points to the
corresponding closest of cluster centra (Fig. 4.7-B).
3. Calculate centra of mass for each cluster.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3, till the positions of cluster centra do not change
significantly (Fig. 4.7-C and Fig. 4.7-D).
Obviously, the solution of clustering problem is not unique: choosing different
points as initial positions for cluster centra, different clusters may be constructed.
It is also worth to note that clustering problem is an example of so called NP -
hard problems, i.e., with the increase of number of points, the time, required for
clustering, will grow extremely non-linearly.
We can estimate the dependency of clustering error on the number of clusters
K and dimensionality n. Let us assume that we have N points evenly distributed
in the spherical n-dimensional region with characteristic size R0 (this quantity is
somehow related to the maximal allowed displacement from the given equilibrium
position). If we assume that all clusters have approximately equal sizes, then the
number of points per cluster is N/K. The density of the distribution of points
inside of cluster is proportional to ρ = N/R0
n. We will assume that it is constant.
The characteristic size of cluster is about RK = R0/K









where V is a sphere with radius Rk and we have used the fact that the surface
of a surface element in n-dimensional space is proportional to rn−1. Now one
obtains






From this result one can see, for example, that if we increase number of points
N (increase the size of supercell) or the maximal allowed displacement from the
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equilibrium, the number of clusters should be increased. Also it can be seen,
the increase of K in the case of larger number of dimensions n reduces the sum
of the squared errors less significantly: with the increase of dimensionality of
problem, the clustering will work less efficiently. Luckily, in the case of EXAFS
calculations, the paths with a few degrees of freedom have the most significant
contribution to the total spectra.
To characterize the approximation error for EXAFS spectra (which, obviously,
is strongly related to the error of clustering σ2c ) one can introduce a parameter
ξc =
‖χapp.(k)kn−χprecise(k)kn‖2
‖χprecise(k)kn‖2 , where χprecise and χapp. are partial contributions to
the EXAFS spectra from paths of given type, calculated precisely and within
clustering approximation, respectively. For the case of Re0–O1–O2 paths the de-
pendency of the quantity ξc, as well as the time, required for clustering and conse-
quent EXAFS calculations, on the number of clusters K are shown in Fig. 4.7-E.
As one can see, the error of approximation is below 1% in this case, if K = 50, and
does not improve significantly, if the number of clusters is increased. The partial
contribution to the EXAFS spectra from Re0–O1–O2 path, calculated with 50
cluster, and difference between this approximate and precise signals are shown in
Fig. 4.7-F.
In the case of evolutionary algorithm simultaneously M supercells are used.
Significant improvement of calculation speed can be obtained, if one note that
the positions of atoms in these supercells, hence also the corresponding sets of
photoelectron scattering paths are not different, especially at the final stages of
EA calculations. Therefore we propose to perform the clustering procedure for
all M supercells simultaneously, following steps, listed below:
1. The lists of paths, corresponding to all supercells, are merged together, and
common cluster centra, which give the good description for spectra from all
supercells, are found.
2. Partial contributions to EXAFS spectra, corresponding to the obtained
common cluster centra, are calculated using FEFF code.
3. The paths, corresponding to the each of the supercells, are analyzed sepa-
rately again, and for each path the closest of the common cluster centra is
found.
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4. For each supercell the corresponding EXAFS spectrum is obtained by sum-
ming up the pre-calculated EXAFS spectra for common cluster centra, mul-
tiplied by the number of paths assigned for this supercell to the given cen-
trum.
Thus instead of calculating EXAFS spectra for each of the M EA super-
cells separately, the partial contributions from the photoelectron paths to the
total EXAFS spectrum are calculated only once per iteration, thus the com-
putational time, required for EXAFS calculations, is reduced approximately M
times. Unfortunately, at the same time we increase by factor of M the number
of n-dimensional points, involved in the clustering problem. This leads, as was
mentioned above, to a significant increase of computational time that is taken
by clustering algorithm. Nevertheless, in the case of using the common centra of
clusters for the EA supercells, the total time, required to perform one EA iter-
ation still will be reduced in comparison with the case, where EXAFS for each
supercell is calculated independently. Additional speed-up of calculations can be
obtained, if one note that the update of cluster centra, i.e., steps (1) and (2)
in the scheme above can be performed not at each iteration, but once in, say,
two or three iterations (if the update of cluster centra is performed even more
rarely, however, it will lead to noticeable errors in the approximation of EXAFS
spectra).
For the conventional K−means clustering the number of clusters K should be
specified. From the argument above (Eq. (4.24)) it is clear that this number for
multiple-scattering paths with a large number of atoms involved should be much
larger than for single-scattering paths to ensure the same precision. Therefore
the parameter K for each path is obtained in the current version of EvAX code
automatically: one starts with a small number of clusters (for example, 10) for
every type of paths. Then one calculates the approximation error ξc and compare
it with the current value of difference between theoretical and experimental EX-
AFS data ξ. If the ratio ξc/ξ is larger than some specified number ε, the number
of clusters is doubled, new value of ξc is calculated and the procedure is repeated.
Such clustering precision check and, if necessary, the increase of the number of
clusters is taking place every T2 iterations. The usage of parameters for clustering
algorithm within EvAX code, is described in Appendix, Sec. A.4.6.
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Figure 4.7: Clustering algorithm
Clustering of Re0–O1–O2 paths for Re L3 edge EXAFS from crystalline ReO3. Pro-
jections of different steps of clustering process in (Re0–O1,Re0–O2) plane (panels
A-C, see details in text), and the final result (panel D); dependencies of the time,
required for clustering and consequent EXAFS calculations, and the error of ap-
proximation ξc on the number of clusters K (panel E); partial contribution to the
EXAFS spectra from Re0–O1–O2 path, calculated with 50 cluster, and difference
between this approximate and precise signals (panel F).
4.5 Data analysis: robust statistics
The solution, obtained by RMC/EA method, is a set of atomic coordinates,
corresponding to the final supercell configuration. In the case of EA, when mul-
tiple supercells are used, as the final state the one, whose corresponding EXAFS
spectra is the closest to the experimental data, is considered. It should be empha-
sized that such solution is, of course, not unique. If one repeats the simulations
with the same input parameters, but employing different sequences of pseudo-
random numbers, the final set of atomic coordinates will be different. However,
the statistical characteristics, such as mean values and dispersions of interatomic
distances and bond angles, distribution functions for distances and angles, should
be close for both cases, and also close to their ”experimental” analogues, if the
agreement between calculated EXAFS spectra and experimental data is suffi-
ciently good. Hence the post-processing of the results, obtained via RMC/EA
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method, is important to extract physically relevant information.
The sets of interatomic distances, bonding angles and more complex structural
elements, corresponding to the final configuration of supercell, can be considered
as statistical samples that can be used to estimate the distributions of such el-
ements in the population, i.e., in the investigated material. Probably the most
important in our case are the distributions of interatomic distances, or so called
radial distribution functions (RDFs), since they influence the EXAFS spectra
through the single-scattering contributions (Eq. 2.20) that usually are dominant.
The easiest way to estimate the RDFs or distribution functions of bonding
angles, etc., is to construct a histogram of the corresponding quantity in the
statistical sample. In this case no a-priory knowledge on the shape of the corre-
sponding distribution function is necessary. Similar, but more advanced approach
is so called kernel density estimation. In this case the density distribution












where xi are the data values (i.e, interatomic distances, bonding angles, etc., in
our final supercell), n is the size of statistical sample, parameter h is so called
bandwidth and K is smoothing kernel function [206]. In this thesis for the esti-
mation of different distribution functions the simplest kernel function - Gaussian
function - was used. Kernel density estimation, similarly to the histogram ap-
proach, is also a parameter-less method. However, the bandwidth parameter
h should be chosen to be much smaller than the standard deviation of the in-
vestigated population. Unlike the histogram approach, kernel density method
provides smooth description of the density distribution, therefore it is much eas-
ier to compare different sets of data, for instance, the distributions, corresponding
to different temperatures.
To obtain more quantitative information (average interatomic distances, MSRD
factors, etc.), one needs to estimate mean values, variances, in some cases - even
higher moments of investigated distributions. While the estimation of the mean
value of population, having a representative statistical sample, is not a particular
problem - the consistent and unbiased estimator of the population mean is just
the mean value of the sample - the situation is more complicated with higher mo-
ments. The supercells that we are using for our calculations are relatively small.
Therefore the variance (and, of course, higher moments) of the statistical sample
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are extremely sensitive to the presence of any outliers in our data and cannot be
used as estimators of the corresponding quantities of population.
To solve this problem one needs to use more robust techniques. If the shape
of the distribution is known (for instance, if it can be described by Gaussian func-
tion), one can simply fit the obtained histogram of the statistical sample with the
corresponding density distribution function, and hence simultaneously estimate
all parameters of interest. Obviously, this approach will give a consistent esti-
mation of structure parameters only if the underlying distribution indeed is, say,
Gaussian. Sometimes this property can be even advantageous: for example, the
conventional EXAFS analysis often is carried out in the Gaussian approximation.
Therefore, using the fitting approach to process the RDFs from RMC/EA simula-
tions, the obtained results are directly comparable with the results of conventional
EXAFS analysis.
Alternative approach to estimate variance is so called median absolute de-
viation (MAD) method [207, 208]. The standard deviation σ of a distribution
in this case is estimated as
σ = median (|x1 −m|, |x2 −m|, ..., |xn −m|) , (4.26)
where (x1, x2, ..., xn) is the statistical sample and m = median(x1, x2, ..., xn). The
advantage of MAD approach is that it can be applied to characterize the devi-
ations of data, even if the shape of analyzed distribution is unknown. At the
same time, MAD is an inconsistent estimator, i.e., even if the analyzed sample
is infinitely large, the MAD estimator will not be equal to the true value of the
standard deviation of population. On the other hand, if the approximate shape
of the investigated distribution is known, one can convert MAD in a consistent
estimator of σ, simply multiplying the MAD value by some scaling constant k
that, noteworthy, is independent on the sample size (Fig. 4.8). For Gaussian
distribution k = 1.4826 [208]. For other distributions the corresponding value of
k can be derived analytically or obtained in numerical simulations.
In Fig. 4.8 the MAD estimators for data, sampled from Gaussian distribu-
tion f(x) = e−x
2/(2σ2)/
√
2piσ2 with different values of scale parameters σ and
different sample sizes n are shown. As one can see, MAD, on average, is indeed
proportional to σ with scaling coefficient k = 1.4826.
Related to the problem of determination of MSRD factors is also the de-
termination of MSD factors: in this case we are interested in the mean-square
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displacement of atom from its equilibrium position 〈u2〉. By analogy with the
previous case, we can estimate this quantity as
〈u2〉 = (k ×median(u))2 . (4.27)
In the case of isotropic and harmonic atomic oscillations, atomic displacements




The sought quantity 〈u2〉 then is equal to
∞∫
0
f(u)u2du = 3σ2. Median of the dis-
tribution, in turn, is equal to median(u) = σ
√
2Q−1(3/2, 1/2) ≈ 1.538σ, where
Q(a, b) = Γ(a, z)/Γ(a) is regularized incomplete gamma function. Thus the the
scaling coefficient k in Eq. 4.27 is equal to k =
√
3/1.538 = 1.126 (in Fig. 4.8-C
the numerically obtained values of coefficient k =
√〈u2〉/median(u) for data,
sampled from Maxwell distribution with different values of scale parameters σ
are shown).
Similar arguments can be applied to derive also the estimators for projected












(note, the scaling coefficient is the same as for the MSRD correction of nor-











≈ (1.201×median(u⊥))2 . (4.29)
From the results, shown in Fig. 4.8, one can also note that even in the ideal
case of model data without any experimental noise due to the limited size of
the sample the parameters of the distribution will always be estimated within
some statistical uncertainty. In the case of RMC/EA simulations such statistical
uncertainty can be assessed by comparing the results obtained in simulations with
different sequences of pseudo-random numbers and/or different initial conditions.
Within this thesis, the quantities as average interatomic distances and average
bonding angles are usually estimated as the mean values of the sets of correspond-
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Figure 4.8: MAD estimator
MAD estimators, calculated for data, sampled from Gaussian distribution with
scale parameters σ equal to 1, 2 and 3 and different sample sizes n (panel A);
coefficients k = σ/MAD and k =
√〈u2〉/MAD, calculated for data, sampled from
Gaussian and Maxwell distribution, correspondingly, with different values of scale
parameters σ and sample size n = 1000 (panel B); MAD estimators, calculated for
data, sampled from Gaussian distribution with different values scale parameters σ
and sample size 1000 (inset of panel B).
ing quantities in the final supercell configurations. The MSRD factors (variances
of RDFs), are usually estimated by fitting the peaks of RDFs with Gaussian func-
tions. The mean-square displacements (MSD factors) are estimated using MAD
approach with corresponding scaling coefficient k.
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RMC ANALYSIS FOR SIMPLE SYSTEMS
5.1 Introduction1
There is probably no need to emphasize the importance and possible applica-
tions of crystalline germanium. Due to its electrical properties, simple structure
(space group Fd3¯m) and relatively simple manufacturing process, it is one the
most well-studied materials. At the same time it is interesting to note that the
first paper, where the detailed analysis of EXAFS data from crystalline germa-
nium was presented, appeared only in 1995 [209]. This work was followed by
the paper [210], and both of these articles were devoted to the temperature-
dependent study of the Ge K-edge EXAFS spectra with the focus on thermal
expansion and temperature-dependencies of the amplitudes of atomic vibrations.
The real success of EXAFS spectroscopy as a method for atomic structure anal-
ysis was another study of the same group of authors [211], where for the first
time it was demonstrated that EXAFS measurements are sensitive and precise
enough to detect tiny changes of the atomic relative vibrational amplitudes due
to isotopic effect, i.e., slightly different atomic masses (in that paper the EXAFS
spectra of 70Ge and 76Ge have been analyzed). The paper [211] has been devoted
mainly to the analysis of isotopic effect in the first coordination shell. This work
was continued in the paper [212] and also in the master-thesis of the author [213].
The simulation-based approach to the study of the dynamics and structure
of crystalline germanium (as well as crystalline silicon and other similar semi-
conductors) origins in the works by Stillinger, Weber and Ding [214, 215]. In
these papers complicated force field model, so called Stillinger-Weber potential,
was introduced that allowed to treat many-body interactions, characteristic for
silicon and germanium, and to carry out classical molecular dynamics simulations
for these materials. A few years later even more complicated force field model,
Tersoff potential, has been presented [216, 217].
1The material, presented in this Chapter, has been published as J. Timoshenko, A. Kuzmin,
J. Purans, REVERSE MONTE CARLO MODELLING OF THERMAL DISORDER IN CRYS-
TALLINE MATERIALS FROM EXAFS SPECTRA, Comp. Phys. Commun. 183 (2012) p.
1237-1245
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Figure 5.1: Crystalline germanium samples used for EXAFS measure-
ments.
In [218] and [213] it was proposed to use MD simulations for the analysis
EXAFS data from crystalline Ge. In these works it has been shown, in par-
ticular, that the multiple-scattering contributions to the total EXAFS spectrum
are relatively small in the case of crystalline germanium. However, they are
less temperature-sensitive than single-scattering contributions, therefore the im-
portance of MS effects is larger at higher temperatures, when the amplitude of
single-scattering contributions is significantly reduced by strong atomic vibra-
tions.
To sum up - the crystalline germanium is well-known, relatively simple ma-
terial with relatively weak influence of multiple-scattering contributions. Before
starting this work, we already had the results of molecular dynamics simulations,
as well as EXAFS data from samples with excellent quality, used previously for
the study of isotopic effect [211, 212] (Fig. 5.1). All these conditions made the
crystalline germanium to be an ideal candidate for our first RMC-EXAFS in-
vestigations. In this Chapter we employ the conventional RMC scheme without
Evolutionary Algorithms.
5.2 Application of the RMC-EXAFS method to model
data
5.2.1 RMC simulations for model data
To test our RMC scheme, we applied it first to the model data: artificial Ge
K-edge EXAFS spectrum of crystalline germanium. It was calculated using the
results of molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, based on the Stillinger-Weber
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Figure 5.2: RMC fit of the model data
Panel A: model Ge K-edge EXAFS spectrum (black line) and EXAFS spectrum,
obtained in RMC simulations (solid red line), and their difference (dashed red
line). Bottom panels: WT moduli for model EXAFS spectrum (B), for EXAFS
spectrum, obtained in RMC simulations (C) and for the difference between model
and RMC-EXAFS spectra (D). Panel E: 4×4×4 supercell (128 atoms), used in the
RMC simulations of crystalline germanium.
force field [218] and performed within the NVT ensemble for the lattice constant
aGe = 5.658 A˚ [219] at the effective temperature of 395 K. It has been shown in
[218] that the theoretical EXAFS spectrum, obtained within such simulation, is
very similar to the real Ge K-edge EXAFS data from crystalline germanium at
300 K.
The RMC simulation cell was composed of 64 unit cells of germanium, forming
a 4×4×4 supercell with 128 atoms inside. The total number of the RMC steps
was 40000. The difference ξk between calculated by RMC and model EXAFS
spectra was calculated in k-space by Eq. (4.5). The obtained result is shown in
Fig. 5.2, where the supercell, both EXAFS spectra and the wavelet transforms of
the model EXAFS and difference between the model and calculated spectra are
presented. In Fig. 5.3 the comparison between the model and calculated spectra
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Figure 5.3: RMC fit single-scattering and multiple-scattering contribu-
tions
Panels A and B: model Ge K-edge EXAFS spectrum (black line) and EXAFS spec-
trum, obtained in RMC simulations (solid red line) for single-scattering (SS) and
multiple-scattering (MS) contributions, and their difference (dashed red line). Pan-
els C - F: WT moduli for corresponding model EXAFS spectra and corresponding
differences between model and RMC-EXAFS spectra.
is separately shown for single-scattering and multiple-scattering contributions.
It can be seen, although for the crystalline germanium the changes of EXAFS
spectrum due to the multiple-scattering effects are relatively small, they can be
accurately reconstructed and analyzed using our RMC scheme. The develop-
ment of the scaling parameter for simulated annealing T and difference between
calculated and model spectra ξk during the simulations are shown in Fig. 5.4.
Table 5.1: Values of mean-square displacements (u2), mean-square relative dis-
placements (σ2) and the mean coordination shell radii 〈R〉 in crystalline germanium
at 395 K for the starting model and obtained by the RMC simulation for a 4×4×4
supercell.
Starting model RMC result
〈R〉1st shell (A˚) 2.45479(6) 2.454(3)
〈R〉2nd shell (A˚) 4.00458(6) 4.004(3)







u2 (A˚2) 0.0272(6) 0.0214(7)
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Figure 5.4: Simulated annealing parameters
Dependencies of the difference ξk and parameter T on the number of the RMC
steps.
















Figure 5.5: The radial distribution function around germanium atom
for the model
Comparison of RDFs around germanium atom for the model data and for the
results of the RMC simulations.
In Fig. 5.5 the radial and bonding angle distribution functions for our MD
model are compared with that obtained from RMC simulations: the agreement
between both sets of functions for the nearest coordination shells of germanium is
very good, implying that RMC method in this case successfully reconstructs the
statistical characteristics of the sample, such as mean values and dispersions of
interatomic distances and bonding angles. We compare the values of the mean-
square displacements (MSD or u2), mean-square relative displacements (MSRD
or σ2) and the mean coordination shell radii 〈R〉 for the first three coordination
shells of Ge in the starting model and as obtained by the RMC simulation in
Table 5.1. As one can see, our RMC method is able to recover with very good
accuracy (less than 1%) the mean shell radii and reasonably well uncorrelated
(MSD) and correlated (MSRD) thermal vibration amplitudes.
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5.2.2 Influence of the cell size and simulation length
The cell size and the simulation length (number of RMC steps) are important
parameters, which affect both the results of RMC simulation as well as compu-
tational resources required. Therefore, their optimal choice is crucial.
We have repeated our simulations also for two smaller supercells, 2×2×2 (16
atoms) and 3×3×3 (54 atoms), varying the number of RMC steps between 10000
and 80000. The obtained results are compared in Fig. 5.6. The agreement be-
tween calculated and model EXAFS specta improves significantly by increasing
the supercell size from 2×2×2 to 3×3×3. Further increase of the supercell size
does not lead to a notable improvement of the agreement between calculated
and model EXAFS spectra. Therefore the increase of the supercell will not en-
sure more precise determination of structure parameters. Instead, multiple RMC
calculations with the same supercell but different sequences of pseudo-random
numbers can be carried out to reduce statistical error.
The results, obtained after 20000, 40000 or 80000 RMC steps, are very close
to each other and to the model data. However, the shorter simulation with just
10000 RMC steps results in the EXAFS spectrum, which deviates strongly from
the model one, giving the ξk value about five times larger than it is in the cases
with longer simulations.
Finally, one can conclude that in the case of crystalline germanium, the good
results can be obtained already for the size of the supercell 3×3×3 and the number
of the RMC steps being at least 40000.
5.2.3 Determination of the lattice parameters
The RMC simulations, discussed above, were all performed at the fixed cell
size. However, when the lattice parameters of the crystal are not known accu-
rately enough (better than 0.01 A˚), the cell size and shape could be, in principle,
adjusted during the RMC run. In this case, the values of the lattice constants and
angles become additional degrees of freedom and can be slightly and randomly
changed at each RMC step.
For cubic crystalline germanium there is only one parameter, the lattice con-
stant aGe, determining the cell. Therefore, it is a simple case, for which such
calculations can be easily performed, and their results are shown in Fig. 5.7. The
RMC simulation was performed for 3×3×3 supercell and 40000 RMC steps. It
should be noted that the difference between the model and calculated EXAFS
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Figure 5.6: Influence of the cell size and simulation time
Comparison between the model Ge K-edge EXAFS spectrum (circles) and the EX-
AFS spectra, obtained from the RMC simulations of crystalline germanium using
different parameters (thick solid lines). The corresponding differences between
model spectrum and RMC spectra are shown with thin solid lines at the bottom
of panels. ξk is the final difference, calculated by Eq. (4.5). The values of the
parameters are: (panel A) the length of simulation is 40000 RMC steps and the
sizes of the supercells are 2×2×2, 3×3×3, and 4×4×4; (panel B) the size of the
supercell is 2×2×2 supercell, the lengths of simulations are 10000, 20000, 40000,
and 80000 RMC steps.
spectra has been evaluated using the wavelet transform (Eq. (4.12)), since we
found that the calculations in k-space were less accurate in this case. This exam-
ple shows that the use of the WT as a criterion for minimization has an advantage,
even if it is computationally slightly more heavy.
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Figure 5.7: Determination of the lattice constant
Results of the RMC simulations with variable lattice constant for the model Ge
K-edge EXAFS spectrum, obtained from the MD calculations of crystalline ger-
manium. Ge K-edge EXAFS spectrum for the starting MD model (black dots on
panel A, panel B - its wavelet image) and the result of RMC simulations with (C)
fixed lattice constant a = 5.658 A˚, the difference ξk,R = 0.056; (D) lattice constant,
varied during the simulations: initial value of the lattice constant is a = 5.608 A˚,
its final value is a = 5.652 A˚, the difference ξk,R = 0.033; (E) lattice constant, var-
ied during the simulations: initial value of lattice constant is a = 5.708 A˚, its final
value is a = 5.679 A˚, the difference ξk,R = 0.037. The corresponding differences
between model spectrum and RMC spectra are shown by thin lines at the bottom
of panel A, the wavelet images of the difference are shown on bottom panels C, D,
E, correspondingly.
As one can see in Fig. 5.7, the variation of lattice constant aGe during the
RMC process results in a good agreement between the model and calculated
EXAFS spectra. The obtained value aGe agrees with the expected one within
about 0.02 A˚: such accuracy is sufficient for the conventional EXAFS analysis.
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Figure 5.8: RMC analysis of experimental Ge K-edge EXAFS spectra
Experimental and calculated by the RMC method Ge K-edge EXAFS spectra for
crystalline germanium at T=20 K (panel A) and at T=300 K (panel D), and their
corresponding WT images (panels B, C - WT modulus of experimental spectrum
and of RMC spectrum for T=20 K, panels D, E - WT modulus of experimental spec-
trum and of RMC spectrum for T=300 K). The differences between experimental
and RMC spectra are ξk,R = 0.092 for the low-temperature data and ξk,R = 0.053
for the room-temperature case (Eq. (4.12)).
5.3 Application of the RMC-EXAFS method to exper-
imental data
Next we will apply the proposed RMC scheme to the analysis of experimental
Ge K-edge EXAFS in crystalline germanium [6].
While the model, discussed in Sec. 5.2, is very close to the experimental EX-
AFS spectrum, nevertheless, there are several differences between the analysis of
model data and of real experimental EXAFS spectra: (i) the already mentioned
problem with the value of the lattice parameters; (ii) the influence of experi-
mental noise; (iii) the influence of outer coordination shells; (iv) the presence of
the amplitude reduction factor S20 ; (v) the problem of the choice of energy ref-
erence E0. The parameter E0 is never known precisely and, in principle, can be
even different for several measurements of the same sample due to, for example,
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instability of the monochromator positions during the experiment.
The first problem has been already addressed in Sec. 5.2.3. The second and
third problems can be treated using the proper Fourier or wavelet filtering of
the experimental data. The fourth and the fifth problems require to estimate
additional parameters S20 and E0. In principle, they can be calculated in the
same way as the lattice parameters during the RMC simulations. However, such
approach is complicated due to the strong correlations between S20 and the EX-
AFS amplitude, and between E0 and the EXAFS frequency. Therefore, in this
work we did not refine S20 and E0 during the RMC calculations. Instead, before
the simulations we carried out the conventional analysis of the EXAFS spectrum
from the first coordination shell (Sec. 2.7.2), and obtained the values of S20 and
E0, which were fixed in the further RMC calculations.
For the analysis of the experimental EXAFS spectra of crystalline germanium
[212], measured in the temperature range from 20 K to 300 K, the 3×3×3 supercell
was constructed, and the RMC simulations were carried out for 40000 steps. The
lattice constant was fixed during the calculations at the known experimental value
aGe = 5.658 A˚[219]. The minimization was performed using the wavelet transform
criterion (Eq. (4.12)).
The experimental Ge K-edge EXAFS spectrum, measured at 20 K, and the
result of the RMC simulations are compared in Fig. 5.8. Note that while the
theoretical EXAFS spectrum includes all multiple-scattering contributions in the
range up to 6 A˚ around the absorber, their importance is not crucial in this case
[218]. The temperature-dependencies of the mean-square relative displacement
(MSRD) for the first, second and third coordination shells, obtained from the
RMC simulations and using conventional EXAFS analysis [212], are compared
in Fig. 5.9. The agreement between the two results is good, so one can conclude
that the accuracy of the proposed method is sufficient to analyze the thermal
disorder in crystalline material.
5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we applied the improved Reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) scheme
for the analysis of the EXAFS spectra from crystalline germanium, using for the
analysis also the Morlet continuous wavelet transform of the EXAFS spectrum
and simulated annealing method to ensure the convergence of the simulations.
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Figure 5.9: Temperature dependencies of MSRD factors
MSRD factors for the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd coordination shells of Ge in crystalline
germanium. Results obtained by conventional EXAFS analysis [212] are shown by
lines and solid symbols, MSRD factors, calculated using the proposed RMC scheme
are shown by open symbols.
The use of the method is demonstrated on the example of the EXAFS spectra
analysis both for the model system and for the experimental Ge K-edge EXAFS
data. It is shown that the method allows one to reconstruct the 3D atomic struc-
ture of the compound taking into account the thermal disorder and to obtain
the distributions of distances describing the local structure around the absorber.
Also the uncorrelated (MSD) and correlated (MSRD) thermal vibration ampli-
tudes can be recovered with reasonable accuracy.
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TREATING MULTIPLE-SCATTERING EFFECTS
6.1 Introduction
Rhenium trioxide (ReO3) is a perovskite-type compound (space group Pm3¯m)
that has a number of interesting properties. First of all, due to the delocalization
of 5d-electron of rhenium atoms it has a surprisingly large electrical conductivity
(about 7 · 107S/m at room temperature) that is close to the value, characteristic
for silver [220, 221]. At the same time, it is also a ionic-type conductor, since the
hydrogen ions can intercalate the ReO3 lattice easily [222].
Additionally, it is often considered as a model material to explain the so called
negative thermal expansion (NTE) effect: rhenium atoms are bonded to the six
closest oxygen atoms, located at the vertices of rhenium-centered octahedra, by
strong covalent bond and Re–O distance is practically independent on temper-
ature. Thus it is believed that the thermal motion of oxygen atoms leads to
the rotation of ReO6 octahedra, connected by vertices, and consequent shrink-
ing of Re–Re distance and the whole ReO3 lattice upon temperature increase
[223, 224, 225]. At the same time, in the case of ReO3 the value of such negative
expansion is very low, if compared, for instance, with scandium fluoride that has
the same structure [226].
Regarding EXAFS spectroscopy, it is necessary to note that multiple-scattering
(MS) effects are essential for crystals with cubic symmetry as rhenium triox-
ide, where the MS contributions are strongly enhanced due to the ”focusing
effects” within the collinear atomic chains [28, 30]. Numerous EXAFS studies
on crystalline rhenium trioxide have been carried out during the last decades
[30, 227, 228, 229, 230]. EXAFS studies of negative thermal expansion in ReO3
have been reported in [231]. In all of these studies the first (Re0–O1) and fourth
(Re0–Re4) coordination shell around absorbing rhenium atom has been consid-
ered: these are the only single-scattering contributions that can be to some extent
separated from the total EXAFS data and analyzed by the conventional methods
of EXAFS analysis [229]. Contributions from the second, third and further co-
ordination shells, in turn, are inaccessible for the conventional methods, because
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they overlap with several strong multiple-scattering contributions [30]. Thus the
simulation-based approaches for the analysis of EXAFS data are required to ad-
vance the understanding of local structure and lattice dynamics in this material.
Regarding such techniques, one should mention the recent MD-EXAFS study of
ReO3 by Kalinko et al [59].
In this chapter we present the results of the RMC/EA-EXAFS study of lattice
dynamics in ReO3 over a broad range of temperatures from 10 K to 573 K. The
results of two different studies are summarized here: (i) the results of conventional
RMC simulations for the first coordination shells (up to 4.5 A˚ from absorbing Re
atom) are given in Sec. 6.2 and (ii) the results of RMC/EA simulations with the
influence of further coordination shells (up to 5.6 A˚ from absorbing Re atom)
also taken into account are given in Sec. 6.3. Note that in the latter case due
to significantly larger number of the scattering paths that should be included
into analysis, the conventional RMC simulations were almost infeasible for the
available computational resources and the use of evolutionary algorithms was
essential.
The results of related studies, devoted to the investigation of hydrogen inter-
calation process in the ReO3 lattice, are given in the next chapter.
6.2 Conventional RMC simulations for the ReO3
1
6.2.1 Simulation details and calculations for model system
Before applying the proposed method to experimental data, we have validated
it using the model Re L3-edge EXAFS signal for ReO3, obtained from molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations [59]. Such model spectrum will be referred further as
the MD-EXAFS spectrum. In [59] the MD was performed for the 5×5×5 supercell
with the unit cell size aMD = 3.75 A˚ in the NVT ensemble at the temperature T
= 300 K using the Buckingham and covalent exponential interatomic potentials
to describe Re–O and O–O bonding as described in [59]. The Re L3-edge EXAFS
spectrum has been calculated for each of the 4000 atomic configurations, obtained
in the MD simulations, and, finally, the configuration-averaged EXAFS spectrum
(MD-EXAFS) has been obtained as the average of all these spectra (see [59] for
1The material, presented in this Section, has been published as J. Timoshenko, A. Kuzmin,
J. Purans, AN EFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATION OF THE REVERSE MONTE CARLO
METHOD FOR EXAFS ANALYSIS IN CRYSTALLINE MATERIALS, J. Phys.: Conf. Ser.
430 (2013) 012012 (4 pages).
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Figure 6.1: RMC analysis of ReO3 model EXAFS spectrum
Model (dots) and reconstructed by the RMC simulation (lines) Re L3-edge EXAFS
spectra χ(k)k2 for ReO3. The SS and MS contributions are shown separately.
details). Note that the MD-EXAFS spectrum agrees well with the experimental
Re L3-edge EXAFS spectrum, measured at 300 K [59].
The RMC calculations have been carried out for 4×4×4 supercell (256 atoms)
and 40000 iterations. The difference between the model and RMC-EXAFS spec-
tra has been minimized by the best fit of their wavelet transforms, i.e., simultane-
ously in k-space (from 3 to 18 A˚−1) and in R-space (from 0 to Rmax=4.5 A˚) (see
Sec. 4.3.2). As one can see in Fig. 6.1, due to the cubic perovskite-type structure
of ReO3, the contribution of MS effects to the total EXAFS signal is comparable
to the one from SS paths. Moreover, our RMC scheme allows us to reconstruct
and analyze simultaneously both SS and MS parts of the EXAFS spectrum.
In our RMC simulations, the maximal allowed displacement for each atom
from its equilibrium position was set to 0.2 A˚: such constraint significantly in-
creases the stability of the simulation and reduces the required computation time
and does not corrupt the radial distribution functions (RDFs) and the distribu-
tion functions of bonding angles for the first two coordination shells, because due
to the strong correlation between atomic displacements the amplitude of the ther-
mal fluctuations of interatomic distances is smaller than 0.2 A˚. However, it may
corrupt the distributions of atomic displacements, especially for oxygen, whose
oscillation amplitude is significantly larger.
The estimated values of the mean-square radial displacements (MSRD) for
the first two coordination shells (Re0–O1 and Re0–Re2) differ from that in the
MD model by only about 0.0001 A˚2, and the average value of the Re0–O1–Re2
angle is determined with noteworthy precision better than 0.01◦ (see Table 6.1).
The MSRD value for the third coordination shell (Re0–O3) shows slightly worse
agreement (within about 10%) due to the fact that this MSRD value is large and
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Table 6.1: Values of the MSRDs σ2 (in A˚2) for the first three coordination shells
and the true Re–O–Re angle ϕEXAFS (in
◦), estimated both for the model and for






therefore the contribution of the third shell to the total EXAFS spectrum is rela-
tively small. Also the mentioned constraining of the allowed atomic displacements
may give additional error for the analysis of this coordination shell.
6.2.2 RMC analysis of experimental data
Next we applied our method to the experimental temperature-dependent Re
L3-edge EXAFS spectra for ReO3 [231]. The experimental EXAFS spectra for
T=10 K and 573 K and the corresponding theoretical EXAFS spectra, calculated
for the final atomic configurations obtained in the RMC simulations, are shown
in Fig. 6.2. The agreement between the experimental and simulated EXAFS
spectra is very good and implies that the obtained atomic configurations are
representative sample of ReO3 structure. One can consider separately the SS
and MS contributions and analyze for the first-time the temperature dependence
of the MS effects. Note that the MS effects give the maximum contribution to
the total EXAFS signal in ReO3 at about k=16 A˚
−1, where it is about two times
larger than the contribution of the SS effects, and this ratio is nearly independent
on temperature.
The conventional EXAFS analysis can provide in ReO3 only very limited
accuracy beyond the first coordination shell due to the pronounced MS effects.
Using RMC simulations, in turn, the structural information can be obtained
straightforwardly. The radial distribution functions (RDFs) for Re0–O1, Re0–Re2,
and Re0–O3 pairs are shown in Fig. 6.3(a), and the temperature dependencies of
the MSRDs, extracted from the RDFs, are given in Fig. 6.3(b) for the first three
coordination shells. It should be emphasized that the proposed method gives us
reliable information even at low temperatures - in the region where, for example,
the classical molecular dynamics cannot be applied. For the first coordination
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Figure 6.2: RMC analysis of experimental ReO3 EXAFS spectra
Experimental (dots) and RMC (lines) Re L3-edge EXAFS spectra χ(k)k
2 for ReO3
at temperatures T=10 K (a) and 573 K (b). Temperature dependencies of the SS
(c) and MS (d) contributions are also shown.
shell Re0–O1, the RMC results are close to that obtained using the FEFFIT code
[42].
Temperature dependencies of the MSRDs in Fig. 6.3(b) can be approximated
using the correlated Einstein model [2]. The Einstein frequency for the first coor-
dination shell ωE=94.9 THz is in a good agreement with the previously published
result (ωE=94.1 THz [227]). The Einstein frequencies for the second (36.2 THz)
and third (60.8 THz) coordination shells are obtained for the first time. It is im-
portant to note that while the Einstein frequency for the second shell (Re0–Re2
pairs) is significantly smaller than for the first one, due to the larger masses of
involved rhenium atoms, the effective bond-strength coefficient κ = ω2Eµ (µ is the
effective mass) for Re0–Re2 pairs (203 N/m) is almost as large as for Re0–O1 pairs
(222 N/m) and is about twice larger than the effective bond-strength coefficient
(91.2 N/m) for the third coordination shell.
This means that a strong correlation is present between the motion of the
neighbouring Re0 and O1 atoms (the fact, usually emphasized in the explana-
tion of negative thermal expansion (NTE) of ReO3 lattice ([232, 223]), but also
between the motion of the next-neighbouring Re0 and Re2 atoms.
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Figure 6.3: RDF’s and structure parameters for ReO3
(a) Temperature dependent Re–O and Re–Re RDFs obtained from the RMC sim-
ulations. (b) Temperature dependencies of the MSRDs for the Re–O and Re–Re
pairs: filled circles - the RMC data; solid lines - approximations by Einstein model;
open circles - the FEFFIT results. (c) Temperature dependency of the Re0–O1–
Re2 bonding angle distribution function (BADF). (d) The average value of the
Re0–O1–Re2 angle (black circles) and its statistical dispersion σ (red squares).
The NTE phenomenon in ReO3 is usually explained in terms of the rigid-unit
model (RUM) [232]. The strong correlation in the Re0–O1 atomic motion leads
to the nearly temperature-independent Re0–O1 bond length, thus ensuring the
rigidity of the ReO6 octahedra. At the same time, an increase of temperature
raises the vibration amplitude of oxygen atoms in the direction, orthogonal to
Re0–Re2 bonds. The two effects together result in a reduction of Re0–Re2 in-
teratomic distances. According to this model, the average value of Re0–O1–Re2
angle should decrease with the increasing temperature, and this effect can be
accurately determined from the results of the RMC simulations. The described
trend is clearly seen in Figs. 6.3(c) and (d). Let us remind that since EXAFS
is sensitive to the correlated motion of atoms, a spatial and temporal average
of the scattering paths within the Re0–O1–Re2 atom group will always result in
the mean value of the true [233] (or actual [234]) Re–O–Re angle ϕEXAFS being
less than 180◦, even in cubic ReO3 [230]. On the contrary to EXAFS, scattering
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methods, being sensitive to an average of the atomic positions, will give the value
of the apparent Re–O–Re angle ϕDIFFR = 180
◦ in cubic ReO3, but a smaller angle
value when the static tilting of ReO6 octahedra occurs.
The mean value of the true Re0–O1–Re2 angle decreases almost linearly from
174.7◦ at 10 K to 173.3◦ at 573 K. In turn, the statistical dispersion of Re0–O1–Re2
angle values increases from 3.1◦ at 10 K to 3.7◦ at 573 K. Thus, the temperature
dependency of Re0–O1–Re2 angle agrees well with the structural model of the
NTE in ReO3.
6.2.3 Conclusions
We have demonstrated that reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) method can be suc-
cessfully used to interpret EXAFS spectra of crystalline materials even in case,
when the multiple-scattering effects are very pronounced. Moreover, the strong
MS contributions are a source of valuable information, since they allow to inves-
tigate the distributions of bonding angles.
The analysis of the Re L3-edge EXAFS data from the second and third coor-
dination shells of rhenium in ReO3 has been carried out for the first time taking
into account both thermal disorder and multiple-scattering effects. The obtained
results are in agreement with the rigid unit model of lattice dynamics in ReO3.
We affirm the strong correlation between displacements of oxygen and nearest
rhenium atoms. Our results reveal also the strong correlation between the mo-
tion of two nearest rhenium atoms.
Two significant limitations due to the limited available computational re-
sources have been, nevertheless, observed in this case. First of all, the analysis
was limited to the first three coordination shells, since the extension of R-space
range, used for the analysis, would require to include in the calculations much
more additional scattering paths. Secondly, we were forced to constrain the max-
imal allowed displacement for atoms for their equilibrium positions to 0.2 A˚ to
improve the convergence of our calculations. Such constraint is physically unrea-
sonable for the description of oxygen vibrations in ReO3 lattice and may corrupt
the results, obtained for the third coordination shell. Therefore for the further
calculations we have used the much more efficient evolutionary algorithm ap-
proach.
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6.3 Investigations of ReO3 using evolutionary algorithm
1
6.3.1 Simulation details and calculations for model system
In this section to investigate the local structure and lattice dynamics of rhe-
nium trioxide we use the evolutionary algorithm (EA) approach. As usually, we
test the RMC/EA-EXAFS method using the simulated Re L3-edge EXAFS spec-
trum of ReO3, calculated from the classical molecular dynamics (MD) results
[59].
The EA calculations for the model spectrum (MD-EXAFS) have been per-
formed using the 4×4×4 supercell (256 atoms) by the EvAX code using different
number of simultaneously simulated atomic configurations, but keeping the total
maximal number of the calculated EXAFS spectra constant and equal to 96000.
For example, the EA calculations with 32 atomic configurations have been carried
out for 1500 iterations, so the EXAFS spectrum has been recalculated one (if only
mutation operator has been applied to the given configuration) or two times (if
also the crossover operator has been involved) at each iteration for each of the 32
configurations, hence the maximal number of iterations is 32× 1500× 2 = 96000.
The EA calculations with 16 atomic configurations, in turn, have been run for
3000 iterations, etc. Note that the EA calculations with only one atomic configu-
ration are just conventional RMC calculations for 96000 iterations, since here no
selection or crossover operators can be applied.
The dependence of the final residual between the model MD-EXAFS spec-
trum and the one calculated by the EA method (EA-EXAFS), evaluated using
Eq. (4.12), on the number of the used atomic configurations is shown in Fig. 6.4(a)
(final EA-EXAFS spectrum corresponds to the one of the atomic configurations,
obtained at the last iteration, which gives the best agreement between exper-
imental and calculated EXAFS data). A comparison of the MD-EXAFS and
RMC/EA-EXAFS spectra was carried out using Morlet WT in the k-space range
from 1 A˚−1 to 19 A˚−1 and in the R-space range from 0 A˚ to 5.6 A˚, thus taking
into account the contribution of the first five coordination shells around absorbing
Re atom. In the calculations of EXAFS spectrum up to 200 scattering path with
maximal half-length 6.4 A˚ were included and multiple-scattering effects with up
to fifth order (i.e., with nlegs up to 6) were taken into account. Maximal allowed
1The material, presented in Sec.6.3.1 - 6.3.2, has been published as J. Timoshenko, A.
Kuzmins, J. Purans, EXAFS STUDY OF HYDROGEN INTERCALATION INTO ReO3 US-
ING THE EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM; J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 26 (2014) 055401 (15
pages).
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Figure 6.4: EA analysis of ReO3 model EXAFS spectrum
Dependence of the final residual ξ on the number of simultaneously used atomic con-
figurations in the EA method (a). The Re L3-edge MD-EXAFS spectrum χ(k)k
2
and the one, reconstructed by the EA method using 32 atomic configurations in
the population (b), their FT moduli (c), and the WT modulus of the MD-EXAFS
spectrum (d).
displacements for atoms from their equilibrium positions were set to 0.4 A˚ that is
significantly larger than vibrational amplitudes both for Re and O atoms in the
ReO3 lattice. Experimental, temperature-dependent Re L3 EXAFS data from
crystalline ReO3, the EXAFS spectra, corresponding to final RMC configuration,
and their Fourier transforms are shown in Fig. 6.9, together with the calculated
EXAFS spectra, obtained for the final RMC/EA configuration.
As one can see, the conventional RMC calculations were unsuccessful in this
case: with only one atomic configuration the given number of iterations was
too small, and the system got trapped in some local minimum, thus providing
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Table 6.2: Values of the mean coordination shell radii 〈R〉 (in A˚), mean-square
relative displacements (MSRD) σ2 (in A˚2), mean-square displacements (MSD) 〈u2〉
(in A˚2), parallel (...||) and orthogonal (...⊥) to the direction, defined by the average
positions of Re0 and Re2 atoms, and the average value of the Re0-O1-Re2 angle
ϕEXAFS (in
◦) in crystalline ReO3 at 300 K for the MD model and obtained by the
EA-EXAFS simulation for MD model (Fig. 6.4) and experimental data (Fig. 6.6).
Parameter MD model EA-EXAFS results EA-EXAFS results
for MD model for experimental data
〈R〉Re0-O1 1.8774(3) 1.879(1) 1.880(1)
〈R〉Re0-Re2 3.7486(5) 3.749(1) 3.749(1)
〈R〉Re0-O3 4.1913(3) 4.191(1) 4.192(1)
〈R〉Re0-Re4 5.3003(4) 5.300(1) 5.300(1)
σ2Re0-O1 0.00105(4) 0.0011(1) 0.0026(2)
σ2Re0-Re2 0.00170(6) 0.0017(1) 0.0021(1)
σ2Re0-O3 0.00771(7) 0.0083(1) 0.0118(15)
σ2Re0-Re4 0.00624(16) 0.0064(1) 0.0063(4)
〈u2〉Re || 0.0025(2) 0.0027(4) 0.0033(10)
〈u2〉O || 0.0025(2) 0.0025(2) 0.0030(2)
〈u2〉O⊥ 0.0147(21) 0.015(1) 0.0223(59)
〈ϕEXAFS〉Re-O-Re 174.19(4) 172.8(1) 172.2(9)
the largest final residual. An increase of the number of simultaneously modelled
atomic configurations leads to almost exponential improvement, and already with
8 atomic configurations the obtained difference between the MD-EXAFS and
RMC/EA-EXAFS spectra is about six times smaller. In all further calculations
we have simultaneously simulated 32 atomic configurations.
The MD-EXAFS and RMC/EA-EXAFS spectra and their Fourier transforms
(FTs) are compared in Fig. 6.4(b) and (c). The EA method is able to recon-
struct accurately the model data, therefore one may expect, the obtained atomic
configuration should be also close to the atomic structure of the model. In fact,
the radial distribution functions (RDFs) around absorbing Re atom, calculated
for our MD model and reconstructed by the EA method, are in good agreement
(Fig. 6.5). Note that in this study we have used repeated EA calculations to
improve the statistics; it has also allowed us later to estimate the stability of the
obtained values for structural parameters.
To make the analysis more quantitative, we again have estimated the values of
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Figure 6.5: RDF’s and atomic displacements for ReO3 model
RDF around Re atom for the first four coordination shells (Re0–O1, Re0–Re2,
Re0–O3, Re0–R4, see also the inset), calculated for the MD model by EA method
and compared with RDF, obtained directly from MD coordinates (a); distributions
of deviations of the oxygen and rhenium atoms from equilibrium positions in the
direction parallel and orthogonal to Re–Re bond, calculated using the EA method
and obtained directly from MD coordinates (b-d).
average interatomic distances 〈R〉 and variances of the distributions of interatomic
distances (mean-square relative displacements, MSRD) σ2, directly calculated
from atomic coordinates for the first four coordination shells both for model and
for final EA configuration. As one can see in Table 5.1, the RMC/EA-EXAFS
method gives accurate values for the average interatomic distances: the difference
between the model MD data and the EA results is smaller than 0.0025 A˚ for the
first two coordination shells and smaller than 0.005 A˚ for next two coordination
shells. The MSRD factors are obtained with the accuracy better than 10−4 A˚2 for
the first two coordination shells, and the difference of the MSRD factors for the
third and fourth coordination shells is about 5%. A decrease of the accuracy for
the outer shells is due to their smaller contribution to the total EXAFS spectrum
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relatively to the first shell.
The uncertainties of structural parameters, given in Table 6.2, were estimated
by comparing the results obtained in EA simulations with different sequences of
pseudo-random numbers and different initial conditions, thus they reflects the
statistical uncertainty of the obtained values only. For the analysis of real experi-
mental EXAFS data one should also take into account, for instance, the influence
of the uncertainty of chosen values for lattice constant a, parameters S20 and
E0. To estimate the importance of these effects, we have carried out additional
RMC/EA-EXAFS simulations for the same MD model, but using values of a, S20
and E0, slightly different from the correct ones (a = aMD = 3.75 A˚, S
2
0 = 1 and
E0 = 0 eV). The results of such calculations have shown that the errors of the
obtained values of interatomic distances are very close to the error of the used
value of lattice constant. The errors of the obtained values of MSRD factors for
the first two coordination shells also depend on the error of lattice constant and
are about 0.0003 A˚2 for the a error equal to 0.003 A˚. The 10 % error in the value
of S20 parameter results in about 0.0001 A˚
2 large error in the values of MSRD
factors for the first two coordination shells, and about ten times larger error in
the values of MSRD factors for the distant coordination shells. Small (few elec-
tronvolts large) error in the value of parameter E0, in turn, does not change the
obtained values of structural parameters significantly (obtained differences are
smaller than the statistical uncertainty of the results). Note also that the accu-
racy of the MSRD factors for the first three coordinations shells, obtained using
RMC/EA approach, is roughly the same as obtained in the previous section using
conventional RMC method (Table 6.1).
The obtained values of structural parameters for the MD model can be com-
pared for the first coordination shell with the ones, calculated using conventional
EXAFS analysis: the average Re0–O1 distance, obtained using FEFFIT code for
the model spectrum is 〈R〉Re0−O1 = 1.875± 0.002 A˚, the corresponding MSRD is
σ2Re0−O1 = 0.0010±0.0002 A˚2. As one can see, these values and their uncertainties
are close to that obtained by the RMC/EA-EXAFS method.
Besides MSRD, the RMC/EA-EXAFS method allows us to obtain the mean
square displacements (MSD) 〈u2〉, which are inaccessible for the conventional
EXAFS analysis and are usually measured by the diffraction techniques [235].
The distributions of atomic displacements from equilibrium, described by the
displacement distribution functions (DDF) h(u), are shown in Fig. 6.5. In ReO3
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the oscillations of oxygen atoms are essentially anisotropic. Using the RMC/EA-
EXAFS method one can discriminate and separately compare the distributions
of displacements parallel to the direction, defined by equilibrium positions of Re0
and Re2 atoms (u||), and orthogonal to it (u⊥). The quantitative values of the
MSD factors 〈u2〉, obtained from the MD simulations and the RMC/EA-EXAFS
modeling, are compared in Table 5.1. Note that all MSD factors were calculated
using MAD approach (see Sec. 4.5) both for original MD model and for the model,
obtained in the RMC/EA-EXAFS simulations. In all cases the difference between
MSD factors, calculated with the RMC/EA-EXAFS method and from the MD
simulations, is below 2×10−4 A˚2.
Regarding the true Re–O–Re angle, in our case for the MD model its mean
value ϕEXAFS is about 174
◦, and the EA-EXAFS method estimates it with the
accuracy about 1◦. As it is also in case of MSD values, small uncertainties of
lattice constant a and parameters S20 and E0 do not lead to significant changes of
the obtained average values for Re–O–Re angle (the changes of MSD and average
angle value due to these uncertainties are smaller than the statistical uncertainty).
6.3.2 RMC/EA analysis of experimental data
In this section we apply the RMC/EA-EXAFS method to the analysis of the
experimental Re L3-edge EXAFS spectrum from rhenium trioxide, measured at
T = 300 K [231]. The RMC/EA-EXAFS calculations were performed with 32
atomic configurations and during 1500 iterations. The lattice constant was fixed
during the calculations at the experimental value aReO3 = 3.747 A˚ [236]. The
comparison of theoretical and experimental EXAFS spectra in this case has been
carried out using WT in the k-space range from 3 to 18 A˚−1 and in R-space range
from 0.6 to 5.6 A˚.
The experimental and reconstructed by the EA method Re L3-edge EXAFS
spectra are compared in Fig. 6.6. The good agreement between them is supported
by their small difference ξ = 0.13(1) (see Eq. (4.12)), which is only about two
times larger than in the analysis of the model MD-EXAFS spectrum.
In Fig. 6.7 we show separately the single-scattering (SS) and multiple-scattering
(MS) contributions to the total EA-EXAFS spectrum. As it is expected for
ReO3, the MS contribution is very important beyond the first coordination shell
[30, 237, 228, 227, 229]. Note that the MS contribution to the FT peak at about
5.3 A˚ is also significant, although in, for example, [227] and [231] the authors tried
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to analyze it using conventional EXAFS analysis in SS approximation, attribut-
ing it to the contribution from the fourth coordination shell only. The validity of
this approximation and complex structure of this FT peak is analyzed in details
in Sec. 6.3.3.
The radial distribution function (RDF) around Re atom, calculated for the
final atomic configuration, as well as the corresponding distributions of atomic
displacements are compared in Fig. 6.8 and Table 6.2 to those obtained from
the MD simulations. As one can see, the force field model, proposed in [59],
underestimates the MSRD values for the Re–O bonds that results in the narrower
RDF peaks as 1.9 and 4.0 A˚. At the same time, the relative displacements of Re
atoms in the second and fourth shells (peaks at 3.5 and 4.9 A˚, respectively) are
well reproduced. Note also that the MSRD value, obtained by the RMC/EA-
EXAFS analysis of experimental data, for the first coordination shell agrees well
with the previous results for ReO3 [227, 229].
Finally, the average value of the true Re–O–Re angle ϕEXAFS, reconstructed
by the RMC/EA-EXAFS method for experimental data in Fig. 6.6, is close to
that found within the MD simulations (Table 6.2). Also the apparent Re–O–
Re angle ϕDIFFR is the same in both cases and is equal to 180
◦, supporting the
conception of cubic ReO3 structure.
6.3.3 Distant coordination shells in rhenium trioxide
In this section we present the results of temperature-dependent RMC/EA-
EXAFS analysis for crystalline ReO3, with the focus on the outer coordination
shells (fourth coordination shell Re0–Re4 and fifth coordination shell Re0–O5).
The results of RMC/EA simulations for the temperature-dependent Re L3-edge
EXAFS data are shown in Fig. 6.9. As one can see, in all cases a very reason-
able agreement between experimental and calculated EXAFS spectra has been
obtained.
Now we will focus on the analysis of the third peak of the FT, located at
about 5.2-5.3 A˚. This complex peak consists of contributions from the fourth and
fifth coordination shells, as well as of contributions of high order MS effects.
The contribution of the Re0 – Re4 coordination shell to the total EXAFS
spectrum and its temperature dependence is illustrated in Fig. 6.10, while the
contribution of the Re0 – O5 coordination shell to the total EXAFS spectrum
and its temperature dependence is shown in Fig. 6.11. As one can see, the fourth
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Figure 6.6: EA analysis of experimental ReO3 EXAFS spectra
Experimental and calculated by the RMC/EA-EXAFS method Re L3-edge EXAFS
signals χ(k)k2 (a) and their FT moduli (b), and WT modulus of experimental signal
(c) at T = 300 K.
coordination shell gives much stronger contribution that, however, is strongly
dependent on the temperature.
From atomic coordinates one can also directly calculate the values of structural
parameters, such as mean square relative displacements (Table 6.3). At this
point one can realize that the fifth coordination shell, i.e., Re0 - O5 atomic pairs
with equilibrium distance equal to 5.62 A˚, consists actually of two very different
groups of oxygen atoms: from the 30 oxygen atoms in this coordination shell
six are located in the strongly correlated linear Re0–O1–Re2 chain, while the 24
remaining oxygens are located off the chain, and their motion is significantly less
correlated with the motion of central rhenium atoms. As is revealed by our RMC
analysis, both sets of oxygens have very different values of MSRD factors, denoted
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Figure 6.7: EA analysis of SS and MS contributions to the experimental
ReO3 EXAFS spectra
Calculated single-scattering and multiple-scattering contributions to the Re L3-
edge RMC/EA-EXAFS spectrum (a) and their Fourier transforms (b) for ReO3.
Table 6.3: Values of the mean-square relative displacements (MSRD) σ2 (in A˚2)
for the fourth and fifth coordination shells.
T = 10 K T = 200 K T = 423 K
σ2Re0-Re4 0.0027(1) 0.0040(1) 0.0087(2)
σ2Re0-O5,lin 0.0025(1) 0.0026(1) 0.0057(2)
σ2Re0-O5,off-lin 0.0082(1) 0.0096(2) 0.0130(2)
σ2Re0-O5,eff 0.0065(2) 0.0072(1) 0.0107(3)
in Table 6.3 as σ2Re0-O5,lin and σ
2
Re0-O5,off-lin
, respectively: one can see, the MSRD
factors for the in-chain oxygens are relatively small and also relatively slowly
increase with temperature, while the MSRD factors for the off-chain oxygens are
about 2-3 times larger and their increase with temperature is more pronounced.
The total contribution of the fifth coordination shell to the total EXAFS
spectrum (Fig. 6.11) consists of contributions of both of these oxygen groups, and
its dependency on temperature can be characterized by effective MSRD factor
σ2Re0-O5,eff , calculated from atomic coordinates of all 30 oxygen atoms of the fifth
coordination shell without separating them in groups (Table 6.3).
Finally, we will discuss the influence of MS effects. The total single-scattering
and multiple-scattering contributions to the total ReO3 L3-edge EXAFS spectrum
at T = 300 K are shown in Fig. 6.7. As one can see, the MS effects have also
significant influence on the shape of the peak of Fourier transform at 5.2 A˚.
More detailed analysis of the contributions of different MS paths is illustrated in
Fig. 6.12, where double-scattering (DS), triple-scattering (TS) and higher order
MS contributions are shown separately. As one can see, all of these MS paths
have strong contribution in the region of our interest and should be calculated
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Figure 6.8: RDF’s and atomic displacements for experimental ReO3
sample
RDF around Re atom, calculated for experimental data and RDF obtained from
MD calculations (a); distributions of displacements of the oxygen and rhenium
atoms from equilibrium positions in the direction parallel and orthogonal to Re–
Re bond, obtained from MD calculations and experimental data using the EvAX
code (b)-(d).
accurately for the precise EXAFS analysis. However, one may notice that the
intensity of the total MS contribution is actually smaller than, say, the intensity
of TS or higher order contributions, indicating that contributions of MS paths
interfere here destructively, and a lot of them get cancelled out.
Moreover, as it turns out, the MS contributions interfere destructively also
with the SS contribution from the fifth coordination shell: in Fig. 6.13 the tem-
perature dependency of the MS contributions and temperature dependency of the
sum of MS contributions and contribution from the fifth coordination shell are
compared. As one can see, for every temperature the sum of MS contributions
and contribution from the fifth coordination shell has smaller intensity than the
one of pure MS contributions. This explains why SS approximation works so well
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Figure 6.9: EA analysis of temperature-dependent experimental ReO3
EXAFS spectra
Experimental temperature-dependent Re L3-edge EXAFS data from crystalline
ReO3, the EXAFS spectra, corresponding to final RMC/EA configuration, and
their Fourier transforms.
for the description of this peak at 5.2 A˚ - it consists practically of the contribution
from the fourth coordination shell (Re0–Re4) only, and all other contributions are
almost completely canceled out.
6.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we have demonstrated that reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) method
can be successfully used to analyze EXAFS spectra of crystalline materials, taking
into account multiple-scattering effects, contributions from distant coordination
shells and accounting for thermal disorder effects as well as for correlation of
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Figure 6.10: Temperature dependence of the Re0–Re4 contribution to
the total EXAFS spectrum.
Figure 6.11: Temperature dependence of the Re0–O5 contribution to the
total EXAFS spectrum.
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Figure 6.12: Influence of multiple-scattering effects
Total multiple-scattering (MS), double-scattering (DS), triple-scattering (TS) and
higher order MS contributions to the total ReO3 L3-edge EXAFS spectrum at
T = 300 K, calculated in the RMC/EA simulations
Figure 6.13: Temperature dependence of multiple-scattering contribu-
tions
Decrease of multiple-scattering contributions to the total ReO3 L3-edge EXAFS
spectrum with temperature (left panel) and the result of interference of the MS
contributions and contribution from the sixth coordination shell (right panel).
atomic motion. The obtained structural models were reconstructed accounting
for the behavior of EXAFS spectra in k and R-spaces through the use of the
Morlet wavelet transform as a criterion for the residual minimization between
the experimental and calculated EXAFS data.
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We have also shown that the novel approach, based on the use of evolution-
ary algorithm, is computationally more efficient than conventional reverse Monte
Carlo approach. The RMC/EA-EXAFS method allowed us for the first time to
extract accurately structural information both from the nearest and distant co-
ordination shells of rhenium. As a result of the RMC/EA simulations, the radial
distribution functions for the first five coordination shells, the displacement distri-
bution functions and the bond-angle distribution functions were obtained. Using
the obtained structural model we were able to study in details also the different
overlapping single-scattering and multiple-scattering contributions to the total
EXAFS with characteristic half-path length R about 5 A˚ and have validated for
the first time the single-scattering approximation commonly used for the analysis
of 4th coordination shell (Re0–Re4).
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7.1 Introduction1
Important advantage of simulation-based approaches to EXAFS data treat-
ment is the possibility to probe directly the many-atomic distribution functions,
such as distribution of angles, but also the correlations of different atomic dis-
placements. Thus much more structural information from the EXAFS spectra
can be obtained, and, for instance, also the shapes and orientation of coordina-
tion polyhedra can be studied straightforwardly. Therefore the simulation-based
approaches turn the EXAFS spectroscopy into a powerful tool for the studies
of truly local structure, rather than just of distances distribution in the first
coordination shell.
A good illustration to this statement is the study of hydrogen intercalation
process into crystalline rhenium trioxide ReO3, presented in this chapter.
The process of the intercalation of hydrogen ions in platinized ReO3 was
studied in situ, and EXAFS spectra containing contributions from atoms, located
at distances up to 6 A˚ from the absorbing rhenium atom, have been obtained in
[7]. At the same time, the performed conventional EXAFS analysis, presented in
[7], was able to provide information on the first coordination shell around rhenium
atom only. It revealed some two-modal distribution of the Re–O distances, but it
was impossible to find out, for instance, whether this complex distribution is due
to the distortion of Re–O6 octahedra or due to the appearance of two different
types of regular octahedra [7].
In the study, presented in this chapter, we employ the RMC/EA method to
resolve a contradiction between the results of powder neutron diffraction [238]
and X-ray absorption spectroscopy [7, 239], observed during the distortion of the
local atomic structure in hydrogen rhenium bronzes HxReO3.
According to the neutron diffraction study [238], the insertion of hydrogen into
perovskite-type cubic ReO3 induces internal strain, which leads to the tilting and
1The material, presented in this chapter, has been published as J. Timoshenko, A. Kuzmins,
J. Purans, EXAFS STUDY OF HYDROGEN INTERCALATION INTO ReO3 USING THE
EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM; J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 26 (2014) 055401 (15 pages).
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slight deformation of originally regular ReO6 octahedra and to the increase of
the Re–O bond lengths, while the cell volume remains almost constant. In par-
ticular, in the case of hydrogen rhenium bronze H1.36ReO3, having the largest
known amount of inserted hydrogen, the Re–O–Re angles between two octahe-
dra, determined by neutron diffraction (i.e., apparent angles [233]), change from
ϕDIFFR = 180
◦ to 169◦, the O–Re–O angles inside the octahedra become split
into two groups of ∼82◦ and ∼98◦, and the Re–O bonds lengthen by 0.03 A˚ from
∼1.87 A˚ to ∼1.90 A˚ [238].
Previous X-ray absorption spectroscopy studies [7, 239] also indicate the oc-
currence of octahedra tilting upon hydrogen insertion, however the analysis of
the Re L3-edge EXAFS suggests strong distortion of the first coordination shell
of rhenium, which was tentatively interpreted as the appearance of two different
rhenium sites, both having nearly regular octahedral coordination with the Re–O
bond lengths equal to 1.88 A˚ and 2.06 A˚, caused by the charge disproportionation
phenomenon (2Re5+→Re6++Re4+). Note that the change of the rhenium formal
charge seemed to be supported by a shift (about 2 eV) of both Re L1 and L3
absorption edges [7].
Thus, the clear contradiction between two experimental results remains un-
resolved for years and will be addressed in details below, considering both static
and dynamic disorder and including correlation effects.
7.2 Analysis of ReO3 lattice distortion induced by in-
tercalation of hydrogen ions
It is known that upon insertion hydrogen ions attach to the oxygen atoms of
ReO3 lattice, forming the OH bonds [238], and the valence state of formally Re
6+
ions is reduced due to the localization of additional electron [7]. Both effects
can lead to the significant distortion of ReO3 lattice [240]. Neutron diffraction
study of the hydrogen rhenium bronze D1.36ReO3 has revealed that the presence of
hydrogen ions leads to the tilting of ReO6 octahedra, thus significantly decreasing
the average value of apparent Re–O–Re angle ϕDIFFR [7, 238].
The experimental Re L3-edge EXAFS data were taken from [7], where the
experimental details are also given. Briefly, platinized polycrystalline ReO3 has
been exposed to hydrogen flow for 2.5 hours at room temperature. Next, the
air flow was passed through the sample to oxidize it and to deintercalate the
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Figure 7.1: Influence of hydrogen intercalation on EXAFS spectra
Experimental and calculated by the EA-EXAFS method Re L3-edge EXAFS signals
χ(k)k2 (a, b, c) and the WT moduli of experimental signals (d, e, f) for pure
crystalline ReO3, for ReO3 after 2.5 hours in H2 atmosphere and for intermediate
state.
hydrogen ions. The EXAFS spectra have been in-situ measured before the in-
tercalation process, after the intercalation process and continuously during the
deintercalation phase.
The analysis of EXAFS spectra for pure crystalline ReO3, for ReO3 after
2.5 hours in H2 atmosphere and during the de-intercalation process has been
carried out using the EA-EXAFS method with the same parameters as used in
previous chapter: development of 32 atomic configurations was simulated for
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1500 iterations, with the lattice constant, fixed during the calculations at the
experimental value aReO3 = 3.747 A˚ [236]. The comparison of the experimental
and calculated spectra has been carried out using WT in the k-space range from
3 to 15 A˚−1 and in the R-space range from 0.6 to 5.6 A˚. In calculations we
also assume that the presence of hydrogen ions itself does not have any direct
contribution to EXAFS [241], and all observed changes are due to static and
thermal distortions of the lattice.
The Fourier filtered experimental EXAFS spectra and the ones, reconstructed
by the EA-EXAFS method, are shown in Fig. 7.1. As one can see, the disorder,
induced by the presence of hydrogen ions, significantly reduces the amplitude
of EXAFS spectra, so that the contribution of the second and further coordina-
tion shells to the total spectrum becomes very small after exposure to hydrogen
atmosphere for 2.5 hours. Nevertheless, the EA simulations allow us to obtain
structure models, for which the theoretical EXAFS is reasonably close to the
experimental spectra.
The RDFs around rhenium and DDFs for rhenium and oxygen, calculated
from the atomic coordinates obtained in the EA simulations, are shown in Fig. 7.2.
Corresponding MSRD factors for the first four coordination shells and the values
of the MSD factors for rhenium and oxygen atoms, parallel and orthogonal to the
direction, defined by the average positions of Re0 and Re2, are given in Fig. 7.3.
The bonding angle distribution functions (BADF) for the true Re–O–Re angle
ϕEXAFS and their mean values are shown in Fig. 7.4. Note that the knowledge
of both MSRD σ2 and MSD 〈u2〉 quantities provides one with the access to
correlation effects in atomic motion, since the two parameters are related as
σ2 = 〈u2A〉+〈u2B〉−2〈uAuB〉, where 〈u2A〉 and 〈u2B〉 are corresponding MSD factors
for atoms A and B, and σ2 is the MSRD factor for A-B bond.
In pure ReO3 the MSRD Re0–O3 for the third coordination shell is large,
being several times larger than the corresponding MSRD factors of the first (O1)
and second (Re2) coordination shells, and also it is about twice as large as the
MSRD factor of the fourth (Re4) coordination shell. The large values of the
MSRD factor for the Re0–O3 pair can be explained by (i) the large amplitude
of oxygen oscillations in the direction, orthogonal to the Re0–Re2 bond, and (ii)
relatively weak correlation of motion for Re0 and O3 atoms. One can estimate
that the correlation effects in the Re0–O3 pair vibrations are negligible, since the
MSRD factor σ2Re0-O3 (Fig. 7.3) is close to the sum of MSD factors for the two
atoms σ˜2Re0-O3 = 〈u2Re〉+ 〈u2O⊥〉/2 ≈ 0.013 A˚2.
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Figure 7.2: Influence of hydrogen intercalation on lattice structure
RDF around Re atom, calculated for pure crystalline ReO3, for ReO3 after 2.5 hours
in H2 atmosphere and for intermediate state (a), and corresponding distributions of
the deviations of the oxygen and rhenium atoms from equilibrium positions in the
direction parallel and orthogonal to Re–Re bond, calculated using the EA method
(b)-(d).
As one may expect, the presence of hydrogen significantly broadens all peaks
of RDF, DDFs and BDF, indicating the occurrence of pronounced disorder in
the lattice. The average value of the true Re–O–Re angle ϕEXAFS decreases from
about 172◦ for pure ReO3 to 168◦ for the hydrogen intercalated HxReO3. We
have also evaluated the average value of the apparent Re–O–Re angle ϕDIFFR,
which decreases from 180◦ to about 168◦ indicating a rotation of ReO6 octahedra
in agreement with previous neutron diffraction study [238]. The MSRD factor
(0.036 A˚2) for the Re0–Re2 pair increases almost 20 times in HxReO3 with respect
to that (0.0021 A˚2) in pure ReO3. It does not mean, however, that the Re lattice is
completely distorted. The most significant contribution to the increase of MSRD
is attributed to the reduction of the correlation in a motion of two neighboring
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Figure 7.3: Time-dependencies of MSRD and MSD factors in the hy-
drogen deintercalation process
Changes of the MSRDs, calculated for experimental data for the first four coor-
dination shells (a), and MSD factors for the displacements of Re and O atoms in
the direction, parallel (...||) and orthogonal (...⊥) to the direction, defined by the
average positions of Re0 and Re2, (b) in the intercalation/deintercalation process.
Figure 7.4: Re–O–Re angle in the hydrogen detintercalation process
(a) Bonding-angle distribution function (BADF) for the true Re–O–Re angle
ϕEXAFS, calculated using the EA method for pure crystalline ReO3, for ReO3
after 2.5 hours in H2 atmosphere and for intermediate state. (b) The corre-
sponding changes of the average value of the true Re–O–Re angle in the inter-
calation/deintercalation process that correlate with the shift (blue squares) of L3
edge (shown in the inset).
rhenium atoms. To estimate correlation effect, one again can compare the MSRD
factor σ2Re0−Re2 for the second coordination shell with the sum of the MSD factors
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for rhenium atoms, equal to σ˜2Re0−Re2 = 2〈u2Re〉 ≈ 0.0066 A˚2 for pure ReO3 and
≈ 0.031 A˚2 for HxReO3. The latter value for HxReO3 is close to the actual value
of the MSRD factor (0.036 A˚2), whereas σ˜2Re0-Re2 for pure ReO3 is about three
times larger than the actual value of σ2Re0-Re2 = 0.0021 A˚
2. Thus, the motion of
two neighbouring rhenium atoms is strongly correlated in pure ReO3, whereas it
is mostly uncorrelated in HxReO3.
After the sample is exposed to air, the structural parameters gradually return
to the values, characteristic for pure ReO3. One can roughly approximate these
trends with exponential functions f(t) = fpure + a exp
−t/τ (solid lines in Figs. 7.3
and 7.4), where fpure is the value of corresponding structural parameter (MSD,
MSRD or mean Re–O–Re angle) for pure ReO3, a is a free parameter, t is the
experimental time, and τ is the characteristic relaxation time. One can notice
that the times τ differ significantly for different coordination shells. In particular,
the values of τ for MSD and MSRD factors for the third (O3) and fourth (Re4)
coordination shells, having weak correlation of atomic motion with absorbing
rhenium atom, are in the range from 0.7 to 2.5 hours. On the contrary, the values
of τ for MSRD factors for the first two coordination shells, which are strongly
influenced by the correlation of atomic motion, are much smaller, being about 0.16
hours for the MSRD of the second (Re2) coordination shell and even smaller (0.01
hours) for the first (O1) coordination shell. We propose that such difference in the
characteristic relaxation times is due to the fact that the changes of the structural
parameters in both of these sets have different physical origin. The changes of
correlation of atomic motion and, correspondingly, of MSRD factors in the first
two coordination shells have electronic origin and, thus, short relaxation times.
They arise due to additional electrons localized largely at rhenium atoms and
introduced together with hydrogen ions to maintain charge neutrality. On the
contrary, the variation of the MSD and MSRD parameters in the third and fourth
coordination shells reflects static disorder, caused by the presence of hydrogen
atoms in the ReO3 lattice.
Finally, we will discuss the type of static disorder in the ReO3 lattice, induced
by hydrogen insertion. Since in hydrogen rhenium bronze HReO3 the formal va-
lence state of rhenium atoms is +5, two different models for the possible lattice
distortion have been proposed in [7]: (i) the distortion of all Re5+O6 octahedra
and (ii) the co-existence of two different types of relatively regular octahedra
(Re4+O6 and Re
6+O6) due to the presence of two different valence states of rhe-
nium atoms (the so-called charge disproportionation model).
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Figure 7.5: Distortion of ReO6 and Re(Re2)6 octahedra
Histograms of the ratio of octahedron volume and volume of corresponding cir-
cumscribing sphere VO/VS − pi, characterizing the distortion of the ReO6 (a) and
Re(Re2)6 (b) octahedra for pure ReO3, for ReO3 after 2.5 hours in H2 atmosphere
and for the intermediate state.
To characterize the distortion of the ReO6 octahedra, as well as the distortion
of the octahedra, formed by six Re2 atoms of the second coordination shell, we
used the approach, proposed in [242]. For each octahedron we calculated its
volume VO and the volume VS of the sphere that is the closest to all vertices of that
octahedron. In the case of regular octahedron such sphere is circumscribed sphere,
and the ratio VO/VS is equal to pi. The histograms of the quantity VO/VS − pi for
both ReO6 and Re(Re2)6 octahedra are shown in Fig. 7.5. They all have a single
peak shape independently on hydrogen intercalation, therefore one may conclude
that only one type of rhenium-oxygen octahedra is present, thus being favorable
to the first model in [7]. The broadening of the histogram peak indicates that
the distortion of the ReO6 octahedra increases significantly with the increase of
the amount of hydrogen ions in the lattice.
Upon hydrogen insertion, the valence state of rhenium ions is reduced that
agrees with the Re L1 and L3 absorption edge shift by about 2 eV to smaller
energies (Fig. 7.4) [7]. Therefore, the origin of the ReO6 octahedra distortion can
be tentatively attributed to the change of the rhenium electronic structure.
At the same time, the Re(Re2)6 octahedra do not distort, although it was
pointed out that the MSRD factor σ2Re0−Re2 for the second coordination shell
increases significantly upon hydrogen intercalation. In fact, the histograms in
Fig. 7.5 are narrow, and the ratio VO/VS is close to pi. It reflects the fact that, as
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it was mentioned, the change of the value of the MSRD factor σ2Re0−Re2 is mostly
due to the reduction of the correlation of atomic motion, not due to static lattice
distortion. This result agrees with the cubic symmetry of hydrogen rhenium
bronze [238].
7.3 Conclusions
In this study the use of a novel simulation approach, based on the evolutionary
algorithm (EA), allowed us to follow structure development at different steps
of hydrogen intercalation into ReO3 from in-situ EXAFS measurements at the
Re L3-edge. The employed RMC/EA-EXAFS method allowed us to observe the
variation of MSD and MSRD as functions of deintercalation time and to determine
the characteristic relaxation times for structural parameters in each coordination
shell.
We found that atomic motion is strongly correlated in the first and second
coordination shells of rhenium in cubic ReO3, whereas it becomes significantly
less correlated in HxReO3. The changes in the correlation of atomic motion are
attributed to electronic origin, since they have short relaxation time. This effect
has been related to additional electrons, localized largely at rhenium atoms and
entering into the crystal lattice together with hydrogen ions to maintain charge
neutrality.
Besides, the insertion of hydrogen atoms leads to the distortion and tilting of
the rhenium-oxygen octahedra. Our analysis revealed that these processes have
significantly longer characteristic times.
To conclude, in this chapter on the example of hydrogen intercalation stud-
ies we have shown that the use of advanced simulation-based techniques as the
RMC/EA-EXAFS method indeed extends potentiality of EXAFS spectroscopy
and opens new possibilities for structure determination not accessible by conven-
tional approaches.
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8.1 Introduction1
Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a wide band-gap (Eg = 3.37 eV [243]) semiconduc-
tor, which has many promising technological applications [244, 245, 246, 247]
and, therefore, is an extremely popular research topic during the last years
[248, 249, 250]. Crystalline lattice of ZnO in most common wurtzite-type phase
is essentially anisotropic [251, 252, 253] that is reflected in its piezoelectric [254]
and pyroelectric [255] properties. The wurtzite structure has a hexagonal unit cell
with two lattice parameters, a and c, and belongs to the space group of P63mc
[244]. It is composed of two interpenetrating hexagonal-close-packed sublattices,
each built up by one type of atoms (Zn or O), which are displaced with respect
to each other along the threefold c-axis by the amount of the internal parameter
u. The Zn and O atoms are in the (2b) Wyckoff positions: Zn (0, 0, 0), (1/3,
2/3, 1/2); O (0, 0, u), (1/3, 2/3, 1/2+u). Both Zn and O atoms are tetrahedrally
coordinated by four atoms of the other type, and the value of the parameter u
controls the degree of the ZnO4 tetrahedra distortion, whereas uc corresponds to
the distance between average positions of nearest Zn and O atoms in the [0001]
direction.
The anisotropy of the ZnO lattice directly influences its lattice dynamics,
which is also anisotropic, as revealed by X-ray diffraction measurements of ther-
mal expansion and thermal ellipsoids along a and c directions [256, 257, 258].
Obviously, for the design of different nanostructured ZnO-based materials the
deep comprehension of such anisotropic properties is essential. However, even in
the case of bulk ZnO material the understanding of the local atomic structure
and lattice dynamics is still far from complete [259, 260].
1The material, presented in this chapter, has been published as J. Timoshenko, A. Anspoks,
A. Kalinko, A. Kuzmin, LOCAL STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS OF WURTZITE-TYPE
ZnO FROM SIMULATION-BASED EXAFS ANALYSIS, Phys. Stat. Solidi (c) (2014), 11
(2014) 1472–1475; and as J. Timoshenko, A. Anspoks, A. Kalinko, A. Kuzmin, TEMPERA-
TURE DEPENDENCE OF THE LOCAL STRUCTURE AND LATTICE DYNAMICS OF
WURTZITE-TYPE ZnO, Acta Mater. 79 (2014) 194–202.
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This issue can be addressed by the extended X-ray absorption fine-structure
spectroscopy. The treatment of contributions from the outer shells and many-
atom distribution functions using multiple-scattering (MS) theory and simulation-
based approaches to EXAFS analysis can give one the access to the information
on distributions of bonding angles and, noteworthy, anisotropy of the material
structure [261, 119, 120]. In the case of ZnO this means that thermal disorder and
interatomic distances within at least the first three coordination shells, containing
nearest oxygen and zinc atoms within the ab-plane and along the c-axis direction,
should be determined with high enough accuracy. It is essential to properly
account for the MS contributions into the total Zn K-edge EXAFS spectrum: as
it will be shown below, they are significant for the outer shells.
Until now only a few EXAFS studies of ZnO have been carried out. The
analysis of the first coordination shell around absorbing Zn atom was performed
in [262, 263, 264]. It was extended recently up to the third shell of Zn in pure
ZnO thin films grown at different nitrogen partial pressures in [265]. Pressure-
dependent Zn K-edge EXAFS spectra were analysed in [266], taking into account
some multiple-scattering contributions. A number of studies have been devoted to
the investigations of doped ZnO thin films and different nanosystems (nanorods,
nanoparticles, nanowires). For example, the local environment around Fe [267],
Co [268, 269], Ni [270, 271] and Cu [264, 272, 273] in ZnO has been investigated,
based on the analysis of the metal K-edge X-ray absorption spectra. An excellent
review on the applications of X-ray absorption spectroscopy to the investigations
of nanostructured ZnO can be found in [243]. Finally, the study of the O K-edge
in single-crystal ZnO has been also carried out in [274].
In this study we employed simulation-based techniques for the analysis of
temperature-dependent (10-300 K) Zn K-edge EXAFS data from polycrystalline
wurtzite-type ZnO, taking into account all important MS contributions, anisotropy
of the system and also the thermal disorder effects. Two techniques, classical
molecular dynamics (MD) [4] and reverse Monte Carlo method coupled with
evolutionary algorithm (RMC/EA) have been employed for the interpretation
of EXAFS spectra with the goals (i) to advance the understanding of the local
atomic structure and dynamics of ZnO lattice and (ii) to validate the existing
force-field models [275, 276, 277] commonly used in MD simulations.
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Figure 8.1: Experimental Zn K-edge EXAFS spectra for zinc oxide
Experimental spectra χ(k)k2 and they Fourier transforms (FT) for polycrystalline
wurtzite-type ZnO measured at temperatures from 10 to 300 K.
8.2 Experimental and data analysis
X-ray absorption spectra of wurtzite-type ZnO (99.99%, Alfa Aesar) were
acquired at the Zn K-edge in transmission mode at the HASYLAB/DESY C
bending-magnet beamline [278]. A liquid He flow cryostat was used to perform
temperature dependent measurements in the range between 10 and 300 K.
The experimental Zn K-edge EXAFS spectra were extracted using the con-
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ventional procedure and are shown together with their Fourier transforms (FT) in
Fig. 8.1. The first peak in FT at 1.5 A˚ is due to the contribution of the first coordi-
nation shell (four closest oxygen atoms) around the absorbing zinc atom, whereas
the second main peak at 2.9 A˚ originates mainly due to the outer coordination
shells formed by zinc atoms. Due to the overlap of contributions from different
coordination shells and due to the mentioned contributions of many-atom dis-
tribution functions (the multiple-scattering effects), the analysis of EXAFS data
beyond the first coordination shell is a complicated task. Moreover, as it will be
shown below, in the case of ZnO even the first coordination shell consists of two
separate contributions, which cannot be separated using conventional EXAFS
analysis due to the small difference (∼0.03 A˚) of two non-equivalent Zn–O bond
lengths within the ZnO4 tetrahedra [251, 252, 253]. To treat these problems,
we used two different numerical approaches, based on classical MD and RMC
simulations.
8.3 Revealing problems of MD force-field models
In classical MD one needs to specify empirical force-field model to calculate
interatomic forces. Then the classical Newton’s equations of motion can be inte-
grated over time, and the trajectories of atoms can be accumulated. As a result,
thousands of different atomic configurations are obtained. For each configura-
tion the EXAFS is calculated using ab initio multiple-scattering theory, and the
configuration-averaged EXAFS spectrum is obtained [4] and directly compared
with the experimental spectrum.
At the moment to our knowledge three different force-field models are used
for MD simulations of ZnO (both for crystalline and nanostructured samples)
[275, 276, 277]. In all three cases for the description of short-range forces a
Buckingham-type potential with different parameters has been used, but for cal-
culations of long-range Coulomb interaction the charges of Zn and O ions were
assumed to be equal to formal charges (+2 and -2, correspondingly). Note that
the values of parameters in the Buckingham potentials were chosen to have the
best possible agreement between calculated and experimentally measured lattice
constants, elastic and dielectric properties in [275, 277] and also between corre-
sponding phonon spectra in [276]. Using these three common force-filed mod-
els, the MD simulations were performed by A. Kuzmin, using the GULP code
[279, 280] in the canonical (NVT) ensemble with periodic boundary conditions.
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Figure 8.2: EXAFS spectra obtained in MD simulations for ZnO
Fourier transforms of the experimental and MD-EXAFS Zn K-edge EXAFS spectra
χ(k)k2. The MD-EXAFS spectra were calculated using three different force-field
models [275, 276, 277].
The simulation box had a size of the 5a×5a×3c relaxed supercell (a = 3.2706 A˚,
c = 5.1379 A˚), containing 300 atoms. The Newton’s equations of motion were
integrated with the Verlet leapfrog algorithm [281], with a time step of 0.5 fs. The
Nose´-Hoover thermostat [282] was used to keep the average temperature around
T = 300 K during simulations. For each force-field model a set of 4000 static
atomic configurations was generated during a simulation run of 20 ps after system
equilibration for 20 ps. These configurations were further used to calculate the Zn
K-edge configuration-averaged EXAFS (MD-EXAFS) using ab initio real-space
multiple-scattering FEFF8 code. The multiple-scattering contributions were ac-
counted up to the 7th order.
The results of the MD-EXAFS simulations using three different force-field
models [275, 276, 277] are compared with the experimental Zn K-edge EXAFS
spectrum in Fig. 8.2. As one can see, all three force-field models are able to
reproduce rather well the behavior of the zinc coordination shells up to about
4.5 A˚, but they fail for outer shells. In particular, the peaks in FT at ∼4.6 A˚
and ∼6.1 A˚ (indicated by arrows in Fig. 8.2) have much higher amplitude in the
simulation than in the experiment. However, the detailed analysis of the first
two peaks in FT at ∼1.5 A˚ and ∼2.9 A˚ (Fig. 8.2) suggests that also for the
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Figure 8.3: Influence of MS effects on MD-EXAFS spectra for ZnO
Fourier transforms (imaginary parts and moduli) of the experimental Zn K-edge
EXAFS spectrum χ(k)k2 (T = 300 K) and MD-EXAFS spectrum, obtained with
force-field as in [275], and corresponding total SS, DS and TS contributions to the
Zn K-edge MD-EXAFS spectrum.
nearest coordination shells the accuracy of the force-field models is not sufficient
to describe properly atom dynamics due to the model simplicity. Note that on
average, the model from [275] is slightly better than the other two [276, 277].
The significant differences between the experimental Zn K-edge EXAFS and
MD-EXAFS spectra beyond 4.5 A˚ in FT can be attributed to the influence of
MS effects, related to the many-atom distribution functions [261]. In Fig. 8.3
the total contributions of the single-scattering (SS), double-scattering (DS) and
triple-scattering (TS) events are shown separately. As one can see, the MS (DS
and TS) signals dominate in the R-space ranges where the largest disagreement
between the experimental EXAFS and MD-EXAFS spectra is observed, i.e., at
4.5-4.8 A˚ and 5.6-6.6 A˚. Besides, there is also a prominent DS contribution at
3.1 A˚ (under the second peak in FT) and combined DS and TS contribution at
5.3 A˚. Note that the MS contributions are substantially out-of-phase with the SS
signals, thus leading to the reduction of the total EXAFS amplitude.
To conclude, the force-field models from [275, 276, 277] are able to describe
the average structure of ZnO but fail to reproduce accurately its lattice dynamics,
i.e., the amplitudes of atom vibrations and correlation effects.
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Figure 8.4: RMC/EA simulations for the room temperature experimen-
tal EXAFS data
Upper left panel: supercell used in the RMC/EA simulation (blue large balls are
zinc atoms, red small balls are oxygen atoms). Upper right panel: the experimental
(T = 300 K) and calculated (corresponding to the final RMC configuration) Zn
K-edge EXAFS spectra and their difference. Bottom left panel: Fourier transforms
of the experimental and calculated EXAFS spectra and their difference. Bottom
right panel: the Morlet wavelet transform of the experimental EXAFS spectrum.
8.4 RMC/EA-EXAFS calculations
Reverse Monte Carlo simulation of EXAFS is potentially capable to achieve
better agreement with the experimental data than the MD-EXAFS method due
to the possibility to fine tune the structural model. Also, opposite to classical
Molecular Dynamics, the RMC method is applicable at low temperatures. In
this study RMC/EA simulations with 32 supercells with a size of 4a × 4a × 4c
(a = 3.2496 A˚, c = 5.2042 A˚ [253]), containing 256 atoms each, have been carried
out. Comparison of the experimental and theoretical EXAFS spectra has been
performed using Morlet wavelet transform (WT) in the k-space range from 3 A˚−1
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to 15 A˚−1 and in the R-space range from 0.9 A˚ to 5.5 A˚.
The supercell, used in the calculations, the experimental (T = 300 K) EXAFS
spectrum and the calculated EXAFS spectrum corresponding to the final RMC
configuration (RMC/EA-EXAFS) are shown in Fig. 8.4, along with the Fourier
and wavelet images of the experimental and theoretical Zn K-edge EXAFS spec-
tra. Note that the RMC/EA-EXAFS spectrum includes contributions from the
scattering paths with the half-path length up to 6.9 A˚ and the multiple-scattering
contributions up to the third order. As one can see, a good agreement between
the experimental and calculated Zn K-edge EXAFS spectra is achieved both in k
and R space, also in the ranges (4.5-4.8 A˚ and 5.6-6.6 A˚), where the MD-EXAFS
models fail (Fig. 8.2). This result suggests that the structural model, obtained
by the RMC/EA method, is reliable enough to be used in further analysis for the
extraction of more detailed information.
8.5 Discussion
8.5.1 Comparison of MD and RMC/EA results
First, we will discuss the origin of the problems in the case of the MD mod-
els. In Fig. 8.5 (left panel) we show separately the MS and SS contributions
to the Fourier transform of the total RMC/EA-EXAFS spectrum. As one can
see, here the contribution of the MS effects at 4.5-4.8 A˚ is much smaller than
in the case of the MD models. Besides, the main interlayer (along c-axis direc-
tion) SS (Zn0 Zn, R=6.14 A˚) and intralayer (along a or b axis direction) TS
(Zn0 ZnZn, R=6.50 A˚) signals contributing at 5.6-6.6 A˚ in FT are compa-
rable in the RMC/EA model, whereas the TS signal dominates strongly the SS
one in the MD models due to the difference in the thermal damping factors (see
Fig. 8.5 (right panels)). Therefore, we conclude that the main problem of the
MD models [275, 276, 277] is related to the proper accounting for many-atom
distribution functions.
The partial radial distribution functions (RDFs) for Zn–O and Zn–Zn atom
pairs, obtained from the MD simulations using the force-field model by Kulkarni
[275] and from the RMC/EA analysis, are compared in Fig. 8.6 (left panel). At
first glance, they are quite close, but differ in details. To highlight the differences,
we show (middle and right panels in Fig. 8.6) separately contributions into the
partial RDFs from non-equivalent oxygen (O1 and O2) and zinc (Zn1 and Zn2)
atoms, located in the first and second coordination shells of absorbing Zn0 atom,
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Figure 8.5: Influence of MS effects on the Zn K-edge EXAFS spectrum
for ZnO
Left panel: Fourier transforms (imaginary parts (thin lines) and moduli (thick
lines)) of the total SS and MS contributions to the Zn K-edge RMC/EA-EXAFS
spectra, obtained from the best fit of the experimental data measured at T = 300 K.
Right panels: Imaginary parts of the Fourier transforms of the SS (Zn0 Zn,
R=6.14 A˚) and TS (Zn0 ZnZn, R=6.50 A˚) EXAFS spectra calculated by























































































































Figure 8.6: Radial distribution function for atoms around absorbing Zn
Left panel: Partial radial distribution functions (RDFs) for Zn–O (red lines) and
Zn–Zn (blue lines) atom pairs, obtained from the MD simulations with the force-
field model by Kulkarni [275] (circles) and from the RMC/EA analysis (solid lines)
at T = 300 K. Middle and right panels: contributions from non-equivalent oxygen
and zinc atoms, located in the first and second shells, respectively.
respectively. As one can see, the Zn–Zn RDFs obtained by the two models are
quite close. However, there is clear difference in the amplitude between the Zn0–
O1 contributions from oxygen atoms located in the ab-plane. Also the width and
position of the Zn0–O2 peaks of oxygen atoms, located along the c-axis, deviate
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appreciably. The failure of the MD simulations comes from the simplicity of the
Zn–O pair potential model [275]: it is not able to reproduce accurately the non-
centrosymmetric ZnO crystal structure [251, 252, 253], which is responsible for
its piezoelectricity.
The partial RDFs, obtained by the RMC/EA method, were used to evaluate
the MSRD values for the Zn–O and Zn–Zn atom pairs. At room temperature
they are equal to σ2(Zn0–O1) = 0.0040± 0.0003 A˚2 and σ2(Zn0–Zn1) = 0.0067±
0.0006 A˚2 along the c-axis and to σ2(Zn0–O2) = 0.0042± 0.0009 A˚2 and σ2(Zn0–
Zn2) = 0.0088 ± 0.0009 A˚2 in the orthogonal direction (in the ab-plane). These
MSRD values indicate that the interactions within Zn–O and Zn–Zn atom pairs
differ along the c-axis and in the ab-plane.
We will address this difference in details in the next section.
8.5.2 Influence of temperature
The RMC/EA-EXAFS method was successfully employed to perform accurate
analysis of the Zn K-edge EXAFS spectra for crystalline ZnO at the tempera-
tures T ≤ 300 K (Figs. 8.4 and 8.7). Good reproduction of all peaks in FTs up to
7 A˚ gives us a confidence in the structural information extracted from the outer
coordination shells. The final RMC configurations were used to calculate tem-
perature dependencies of the average Zn–O and Zn–Zn interatomic distances and
corresponding MSRD factors, characterizing the amplitudes of relative atomic
oscillations (Fig. 8.8).
According to the X-ray diffraction data [252, 253] (see dashed lines in Fig. 8.8),
the average distances 〈R〉D(Zn0–Zn1) and 〈R〉D(Zn0–Zn2) should vary little solely
due to the lattice thermal expansion. However, the interatomic distances as
probed by EXAFS grow with increasing temperature due to the additional con-
tribution caused by thermal vibrations [35]. Note that the average interatomic
Zn–Zn distance probed by EXAFS 〈R〉EXAFS = 〈R〉D+〈(∆σ⊥)2〉/2〈R〉D should be
systematically larger than that 〈R〉D probed in diffraction experiments [252, 253]
due to the second term accounting for the perpendicular MSRD 〈(∆σ⊥)2〉 of the
neighbouring atom in the direction orthogonal to the interatomic bond [35, 36].
At the same time, the average distances between zinc and four nearest oxy-
gen atoms, forming ZnO4 tetrahedron (Fig. 8.4), vary differently with increasing
temperature. The average distance 〈R〉EXAFS(Zn0–O2) between the absorbing
zinc and the apical oxygen atom, located along the c-axis, increases, whereas the
average distance 〈R〉EXAFS(Zn0–O1) between the absorbing zinc and the three
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Figure 8.7: Results of the RMC/EA-EXAFS calculations for the exper-
imental Zn K-edge EXAFS spectra in crystalline ZnO at representative
temperatures.
basal oxygen atoms, located within the ab-plane, is slightly reduced. This result
implies that the internal parameter u, giving the equilibrium position of oxygen
atom along the c-axis [283], varies with temperature. The values of the parameter
u as a function of temperature, calculated from the final RMC configurations, are
shown in the bottom left panel of Fig. 8.8. It can be seen that the parameter u
increases by about 0.01 with increasing temperature from 10 to 300 K. Clearly,
this conclusion should be supported by the diffraction experiments. Surprisingly,
to our knowledge up to now there exists only one low temperature study of the
parameter u by neutron diffraction at 20 K [258]. It was concluded in [258] that
below room temperature u does not change significantly. The contradiction be-
tween our results, obtained from EXAFS analysis, and neutron diffraction data in
[258] is especially intriguing, since it is known that the parameter u is responsible
for pyroelectric properties of wurtzite-type compounds [284].
Temperature dependencies of the parallel MSRD’s σ2 for the four atom pairs
(Zn0–O1, Zn0–O2, Zn0–Zn1 and Zn0–Zn2) were fitted using correlated Einstein
model [37] (bottom right panel of Fig. 8.8). The obtained values of the Einstein
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Figure 8.8: Structure parameters for wurtzite-type ZnO
Upper panels: temperature dependencies of Zn–O (left panel) and Zn–Zn (right
panel) average interatomic distances; dashed lines show X-ray diffraction data in
the range from 4.2 to 300 K from [252, 253]. Lower left panel: temperature depen-
dence of the internal parameter u, obtained from our RMC/EA simulations; the
values of parameter u obtained from diffraction studies are shown by green empty
circles (neutron diffraction [258]) and green filled circle (X-ray diffraction [257]).
Lower right panel: MSRD factors as a function of temperature for the four atom
pairs (Zn0–O1, Zn0–O2, Zn0–Zn1 and Zn0–Zn2) in crystalline ZnO (solid lines – fits
by the Einstein model).
frequency (ω) were used to estimate effective bond-strength constants (k). They
are equal to ω(Zn0–O1)=83±9 THz, ω(Zn0–O2)=71±15 THz, ω(Zn0–Zn1)=27±
1 THz, ω(Zn0–Zn2)=22±1 THz and k(Zn0–O1)=147±33 N/m, k(Zn0–O2)=108±
28 N/m, k(Zn0–Zn1)=79± 8 N/m, k(Zn0–Zn2)=54± 5 N/m.
The obtained results suggest that the atoms, located within one ab-plane (i.e.,
Zn0–Zn1 and Zn0–O1 atom pairs) are interacting more strongly than the atoms,
located in the neighboring layers along the c-axis (Zn0–Zn2 and Zn0–O2 atom
pairs), although the distances between, correspondingly, Zn0–Zn1 and Zn0–Zn2,
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and Zn0–O1 and Zn0–O2 are close. Thus it is clear that such system in principle
cannot be described accurately by simple pairwise force-field models. Note also
that the differences between atom pairs Zn0–Zn1 and Zn0–Zn2, and Zn0–O1 and
Zn0–O2, have been already observed in the case of oriented wurtzite-type ZnO
nanorods in [285], where the polarization of the synchrotron X-ray beam has been
exploited to discriminate contributions of different atom pairs. However, to our
knowledge, such strikingly different behaviour is established for the first time for
the bulk ZnO in this study.
Finally, we would like to comment on the MSRD value for the Zn0–O2 bond
at 10 K, which is significantly smaller than the one expected from the Einstein
model fit to higher temperature experimental data (Fig. 8.8). This fact can
be related to very low vibration amplitude of Zn atoms observed previously by
neutron diffraction at 20 K in [258]. The origin of such behaviour is unclear and
requires further investigations.
8.6 Conclusions
The local atomic structure and lattice dynamics in polycrystalline wurtzite-
type ZnO were studied by the Zn K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy in the
temperature range from 10 to 300 K. Temperature dependent EXAFS spectra
were analysed using two advanced theoretical approaches based on classical molec-
ular dynamics (MD-EXAFS) and reverse Monte Carlo/evolutionary algorithm
(RMC/EA-EXAFS) methods.
The MD-EXAFS method allowed us to use the experimental EXAFS spectra
to validate the existing force-field models [275, 276, 277]. We found that the
three models are able to reproduce general behaviour of the lattice dynamics in
bulk ZnO but fail in the accurate description of thermal motion, especially, the
many-atom correlations. Therefore, one should take care when applying them to
nanostructured zinc oxide.
The RMC/EA-EXAFS method gives more accurate description of the thermal
disorder in ZnO, since it is not limited by any simplified model. As a result, it
allowed us to discriminate contributions of non-equivalent Zn and O atoms in the
first and second coordination shells around the absorbing Zn atoms. Essential
differences between Zn–O and Zn–Zn bonds aligned along the c-axis and in the
ab-plane of ZnO hexagonal crystal lattice were revealed and are responsible for its
noncentrosymmetric structure. Our results suggest that both Zn and O atoms,
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located inside one atomic layer within the ab-plane, interact stronger than the
atoms at approximately the same distance, but located in the neighboring layers
along the c-axis. The observed changes of the average distances Zn0–O1 and Zn0–
O2 (Fig. 8.4) also imply that with increasing temperature the structure of ZnO
becomes more anisotropic, since the oxygen O2 is pulled closer to the upper ab-
plane (corresponding structural parameter u increases). The latter result needs
to be confirmed by diffraction measurements.
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9. STRUCTURE OF POLYCRYSTALLINE AND
NANOSIZED TUNGSTATES
9.1 Introduction1.
Transition-metal tungstates AWO4 are important materials with interesting
optical, magnetic and ferroelectric properties, which make them suitable for
many practical applications [286, 287, 288]. However, a relation between prop-
erties of tungstates and their structure and lattice dynamics is still debatable.
Two types of tungstate structure exist depending on the size of the A2+ cation
[289]: wolframite-type (MnWO4, CoWO4, NiWO4, ZnWO4, CuWO4, FeWO4) is
preferable for small cations, whereas sheelite-type (CaWO4, SrWO4, BaWO4) is
adopted for large cations. Tailoring of tungstate properties is possible by pro-
ducing their solid solutions [290, 291, 292, 293] or reducing the size of crystal-
lites down to nanoscale [294, 295, 296]. In both cases, the knowledge of atomic
structure becomes crucial for understanding and controlling of the properties but
obtaining this information is a challenging problem.
Bulk CoWO4 and CuWO4 are wolframite-type compounds, which order anti-
ferromagnetically at the Ne´el temperatures of 55 K and 24 K, respectively [297].
Cobalt tungstate has monoclinic structure (space group P2/c) [298, 299], while
CuWO4 has even lower, triclinic symmetry (space group P 1¯) [298, 299, 300]. The
low symmetry of CuWO4 is due to the first-order Jahn-Teller (FOJT) effect that
is characteristic also for many other transition-metal complexes. In the case of
CuWO4 it is caused by 3d
9 electron configuration of Cu2+ ions [301, 302, 303, 304]:
d-electrons of copper interact with negatively charged oxygen ions and distortion
of CuO6 octahedra gets energetically favorable. This results in the axial distor-
tion (4×R(Cu–O)∼1.97 A˚ and 2×R(Cu–O)∼2.4 A˚) of CuO6 octahedra. Note
1The material, presented in this chapter, has been partially published as J. Timoshenko,
A. Anspoks, A. Kalinko, A. Kuzmin, ANALYSIS OF EXAFS DATA FROM COPPER
TUNGSTATE BY REVERSE MONTE CARLO METHOD, Physica Scripta 89 (2014) 044006
(6 pages); and as J. Timoshenko, A. Anspoks, A. Kalinko, A. Kuzmin, LOCAL STRUC-
TURE OF NANOSIZED TUNGSTATES REVEALED BY EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM
(accepted for publication in Physica Status Solidi A in 2014)
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that the CoO6 octahedra in CoWO4 are also distorted but in a more subtle way,
having 4 short (∼2.07 A˚) and two longer (∼2.13 A˚) Co–O bonds.
Tungsten ions, having formally 6+ valence state (5d0 electron configuration),
form partially covalent bonds with six oxygen atoms that results in a distortion
of WO6 octahedra via the second-order Jahn-Teller (SOJT) effect [305]. In this
case the large ionic charge of tungsten reduces the energy of vacant d-orbitals
and the p electrons from neighboring oxygen atoms may enter. Then, similarly
as in the case of FOJT, the deformation of WO6 octahedra allows to reduce total
energy. In CoWO4 this distortion leads to the off-center displacement of tungsten
atoms and results in 4 shorter (∼1.85 A˚) and 2 longer (∼2.12 A˚) W–O bonds. At
the same time, WO6 octahedra in CuWO4 are more strongly deformed: here 3
nearest (∼1.8 A˚), 2 intermediate (∼2.0 A˚) and 1 distant (∼2.2 A˚) oxygen atoms
are present.
Both CoWO4 and CuWO4 are very promising catalytic materials, for in-
stance, for photocatalytic oxidation of water. Catalytic properties of these com-
pounds are especially pronounced in their nanostructured form: very small sizes
of nanoparticles (smaller than 2 nm) are characteristic for both materials that re-
sults in high surface-to-volume ratio [306]. Thus the properties of such materials
strongly depend on the atomic structure, which, in turn, can significantly differ
from that in the bulk.
X-ray absorption spectroscopy may be a proper tool to investigate the struc-
ture of wolframite-type compounds due to its local sensitivity and element se-
lectivity [2]. In our recent works [307, 308, 309, 60, 304, 310, 311] we have
used EXAFS to study the local structure (first coordination shell) both of micro-
crystalline and nanocrystalline tungstates (ZnWO4, NiWO4, MnWO4, CoWO4,
CuWO4, CaWO4, SrWO4, BaWO4, SnWO4). EXAFS studies of AgWO4 (W
L3-edge) [312], CdWO4 (W L3 and Cd K-edges) [313], PbWO4 single crystals
(W L3-edge) [314] and microcrystalline PbWO4 (W and Pb L3-edges) [315] are
reported in literature. The evolution of the distortion of CuO6 octahedra upon
applied pressure in CuWO4 was analyzed using the Cu K-edge EXAFS in [302]. In
all of these cases, however, EXAFS analysis was limited to the first coordination
shell of metal atoms only: a complex structure and low symmetry of tungstates
complicate the interpretation of EXAFS spectra by conventional methods for
the outer coordination shells significantly [316]. Moreover, the use for EXAFS
analysis of advanced simulation technique as classical molecular dynamics (MD)
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Figure 9.1: EXAFS spectra for microcrystalline CuWO4
CuWO4 EXAFS spectra at Cu K-edge and W L3-edge, measured in the tempera-
ture range between 10 K and 300 K, and the corresponding Fourier transforms.
[4, 63, 57] is also not possible in this case due to the lack of the precise force-field
model for such complicated structures.
Therefore, in this work we analyze the EXAFS data for copper tungstate
CuWO4 and for cobalt tungstate CoWO4 using the reverse Monte Carlo and evo-
lutionary algorithm (RMC/EA) technique. The RMC/EA-EXAFS approach first
is applied to the investigations of microcrystalline CoWO4 and CuWO4 powders
and then is used to reconstruct the 3D structure of nanocrystalline CuWO4 and
CoWO4 .
9.2 Experimental data
X-ray absorption measurements were performed in transmission mode at the
HASYLAB DESY C1 bending-magnet beamline at the Co K (7709 eV), Cu K
(8979 eV) and W L3 (10207 eV) edges. The X-ray beam intensity was measured
by two ionization chambers filled with argon and krypton gases. The higher
order harmonics were removed by detuning of the double-crystal monochroma-
tor Si(111) to 60% of the rocking curve maximum using the beam-stabilization
feedback control.
Nanocrystalline CoWO4 and CuWO4 powder samples were obtained by co-
precipitation method from aqueous solutions of Na2WO4·H2O and Co(NO3)2·6H2O
or Cu(SO4)2·5H2O at room temperature, pH = 8 [317, 318]. Microcrystalline pow-
ders were obtained from nanopowders by annealing at 800◦ C for 4-8 hours. Both
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Figure 9.2: EXAFS spectra for microcrystalline CoWO4
CoWO4 EXAFS spectra at Co K-edge and W L3-edge, measured in the temperature

































































Figure 9.3: EXAFS spectra for nanocrystalline CoWO4
Experimental Co K-edge and W L3-edge room temperature EXAFS spectra for
microcrystalline (”bulk”) and nanocrystalline (”nano”) CoWO4 and their Fourier
transforms.
microcrystalline and nanocrystalline samples were previously characterized using
Raman spectroscopy, FTIR measurements and X-ray diffraction [311]: nanosized
tungstates appeared to be X-ray amorphous, which indicates that the synthesized
nanocrystallites are just a few nanometers large. The only visible broad band in
Raman spectra is located at 955 cm−1 and can be associated with short W-O
bond [311].
For XAS measurements both nanocrystalline and microcrystalline powders
were deposited on Millipore filter and fixed by Scotch tape.
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9.3 Separate analysis of the Co/Cu K-
edge and W L3-edge EXAFS
The sample temperature was maintained using the Oxford Instruments liquid
helium flow cryostat. EXAFS data were extracted from the total absorption
spectra using conventional procedure (Sec. 2.7.2).
Temperature dependent experimental EXAFS from microcrystalline (”bulk”)
CoWO4 and CuWO4 are shown in Figs. 9.1 and 9.2, while room temperature
EXAFS data for microcrystalline and nanocrystalline CoWO4 and their Fourier
transforms (FT) are compared in Fig. 9.3.
As one can see, the thermal disorder has relatively weak influence on the
shape of EXAFS of investigated tungstates: with the increase of temperature
from 10 K to 300 K the amplitude of EXAFS spectra is only slightly reduced.
Especially noteworthy is the first peak of the Fourier transform of W L3-edge
EXAFS: it is almost completely temperature independent, indicating that the
first coordination shell around tungsten is practically insensitive to temperature
changes.
At the same time, when one compares the amplitude of EXAFS spectra from
microcrystalline and nanocrystalline CoWO4, one can note that the amplitude of
EXAFS for nanocrystalline CoWO4 is significantly smaller (especially for W L3-
edge spectrum) suggesting strong structure distortion due to size reduction and
accompanying structure relaxation effects. The FT peaks beyond the second one
are almost completely suppressed, indicating the lack of order beyond the first
few coordination shells. This may be interpreted as an evidence of the very small
size of nanoparticles.
9.3 Separate analysis of the Co/Cu K-edge and W L3-
edge EXAFS for microcrystalline tungstates CoWO4
and CuWO4
9.3.1 CoWO4 case
In the first calculations we focused on the investigations of microcrystalline
tungstates, and initially we analyzed separately the available W L3-edge and Co
(or Cu) K-edge EXAFS spectra.
The RMC/EA calculations were carried out for population of 32 4×4×4 su-
percells (768 atoms). A difference between the model and RMC/EA-EXAFS
spectra was minimized by the best fit of their wavelet transforms (WT), i.e., si-
multaneously in k-space and in R-space (Eq. (4.12)). For CoWO4 corresponding
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Figure 9.4: RMC/EA analysis of the Co K-edge EXAFS spectrum for
microcrystalline CoWO4
Experimental Co K-edge EXAFS spectrum for CoWO4 (T = 6 K), total RMC
EXAFS spectrum, a contribution of the MS effects (RMC MS) and the difference
between experimental and total RMC EXAFS spectra are shown along with their
Fourier transforms. The WT moduli of the experimental spectrum and the Co–O,
Co–W and Co–Co contributions to the total RMC EXAFS signal are shown in the
central and three right panels, respectively.
WTs have been carried out in the k-space from 3 to 15 A˚−1 and in R-space from
1 to 4.5 A˚. For CuWO4 corresponding WTs have been carried out in the k-space
from 3 to 17 A˚−1 and in R-space from 1 to 3.8 A˚.
The experimental (T = 6 K) and simulated Co K-edge EXAFS spectra are
compared in Fig. 9.4 along with their Fourier and wavelet transforms. The
RMC/EA method successfully reconstructs the experimental Co K-edge EXAFS
signal, revealing the 3D structure of tungstate and allowing to analyze the influ-
ence of different contributions on the total EXAFS. Note that the influence of
the multiple-scattering (MS) effects turns out to be almost negligible in the case
of the Co K-edge EXAFS in CoWO4. In addition, the contributions of Co–O,
Co–Co and Co–W distances are clearly separated in the wavelet image of EXAFS
spectrum, making the wavelet transform to be an ideal tool for the analysis of
EXAFS in such complex systems.
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edge and W L3-edge EXAFS
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Figure 9.5: Radial distribution of atoms around cobalt for microcrys-
talline CoWO4
Partial RDFs (Co–O, Co–Co and Co–W) around cobalt atom, calculated from the
RMC/EA results (T = 6 K). The contributions of the Co–O and Co–W atom pairs
are separately shown in the bottom panels.


































































Figure 9.6: Checking the obtained structural model for microcrystalline
CoWO4
The W L3-edge EXAFS, calculated for the atomic configuration, obtained from
RMC simulations for the Co K-edge EXAFS spectrum, and the corresponding W
L3-edge experimental EXAFS (T = 6 K), and their FT (upper panels). The re-
sults of RMC/EA calculations using the W L3-edge experimental EXAFS spectrum
(bottom panels).
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9.3 Separate analysis of the Co/Cu K-
edge and W L3-edge EXAFS
The atomic radial distribution functions (RDFs) can be calculated straightfor-
wardly from the results of the RMC/EA simulation. The partial RDFs around Co
atom are shown in Fig. 9.5, where individual contributions from non-equivalent
atoms of the same type (O and W) are also presented in the bottom panels. Note
that even the first coordination shell of cobalt in CoWO4 consists actually of
three different Co–O contributions.
To check the structural model, obtained from the RMC/EA simulation of the
Co K-edge EXAFS (Fig. 9.4), we employed it further to calculate the W L3-edge
EXAFS (RMCCo curve in Fig. 9.6). In the upper row in Fig. 9.6 we compare
this theoretical signal with the experimental EXAFS spectrum. As one can see,
the two EXAFS spectra differ significantly: in particular, the amplitude of the
RMCCo EXAFS is much lower than that of the experimental signal, i.e., our
RMC/EA simulation overestimated the mean-square relative displacements for
the oxygen atoms around tungsten. At the same time, if RMC/EA simulation is
performed using the experimental W L3-edge EXAFS spectrum instead of the one
from the Co K-edge, the agreement between theoretical and experimental EXAFS
spectra becomes very good (lower row in Fig. 9.6). This result suggests that the
EXAFS signal from the one absorption edge only does not provide sufficient
information to accurately reconstruct the complicated structure of CoWO4.
9.3.2 CuWO4 case
Similar results can be obtained also for CuWO4 system: the results of RMC/EA
simulations for the W L3-edge are shown in Fig. 9.7. Again, the influence of the
multiple-scattering (MS) effects is small, but non-negligible, and they contribute
to the large and complex peak of FT at 3.3 A˚. Through the MS effects this peak
thus contains additional indirect information also about the atoms in the first
coordination shell.
The contributions of the W–O, W–W and W–Cu paths are clearly separated
in the wavelet image of the EXAFS despite the fact that some of them correspond
to similar interatomic distances R: one can see, for instance, the backscattering
from heavy tungsten atoms has larger contribution to the total EXAFS at higher
values of wavevector k than the backscattering from lighter copper or oxygen.
Similarly as in the case of CoWO4, the structural model, obtained from the
RMC simulation of the W L3-edge EXAFS from CuWO4, was employed further
to calculate the Cu K-edge EXAFS spectrum (RMCW curve in Fig. 9.8).
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edge and W L3-edge EXAFS
Figure 9.7: RMC/EA analysis of the W L3-edge EXAFS spectrum for
microcrystalline CuWO4
Experimental W L3-edge EXAFS spectrum (T = 10 K) for CuWO4, total RMC-
EXAFS spectrum, a contribution of the MS effects (RMC MS) and the difference
between experimental and total RMC-EXAFS spectra are shown along with their
Fourier transforms. The WT moduli of the experimental spectrum and the W–O,
W–W and W–Cu contributions to the total RMC-EXAFS signal are shown in the
central and three right panels, respectively.
In the upper row in Fig. 9.8 we compare this theoretical spectrum with the
experimental (T = 10 K) EXAFS data. And again one can see, the two EXAFS
spectra differ significantly. And, again, if RMC/EA simulation is performed
using the experimental Cu K-edge EXAFS spectrum instead of the one from the
W L3-edge, the agreement between theoretical and experimental EXAFS spectra
becomes very good (lower row in Fig. 9.8).
To conclude, the results, obtained both for CoWO4 and CuWO4 in studies,
where the EXAFS data from tungsten and Co (Cu) absorption edges were treated
separately, show that in this case the information from a single absorption edge is
not sufficient to unambiguously reconstruct the 3D structure of complex material.
As was shown, the influence of multiple-scattering effects is small in the observed
systems. Therefore EXAFS is determined practically only by pair-distribution
functions of involved atoms in this case and contains no information on angles.
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Figure 9.8: Checking the obtained structural model for microcrystalline
CuWO4
The Cu K-edge EXAFS signal, calculated for the atomic configuration, obtained
from RMC/EA simulation for the W L3-edge EXAFS spectrum, and the corre-
sponding Cu K-edge experimental EXAFS spectrum (T = 10 K), and their FT
(upper panels). The results of RMC/EA calculations using the Cu K-edge experi-
mental (T = 10 K) EXAFS spectrum (bottom panels).
Therefore we cannot expect to be able to reconstruct the distribution of oxygens in
the first coordination shell around, say, tungsten from the Co/Cu K-edge EXAFS
spectra - there is simply no such information in these data.
Rather obvious solution to the above mentioned problem is to perform RMC/EA
fit of the Co (Cu) K-edge and W L3-edge EXAFS spectra simultaneously, using
a single structural model for both spectra.
9.4 Simultaneous fit of the Co/Cu K-edge and W L3-
edge EXAFS
9.4.1 CoWO4 case
In this section we present the results, obtained by RMC/EA simulations for
microcrystalline CoWO4 and CuWO4, where at each iteration the quality of
structure model was estimated by calculating differences ξ (Eq. 4.12) between
experimental and theoretical EXAFS data both for the W L3 and Co (Cu) K
absorption edges. The total difference between experimental and calculated EX-
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AFS data ξ = (ξW + ξCo(Cu))/2 was obtained from the difference between the
wavelet transforms of experimental and simulated W L3-edge EXAFS spectra ξW
and the difference between the wavelet transforms of experimental and simulated
Co (or Cu) K-edge EXAFS ξCo(Cu).
The results of such calculations are shown in Fig. 9.9. In this case the EX-
AFS spectra for both absorption edges were calculated in the single-scattering
approximation, since, as it was already pointed out in Figs. 9.4 and 9.6, the con-
tribution of the multiple-scattering effects to the total EXAFS signal in the case
of CoWO4 is small and is of the same order of magnitude as the final difference
between experimental and total calculated EXAFS spectra.
One can see from the two left panels in Fig. 9.9 that both the Co K-edge
and W L3-edge EXAFS spectra, obtained from the simultaneous RMC/EA fit,
agree reasonably well with the corresponding experimental EXAFS spectra. This
means that the obtained atomic configuration equally well represents the local
structure around both cobalt and tungsten atoms. The calculated radial distri-
bution functions around Co and W atoms are shown in the two right panels in
Fig. 9.9. Note that while the RDFs for the outer shells above 2.7 A˚ are close for
cobalt and tungsten, as can be expected from CoWO4 structure, the first coor-
dination shell, composed of six oxygen atoms, differs significantly, being strongly
distorted around tungsten atoms and rather regular around cobalt atoms.
9.4.2 CuWO4 case
The results of RMC/EA modelling of the Cu K-edge and W L3-edge EXAFS
from CuWO4 simultaneously, using a single structural model for both spectra are
shown in Fig. 9.10. One again can see from the two left panels in Fig. 9.10 that
the agreement between experimental EXAFS data and the results of RMC/EA
simulations is reasonable both for the Cu K-edge and W L3-edge, i.e., the obtained
structure model equally describes the local structure around both copper and
tungsten atoms.
The calculated radial distribution functions around Cu and W atoms are
shown in the two right panels in Fig. 9.10. As in the case of CoWO4, first
coordination shell around tungsten is strongly distorted due to the second-order
Jahn-Teller effect: three different groups of W–O distances can be distinguished
(at 1.7 A˚, at 2.1 A˚and at 2.3 A˚). However, in the case of CuWO4 also the first
coordination shell around Cu is significantly distorted: six closest oxygen atoms
can be arranged in two groups - one with Cu–O distances about 1.9 A˚, the other
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Figure 9.9: RMC/EA simulations for microcrystalline CoWO4 using the
Co K-edge and W L3-edge EXAFS data simultaneously
FT of the calculated and experimental (T = 6 K) spectra (left panels), and corre-
sponding calculated RDF around cobalt and tungsten atoms (right panels).
Figure 9.10: RMC/EA simulations for microcrystalline CuWO4 using
the Cu K-edge and W L3-edge EXAFS spectra simultaneously
FT of the calculated and experimental spectra for T = 10 K (left panels), and
calculated RDF around copper and tungsten atoms (right panels).
with Cu–O distances about 2.3 A˚. This result is consistent with the predictions
of ab-initio calculations [319].
The temperature dependence of the first coordination shell around tungsten
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Figure 9.11: Temperature-dependance of the local structure of micro-
crystalline CuWO4
First coordination shells of radial distribution functions around copper atom for
low temperature (T = 10 K) and high-temperature (T = 250 K) cases (left panels),
and relative changes of the mean Cu–O distances and MSRD factors as functions
of sample temperatures (right panels).
atom is weak and is already analyzed in [320]. Therefore here we focus on the
distribution of closest oxygen atoms around copper atoms (Fig. 9.11). One can
see, the distribution of closest four oxygen atoms, arranged at about 1.85 A˚ from
copper atom, practically does not depend on temperature due to very strong
Cu–O bond. All four oxygens in this group are also practically equivalent and
cannot be distinguished by our analysis. The second peak of RDF around Cu
atom consists of contributions from two oxygen atoms. At low temperatures they
both are located at about 2.3 A˚ from Cu atom. With the increase of temperature,
however, the one, initially slightly more distant atom, moves significantly further
from Cu, while the other oxygen atom is pulled closer to the copper. The widths
of distribution functions, characterized by the mean-square radial distribution
(MSRD) factors, for both of these oxygens also increase with temperature more
significantly than it is in case of the four oxygens from the closest group, meaning
that the strength of Cu–O bond is much weaker in this case.
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9.5 Local structure of nanosized tungstates
9.5.1 Evolutionary algorithm for the studies of nanostructured systems
In this section for the first time our RMC/EA-EXAFS approach is applied
to reconstruct the structure of nanomaterials. Since the experimentally mea-
sured CoWO4 and CuWO4 EXAFS spectra are averaged over large number of
nanoparticles, instead of a supercell with periodic boundary conditions for these
simulations as a starting configuration an ensemble of 64 identical nanoparticles
was used. These nanoparticles consist of four WO6 and CoO6 (or CuO6) octahe-
dra and correspond to the one of four proposed nanoparticle models (A, B, C and
D, see Fig. 9.12). Note that the models B, C and D involve edge-sharing CoO6 or
CuO6 octahedra, but edge-sharing WO6 octahedra are present in the models A,
C and D. Note that while atoms are moved randomly during the EA simulations,
the maximal displacement of atoms from their starting positions was constrained
to be smaller than 0.5 A˚. Our approach allows accounting for moderate static
and dynamic disorder, while keeping the structural topology of our nanoparticle
models unchanged. As a result of the simulation, we can estimate the consistency
of the concrete topological model with the experimental EXAFS data. Note also
that this approach is similar to the one, presented by Gilbert et al in [115], where
RMC method was applied to X-ray scattering data to reconstruct the structure
of ferrihydrite nanoparticles.
For each calculation 256 such ensembles have been constructed and optimized
via EA procedure. Comparison of experimental and theoretical EXAFS spectra
has been performed in the k-space range from 3 A˚−1 to 12 A˚−1 (for the Co and
Cu K-edge data) or from 3 A˚−1 to 15 A˚−1 (for the W L3-edge data) and in the
R-space range from 1.0 A˚ to 4.0 A˚ using Morlet wavelet transform. EXAFS data
from the W L3-edge and the Co (or Cu) K-edge were fitted simultaneously. For
the calculations of the Co and Cu K-edge EXAFS up to 150 scattering paths
were taken into account, while for the calculations of the W L3-edge EXAFS
- up to 70 scattering paths with maximal half-path length of 6.5 A˚. Multiple-
scattering contributions up to the sixth order were included in our analysis. As
usually, the calculation of the cluster potential was performed only once at the
beginning (before the main RMC/EA-EXAFS calculations) for the average atom
configurations, corresponding to the bulk CoWO4 and CuWO4 crystallographic
structures. Also the values of E0 (the energy reference of the photoelectron kinetic
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Figure 9.12: Suggested structure models of CoWO4 and CuWO4
nanocrystallites.
energy [2, 321]) and S20 (the amplitude scaling factor [2, 321], S
2
0=1 in this work)
parameters were fixed at their values determined for crystalline tungstates [311].
9.5.2 Results and discussion
The experimental Cu and Co K-edge and W L3-edge EXAFS spectra from
nanocrystalline CoWO4 and CuWO4 at room temperature and at 10 K tem-
perature and their Fourier transforms along with the results of EA simulations
starting from four different structural models are shown in Figs. 9.13-9.15. The
final residuals, characterizing the difference between simulated and experimental
EXAFS data, are summarized in Table 9.1.
First of all, let us note that the experimental W L3-edge EXAFS spectra are
quite similar for CoWO4 and CuWO4 at room temperature and for CuWO4 at 10
K. Also the influence of temperature, if CuWO4 EXAFS spectra for 10 K and for
room temperature are compared, appears to be small, similarly as it was for the
bulk material. This indicates that (i) the surrounding of W atom in wolframite
structure is almost independent on the type of transition metal, and that (ii)
thermal disorder (i.e., the disorder due to thermal motion of atoms) for these
systems is weak with respect to static disorder.
As one can see, all four models (A, B, C and D) are able to reproduce the
experimental EXAFS spectra from the first coordination shell (broad, asymmetric
peaks in FTs between 1 and 2 A˚) around metal atoms, thus confirming that the
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Figure 9.13: RMC/EA analysis of EXAFS spectra for nanocrystalline
CoWO4
Left panels: the experimental Co K-edge and W L3-edge EXAFS spectra for
nanocrystalline CoWO4 at room temperature are shown by circles and the results
of EA simulations starting from four different structural models (A, B, C, D as in
Fig. 9.12) are represented by solid lines. Thin solid lines in the left panels show
the difference between experimental EXAFS and the result of corresponding EA
calculation. Right panels: the corresponding Fourier transforms are shown.
building elements of nanosized tungstates are distorted metal-oxygen octahedra.
The main differences between the results, obtained for the four proposed models,
are observed in the further peaks of FTs that are located between 2 and 4 A˚
and that correspond to the contribution from the further coordination shells and
multiple-scattering effects - i.e., to the part of EXAFS that is difficult to access
precisely by conventional methods.
In the FTs in Figs. 9.13 -9.15 it is clearly seen that the model A (i.e., the
model without edge-sharing CuO6 (CoO6) octahedra) contradicts the available
experimental Cu (Co) K-edge EXAFS data: the amplitude of FT peaks for sim-
ulated spectra is much lower than that for the experimental spectra. Thus this
model can be excluded from further considerations. Note that the presence of two
neighboring Co or Cu atoms is required for Langmuir-Hinshelwood-like mecha-
nisms of water oxidation reaction [322], thus our result is consistent with the
observed high catalytic activity of tungstates nanoparticles.
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Figure 9.14: RMC/EA analysis of EXAFS spectra for nanocrystalline
CuWO4 at room temperature
Left panels: the experimental Cu K-edge and W L3-edge EXAFS spectra for
nanocrystalline CuWO4 at room temperature are shown by circles and the re-
sults of EA simulations starting from four different structural models (A, B, C, D
as in Fig. 9.12) are represented by solid lines. Thin solid lines in the left panels
show the difference between experimental EXAFS and the result of corresponding
EA calculation. Right panels: the corresponding Fourier transforms are shown.
Models B, C and D with edge-sharing CoO6 (CuO6) octahedra, in turn, give
similar and quite remarkable results: the agreement between model EXAFS spec-
tra and experimental Co and Cu K-edge, and W L3-edge data is excellent even
for the complex peaks at 2-4 A˚.
Careful examination of the final total differences between calculated and ex-
perimental EXAFS at both Co(Cu) K and W L3 edges (Table 9.1) shows that the
model B (i.e., the model without edge-sharing WO6 octahedra) describes slightly
better the available data both for CoWO4 and CuWO4 cases: this model provides
slightly better agreement for the W L3-edge EXAFS. Thus in the remaining part
of our discussion we will focus on the results, obtained for the model B.
Local structure of nanosized tungstates can be characterized by radial dis-
tribution functions (RDFs) around absorbing atoms that can be constructed in
a straightforward way from the final sets of coordinates, obtained in RMC/EA
simulations. We present these results in Fig. 9.16: here the distribution of atoms
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Figure 9.15: RMC/EA analysis of EXAFS spectra for nanocrystalline
CuWO4 at 10 K
Left panels: the experimental Cu K-edge and W L3-edge EXAFS spectra for
nanocrystalline CuWO4 at 10 K are shown by circles and the results of EA simula-
tions starting from four different structural models (A, B, C, D as in Fig. 9.12) are
represented by solid lines. Thin solid lines in the left panels show the difference be-
tween experimental EXAFS and the result of corresponding EA calculation. Right
panels: the corresponding Fourier transforms are shown.
with respect to Co(Cu) and W atoms is plotted. The first coordination shell of Cu
in CuWO4 (peaks that corresponds to 1.8-2.8 A˚ distance from Cu atom), unlike
the first coordination shell of Co in CoWO4, is strongly split: it is the manifes-
tation of the pronounced first-order Jahn-Teller effect [301, 302, 303, 304]. Note
that the distribution of oxygen atoms in the first coordination shell around Cu or
Co is close to that in bulk materials (dashed lines in Fig. 9.16). The changes of
structure in the further coordination shells are more prominent: one can see that
the length of the Co–Co bond that corresponds to the RDF peak at about 3.0 A˚
is reduced by about 0.2 A˚ with respect to that in microcrystalline CoWO4. In the
case of CuWO4 the distribution of the Cu–Cu distances is, in turn, much broader
and appears to be even bimodal - for some of the CuWO4 nanocrystallites the
single Cu–Cu bond is also shorter than Cu–Cu bonds in the bulk material, but
there exist also some nanocrystallites with Cu–Cu distance being while in others
it is about 0.3-0.4 A˚ longer than that in polycrystalline sample.
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Relaxation of the first coordination shell around tungsten atom is anayzed
in more details in Fig. 9.17: here we compare the radial distribution of oxygen
atoms in the first coordination shell around W atoms for all three cases (CoWO4
at room temperature, CuWO4 at room temperature and CuWO4 at 10 K temper-
ature). In the first coordination shell of W for nanocrystalline CuWO4, similarly
as for CoWO4, only two different W–O distances can be observed, in contrast to
the case of bulk CuWO4, where three groups of W–O distances can be clearly dis-
tinguished. In both studied tungstates the nearest four oxygen atoms are pulled
closer to the tungsten atoms, forming the first peak of RDF at around 1.8-1.9 A˚,
while the distant two oxygen atoms move slightly away, resulting in the second
peak at around 2.3-2.4 A˚. Thus the structure relaxation of nanosized tungstates
results in the increase of WO6 octahedra distortion (similar conclusions were
drawn by us from the analysis of the EXAFS spectra from the first coordination
shell around tungsten using regularization-like method [311].)
In the model B from the six oxygen atoms that surround tungsten atoms one
(’bridging’ oxygen) is also bonded to the Co or Cu atom, while five remaining
oxygen atoms are bonded to the tungsten only. Our analysis has revealed that
for all studied nanostructured samples the bridging W–O bond is involved in
the group of closest four oxygen atoms (RDF peak at around 1.8-1.9 A˚). Three
remaining, non-bridging W–O bonds in this group can be considered as double
tungsten-oxygen W=O bonds. These W=O bonds can also be associated with
the broad peak in Raman spectra at about 955 cm−1: a well known correlation
between the frequency of stretching vibration and the length of the W–O bond
[323] suggests that the bond length corresponding to the observed Raman peak
should be about 1.7 A˚ long.
The second group of non-bridging W–O bonds with the length about 2.3-
2.4 A˚ arguably can be associated with hydrogenated W–OH bonds, as evidenced
Table 9.1: The final total residuals at both Co(Cu) K and W L3 edges, character-
izing the difference between simulated and experimental EXAFS data for nanocrys-
talline CoWO4 and CuWO4 and four different structural models.
Structure
model
CoWO4 (300 K) CuWO4 (300 K) CuWO4 (10 K)
A 0.106(1) 0.176(1) 0.229(1)
B 0.036(1) 0.092(3) 0.135(1)
C 0.044(2) 0.117(2) 0.159(5)
D 0.049(2) 0.104(4) 0.138(2)
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Figure 9.16: Radial distribution of atoms around W and Co/Cu in
CoWO4 and CuWO4 nanoparticles
(solid lines) and bulk material (dashed lines), obtained by the RMC/EA simulations
for the model B (Fig. 9.12).
by FTIR spectra [311], or to bridging and randomly oriented bonds between
touching nanoparticles.
9.6 Conclusions
Reverse Monte-Carlo method, coupled with evolutionary algorithm, allows
us to efficiently analyze EXAFS data both from crystalline and nanocrystalline
materials, taking into account multiple-scattering effects as well as static and
thermal disorder. Such simulations allowed us to reconstruct the local environ-
ment around Cu, Co and W atoms in wolframite-type compounds CuWO4 and
CoWO4. We found that EXAFS data from a single absorption edge in this case
does not contain enough information to precisely reconstruct the local structure
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Figure 9.17: Radial distribution of atoms (1st coordination shell)
around tungsten in CoWO4 and CuWO4 nanoparticles
(solid lines) and bulk material (dashed lines) obtained by the RMC/EA simulations
for the model B (Fig. 9.12).
around both metal atoms. However, the RMC/EA calculations using EXAFS
data for the W L3-edge and Cu (or Co) K-edges simultaneously allowed us to
overcome this problem and to obtain a single structure model, consistent with all
available experimental EXAFS data.
More detailed analysis of the evolution of local structure upon temperature
increase was performed for microcrystalline CuWO4. It was shown that in the
first coordination shell around copper the the distribution of the closest four
oxygen atoms is practically temperature-independent due to strong Cu–O bond,
while the distribution of the remaining two oxygens is strongly influenced by
temperature.
For the first time evolutionary algorithm method was applied to obtain the
structure model for nanostructured materials. The reconstruction of the struc-
ture of CoWO4 and CuWO4 nanoparticles revealed that they consist of WO6 and
CoO6 (CuO6) octahedra, but the analysis of EXAFS data beyond the first coor-
dination shell, which was made possible by our evolutionary algorithm scheme,
has shown that CoO6 (CuO6) octahedra have common edges, while the WO6 oc-
tahedra probably do not. Further analysis of the obtained results allowed us to
characterize in details the structure relaxation in nanosized tungstates.
The obtained results support the presence of two neighboring Co or Cu
atoms in tungstate nanoparticles, which are required for the two-site Langmuir-
Hinshelwood-like mechanisms of water oxidation reaction [322].
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In this thesis we have presented a novel reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) - type
approach for the advanced analysis of EXAFS data for crystalline and nanocrys-
talline materials. A number of original features in our approach allows us to
outperform other existing methods in this field in the terms of computational
efficiency and the complexity of information that can be obtained. Let us em-
phasize them here once again.
First of all, we considered that the complex structure of EXAFS spectra due
to a contribution of the multiple-scattering effects and of distant coordination
shells is not an obstacle, but rather a source of valuable structural information
that can be treated using simulation-based approaches and possibilities, provided
by modern ab-initio codes for EXAFS data modelling. While such advanced
analysis is computationally expensive, it allows one to discover a new potentiality
of the EXAFS spectroscopy as a method not only for local structure studies, but
also for probing more distant coordination shells, for revealing the anisotropy and
correlations of atomic thermal motion and static displacements, for investigations
of bonding angles and more complex many-atom distribution functions. These
possibilities can bring new light even to studies of relatively well-known materials,
as was demonstrated in this thesis, for instance, on the example of the analysis
of EXAFS data for wurtzite-type ZnO, where RMC-type approach allowed us to
reveal essential differences between dynamics of Zn–O and Zn–Zn bonds aligned
along the c-axis and in the ab-plane of ZnO hexagonal crystal lattice. When, in
turn, applied to the studies of crystalline rhenium trioxide ReO3, the developed
method allowed us for the first time to extract accurately structural information
both from the nearest and distant coordination shells of rhenium and to study
in details also the different overlapping single-scattering and multiple-scattering
contributions to the total EXAFS.
Secondly, as it was shown, the optimization process that employs the power of
evolutionary algorithm (EA), implemented by us for the first time for simulation-
based EXAFS analysis, allows much more efficient exploration of the possible
configuration space (in our case – configurations of atomic coordinates in 3D
structure model). This approach allowed us to make feasible advanced analysis
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of complex compounds with low symmetry even with only decent computational
resources available. We would like to emphasize that this aspect is very impor-
tant to make the approach, presented here, broadly available and applicable to
many other material studies. Computational efficiency of the method is also an
issue, when one considers that to extract the dynamical information from EX-
AFS measurements it is not enough to interpret a single spectrum. Instead one
should analyze a whole series of experimental data, obtained, for instance, at
different temperatures. This approach allowed us to estimate the bond strength
between nearest atoms in crystalline germanium, rhenium trioxide, zinc oxide
and copper and cobalt tungstates. When used for studies of zinc oxide, it also
revealed the displacement of equilibrium position of oxygen atoms along c-axis
of hexagonal ZnO lattice. Obviously, the same principle applies to the process-
ing of EXAFS from any in-situ experiment, and within this thesis we presented
the results of RMC/EA study of EXAFS data for the in-situ measurements of
hydrogen intercalation/deintercalation process into ReO3 lattice. We were able
to reveal and distinguish two different effects that are caused by insertion of H+
ions: the changes in the correlation of atomic motion due to the localization of
additional electron and the distortion of rhenium-oxygen octahedra.
Thirdly, the wavelet analysis has been applied for the first time for quanti-
tative EXAFS interpretation. The representation of EXAFS spectra in k- and
R-spaces simultaneously using Morlet wavelet transform (WT) allowed us to ob-
tain more information from the same experimental data and to have much better
control over the difference between the experimental and calculated EXAFS data.
Especially useful the WT turns to be for the analysis of EXAFS data from the
materials, containing both light and heavy elements, such as transition-metal
oxides (e.g., ReO3 and ZnO), tungstates (e.g., CuWO4 and CoWO4), etc. Note
that the usage of WT can be advantageous even for conventional EXAFS analysis
(curve-fitting).
As it is with a solution to any inverse ill-posed problem, the information,
obtained by RMC-type methods, should be taken cautiously and cross-checked
with other available experimental and theoretical data. In our approach we have
constrained the allowed atomic displacements from the known equilibrium posi-
tions to be smaller than some given value. It allowed us to stabilize the solution
and to incorporate indirectly the results of diffraction experiments. This aspect,
however, limits the presented approach to the analysis of crystalline materials.
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Within this thesis it was also demonstrated that for the analysis of complex ma-
terials, such as cobalt and copper tungstates, the use of EXAFS data for both
metals (W and Co/Cu) is required to obtain unambiguous solution. Luckily, the
RMC/EA-type approach allows simultaneous analysis of several EXAFS spectra
in a straightforward way. We have also validated the stability and precision of
different structural parameters, obtainable by our RMC/EA approach, by ap-
plying it to the analysis of model EXAFS data, based on molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations for crystalline germanium and rhenium trioxide: thus MD cal-
culations can be used to check the results of RMC analysis. On the other hand,
the RMC/EA-EXAFS approach allows us to identify the problems with the force
fields, used for molecular dynamics calculations. Here such combined approach
was applied to the studies of wurtzite-type ZnO, and we have found that the ex-
isting simple interaction models that are commonly used for MD simulations of
crystalline and nanostructured ZnO in the literature are able to reproduce general
behaviour of the lattice dynamics in bulk ZnO but fail in the accurate descrip-
tion of thermal motion, especially, the many-atom correlations. One can expect
that in the future different combinations of our RMC/EA and other numerical
simulations can provide even more insight on the local structure and dynamics
of different materials. Especially intriguing is the possibility to use the results,
provided by our RMC implementation, i.e., the 3D structural model, consistent
with available experimental data, for ab-initio calculations of electronic structure,
and, hence, chemical and optical properties of materials.
Finally, in this thesis it was shown that the developed RMC/EA approach
allows us also to validate the consistency of different structure models with avail-
able experimental data: in particular, we have shown that the nanoparticles of
CoWO4 and CuWO4 consist of WO6 and CoO6 (CuO6) octahedra. Moreover,
our analysis of EXAFS data beyond the first coordination shell that was made
possible by presented RMC/EA scheme, has shown that CoO6 (CuO6) octahedra
have common edges, while the WO6 octahedra probably do not. This example
introduces a very promising and broad field of future studies, where the approach,
presented in this thesis, is applied to investigation of not only crystalline solids,
but also of materials, where the equilibrium structure is not known a-priori: i.e.,




The main results of this thesis are:
1. The developed reverse Monte Carlo/evolutionary algorithm method allows
one to efficiently analyze EXAFS data for crystalline and nanocrystalline
materials, taking into account static and thermal disorder and multiple-
scattering effects.
2. The intercalation of hydrogen ions into ReO3 lattice leads to two different
effects with different characteristic times: (i) the reduction of correlations
in atomic motion that occurs relatively fast and (ii) the tilting of ReO6
octahedra that is much slower process. The significant reduction of the
Re L3-edge EXAFS amplitude from HxReO3 compound in comparison with
that from pure ReO3 mostly is a result of changes of atomic correlations.
3. The analysis of the Zn K-edge EXAFS spectra suggests that the lattice
dynamics of ZnO is essentially anisotropic: the interactions of atoms that
lies in the same ab-plane are significantly different from the interactions of
atoms that are located at similar distances but in different ab-planes. As a
result, the equilibrium position of oxygen atoms along c-axis changes upon
increasing temperature.
4. Simultaneous analysis of EXAFS spectra at the Co/Cu K-edge and W L3-
edge in CoWO4 and CuWO4 nanoparticles allows one to reconstruct their
atomic structure. It is shown that the nanoparticles consist of a few dis-
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Figure A.1: Screenshot of EvAX program
Appendix A. EVAX CODE: USER’S GUIDE
A.1 Introduction
EvAX (Evolutionary Algorithms for XAS analysis) is a program for EXAFS
analysis using reverse Monte Carlo and evolutionary algorithm methods. Pro-
gram is written in object-oriented C++ language and consists of 41 code and
header files and contains about 10000 lines of code. It can be used both with
Windows (Windows XP and newer) and Linux operating systems. The most
time-consuming parts of calculations (clustering of atoms, EXAFS ab-initio cal-
culations, wavelet transform of EXAFS spectra) can be automatically divided
into smaller problems and performed in parallel (in different threads of execu-
tion), taking advantage of multi-processor systems. For this purpose for Linux
version of the program the pthreads library is used, and for Windows version -
CreateThread() and related functions from standard Windows library windows.h.
Number of threads to use can be specified by command Number of threads in
the parameter file.
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A.2 Starting new calculation
A.2.1 Required files and programs
For calculations following files and programs should be prepared:
1. EvAX program, compiled for a given operating system1.
2. FEFF program [25] by Ankudinov, Ravel, Rehr and Conradson (version
FEFF8-lite is recommended);
3. For calculations within Linux OS - the auxiliary runFEFF.exe program;
4. Parameter file - text file, containing values of the parameters for calcu-
lations (to get example of such file with default values for all parameters,
run EvAX program with a keyword -example);
5. Structure file - text file, defining the lattice and types of atoms in the
crystalline structure. This file can be created, for instance, by VESTA
program [324];
6. File with experimental extracted EXAFS data.
Structure file, file with experimental EXAFS data and path to FEFF program
are specified within the parameter file. The name of parameter file is supplied
to EvAX program as a command-line argument. Thus, to start calculations, just
type something like
EvAX.exe parameters.dat
For calculations on Linux cluster the use of screen window manager is strongly
recommended.
A.2.2 FEFF program
EvAX program employs as an inner routine the FEFF8-lite code by Ankudi-
nov, Ravel, Rehr and Conradson [25]. FEFF is a copyrighted software, therefore
we are not distributing it together with EvAX. FEFF8-lite can be downloaded
free of charge from the project’s webpage http://feffproject.org/.
Follow these instructions:
1The operating system can be specified using preprocessor directives (# define) in the
mysystem.h file: to choose the operating system either keyword WINDOWS or LINUX should
be defined
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1. Download the Fortran source code feff85L.f from http://feffproject.org/
2. By default the number of atoms that can be used for ab-initio EXAFS
calculations in FEFF8-lite is limited by 1000, and it is not sufficient for
a realistic crystalline structure model. To increase the allowed number of
atoms for FEFF calculations, edit the feff85L.f file: find ALL 130 definitions
of parameters natx and nattx, and set the values of these parameters to,
for example, 10000.
3. Use, for instance, Intel ifort compiler to create a new FEFF executable.
4. Specify the path and name of your FEFF program in the input file for
EvAX calculations.
A.2.3 Experimental data
Experimental data - extracted EXAFS spectrum is given to EvAX program
as a simple two-column text-file. The name of this file should be specified in the
parameter file (parameter File with experimental EXAFS signal). The first
column of file contains the values of EXAFS signal χ(k)kn and the second column
- the corresponding values of wavenumber k. The power n used to emphasize con-
tributions to the total EXAFS spectrum at large values of wavenumber k should
be specified in the parameter file (parameter k power). The experimental data
are re-interpolated within the EvAX simulations on the mesh from kmin (param-
eter k min) to kmax (parameter k max) with a step, specified by parameter dk). If
necessary, experimental data can be corrected for amplitude reduction factor S20
and shift of energy reference E0 (parameters S02 and dE0, correspondingly).
A.2.4 Structure file
The lattice parameters and types of atoms in the structure are specified in a
separate text file. The name of this file should be specified in the parameter file
(parameter File with structure). An example of such file is given below:




0.333333343 0.666666687 0.000000000 Zn
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0.666666627 0.333333313 0.500000000 Zn
0.333333343 0.666666687 0.381900012 O
0.666666627 0.333333313 0.881900012 O
Such file can be created manually, or exported from program VESTA as *.p1 -
type file [324]. The structure of this file is strict: the order of parameters in
the file is important, and also no additional lines can be added. File starts with
some arbitrary title, then follows the description of the lattice vectors in form of
nx, ny, nz, where nx, ny, nz are the components of the lattice vectors. Further
follows the list of fractional coordinates of all atoms, where entry for each atom
ends with its label. As a label one can use the chemical symbol of atom (Zn, O,
etc.) or its chemical symbol with one additional digit appended (Zn1, O2, etc.):
the atomic label will be used by EvAX program to identify atomic numbers for
FEFF calculations.
A.3 FEFF calculations
A.3.1 Common FEFF keywords
For EXAFS calculations we use FEFF code [25], which is employed as an
internal routine by EvAX program. The input file feff.inp, required for FEFF
calculations, is created and the FEFF program is started automatically by EvAX.
Normally there is no need to modify this file manually. However, at some sit-
uations user may want to have more control over, for example, self-consistent
cluster potential calculations. Therefore here we give a brief description of the
main keywords in the feff.inp file, used as an input file by program FEFF for EX-
AFS calculations. Information, provided in this Subsection, is based on FEFF
user’s guide [325].
To start potential calculations, one should specify the atomic cluster. The
all types of atoms in the cluster are described after POTENTIALS keyword. Each
line corresponds to one distinct atom, and contains integer number (a label,
assigned to this atom), the corresponding atomic number and then four optional
arguments, where first two limit the angular momentum for the calculations of
the self-consistent potential (if they are set to -1, the default values are used) and
the third one specifies the stoichiometry, i.e., the relative quantity of the atoms
of this kind in the structure. Fourth optional argument is used for the spin-
dependent calculations only. One line of the POTENTIALS card is always devoted
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to the absorbing atom - its label is always 0 and stoichiometric number can also
be set to 0.
In our approach the potential is calculated for equilibrium structure, known,
for instance, from diffraction experiments, thus the cluster is set by the list of
equilibrium atomic coordinates. The listing of atomic coordinates is started by
keyword ATOMS, after which each line corresponds to one atom and contains its
x, y and z coordinates and integer number - label - that specifies the type of the
atom accordingly to the definitions given in POTENTIALS card.
The parameters of the self-consistent potential calculations are given after SCF
keyword. Four arguments follows: (i) the radius of the cluster for full multiple-
scattering calculations (should be larger than the radius of the second coordina-
tion shell), (ii) the parameter that specifies the origin of this cluster (should be 0
for solids), (iii) the maximal number of iterations for self-consistent calculations
and (iv) a convergence acceleration factor (number between 0 and 1) .
Command EDGE specifies the location of the hole - EDGE K means that absorp-
tion for K-edge is calculated, EDGE L3 - that absorption for L3-edge is calculated,
etc.
After keyword EXCHANGE follow the parameters that specify, which exchange
correlation function will be used. EXCHANGE 0 0 0 means that Hedin-Lundqvist
(HL) model will be used with additional edge shift equal to zero (second argu-
ment) and the additional experimental broadening of the spectrum also equal to
zero (third argument).
After S02 the value of the amplitude reduction factor due to many-electronic
processes S20 is given. If it is not specified, the value of S
2
0 is calculated from the
overlap integrals.
EXAFS calculations are started, if the keyword EXAFS is present. After the
cluster potential is calculated, one can evaluate the contribution of all scattering
paths to the total absorption coefficient and to EXAFS spectrum. These paths
are listed by FEFF in list.dat and, in more details, in paths.dat files. Of course,
not all paths have the same importance, and the relative amplitude of the con-
tributions with respect to the first path (usually, the most important) is given
in list.dat file. To use in further calculations (and to include in paths.dat file)
only paths with importance, say, larger than 1.5%, one can use CRITERIA 0 1.5
command. The number of the considered scattering paths can also be reduced
by command NLEGS that specifies the maximal allowed order of the MS path
(NLEGS 2 means calculations in single-scattering approximation, NLEGS 3 means
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that also the double-scattering effects will be considered, etc.). The command
RMAX sets the half-length of the longest scattering path that still will be used for
FEFF calculations. Very important aspect that is exploited within EvAX code
is that paths.dat file can be edited outside FEFF code. This allows us to group
all scattering paths and significantly speed up the calculations using clustering
algorithm.
The operations that are carried out by FEFF code can be controlled by key-
word CONTROL and its six arguments, each of them can be set either to 1 (carry out
this step) or to 0 (skip this step). First argument determines whether to perform
the potential calculations, second argument is responsible for the calculations of
the absorption cross-sections, third - for the full multiple-scattering calculations
of XANES part, fourth - for the enumeration of all scattering paths (generation
of paths.dat file), fifth - for the calculations of effective scattering functions for
each of the paths in paths.dat file, sixth - for the calculations of total EXAFS
spectra.
An example of feff.inp file is given below:
TITLE FEFF.inp for ReO3
EDGE L3
S02 1.000000000000
* pot xsph fms paths genfmt ff2chi
CONTROL 0 0 0 1 1 1
PRINT 1 0 0 0 0 2
* r_scf [ l_scf n_scf ca ]
SCF 5.38997 0 15 0.1
* ixc [ Vr Vi ]






* ipot z [ label l_scmt l_fms stoichiometry ]
0 75 Re -1 -1 0
1 75 Re -1 -1 1
2 8 O -1 -1 2
ATOMS
0.000000000000 0.000000000000 0.000000000000 0
0.000000000000 0.000000000000 3.747000000000 1
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...
-3.747000000000 -3.747000000000 -1.873500000000 2
END
After FEFF calculations are finished, the total EXAFS spectra is saved to
chi.dat file. Additionally, if the sixth argument of PRINT command is set to be
equal to 2, then files chipNNNN.dat are generated that contain the contributions
to the total EXAFS spectrum from the NNNN -th path.
More detailed information related to the control of FEFF calculations can be
obtained from FEFF8 manual [325].
A.3.2 Running FEFF from EvAX code
feff.inp files are created and FEFF program is launched several times at each of
the RMC/EA iteration. The parameters for FEFF calculations (values for EDGE,
CRITERIA, NLEGS, RMAX) are given by user in this case in the input file for EvAX
program. Atomic coordinates are given correspondingly to the current RMC/EA
atomic configuration. Atomic types, atomic numbers and stoichiometric numbers
are obtained together with equilibrium geometry from the structure describing
file.
At the first RMC/EA iteration the full FEFF calculation is performed for
equilibrium geometry (all six arguments in the CONTROL card are set to 1), hence
the self-consistent potential is obtained. Following values for self-consistent calcu-
lations are used as default: HL model for the calculations of complex self-energy
is applied, maximal number of self-consistent iterations is 15, value of relaxation
parameter c is set to 0.1, radius of cluster for potential calculations is set to be
equal to 1.25 times the length of the longest elementary translation vector that
defines the unit cell of crystal. After this FEFF run for equilibrium configuration
the paths.dat file that contains the description of all relevant paths is created.
This file is used by EvAX program to define all non-equivalent types of paths
that will be used in further calculations. In general, this first FEFF calculation
can be quite time-consuming and can be skipped, if the potentials are already
calculated, for example, if interrupted calculations are restarted; one also can use
the pre-calculated FEFF potentials, if the better control over different options
for self-consistent potential calculations is needed. To skip potential calculations,
use -skippot command-line keyword for EvAX program.
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Further on the paths.dat files are created by the EvAX program, and first
four arguments of the CONTROL card are set to zero - potential is not recalculated
and the FEFF program uses paths.dat file, provided by EvAX. Obtained chi.dat
and/or chipNNNN.dat files with the total EXAFS signal and contributions from
separate paths are read by EvAX and used for further calculations.
Parameters, used by EvAX code to perform FEFF calculations, are summa-
rized in Sec. A.4.3.
A.4 Parameters
A.4.1 Example of parameter file
An example of parameter file is given below, with all parameters set to their
default values. File starts with BEGIN keyword and ends, unsurprisingly, with
END keyword. Lines starting with # are neglected. The order of parameters in



























Supercell 4 4 4
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MT_seed 291 564 837 1110
########################################################################
END
In the EvAX program it is also possible to analyze several EXAFS spectra
simultaneously and to try to find a structural model that equally well describes
available EXAFS data from absorbing atoms of different types. If different values
of some parameter should be used for the analysis of different spectra, one can
just list them all in the line corresponding to this parameter. If only one value
is given, it will be applied for the analysis of all spectra. Fragment of parameter
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Finally, it also possible to carry out RMC/EA simulations for crystalline sys-
tems, where absorbing atom is located at two (or more) non-equivalent sites. An
example of such systems is cubic yttrium oxide. In this case during the RMC/EA
run we again need to carry out separate EXAFS calculations for each of the non-
equivalent sites, but now the obtained spectra should be added with the correct
weights before compared with experimental data, which, of course, contains the
signals from all absorbing sites simultaneously. For such calculations one should
set the parameter Number of spectra to the number of non-equivalent sites, but
also to change the value of flag non equiv absorbers to 1.
A.4.2 Parameters for structure model construction
Parameter Description
File with structure name of file with crystal structure definition;
Structure format of the file with crystal structure definition;
currently only one option (p1 ) is supported;
Supercell size of used supercell;
pbc flag that specifies whether to apply periodic bound-
ary conditions.
A.4.3 Parameters for FEFF calculations:
Parameter Description
FEFF path name and location of FEFF program;
Edge absorbing atom or site (Ge, Re, Y1, Y2, etc.);
Edge type absorption edge (K, L3, etc.);
FEFF criteria value for FEFF CRITERIA command, minimal relative impor-
tance of the scattering path to be considered;
N legs value for FEFF NLEGS command, maximal order of the scat-
tering path to be considered;
R max for FEFF value for FEFF RMAX command, maximal half-length of the
scattering path to be considered;
Max paths maximal number of scattering paths to include in the EvAX
calculations.
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A.4.4 Parameters for spectra comparison
Parameter Description
space set the value of this parameter to k, q, r or w to carry out the
comparisons of theoretical and experimental EXAFS spectra
in k-, q-, R- or wavelet spaces, correspondingly;
Norm type set the value of this parameter to L2 (default) or L1 to use
L2 or L1− type Euclidian norms for the comparisons of the-
oretical and experimental EXAFS spectra;
R min and R max Rmin and Rmax: correspondingly the minimal and maximal
values of R (in A˚) used for residual calculation in R-, q- or
wavelet space;
k min and k max kmin and kmax: correspondingly minimal and maximal values
of wavenumber k (in A˚−1), used for residual calculations in
k-, q- or wavelet space; keep kmax smaller than 20.0 A˚
−1, and
kmin larger than 0.0 A˚
−1 to avoid interpolation errors;
k power the power n used to emphasize contributions at large values
of wavenumber k to the total experimental EXAFS spectrum
χ(k)kn;
S02 amplitude reduction factor S20 (experimental data are divided
by S20 before compared with calculated EXAFS);
dE0 energy shift ∆E0 in eV (experimental data are converted to
energy space, shifted by -∆E0 units and then converted back
to wavenumber space, before compared with calculated EX-
AFS);
dk sampling step ∆k (before comparison, experimental data and
theoretical data are re-interpolated on a wavenumber mesh
in the range between kmin and kmax with step ∆k);
R0 scaling parameter for wavelet transform; if not specified or
set to negative value, default value for R0 is used: (Rmin +
Rmax)/2;
window command to set different weights to different data points.
Two arguments, k0 and R0, are required. The 2D
gaussian function ρ(k,R) is created with half-widths
σk = (kmax − kmin)/2 in the k−space and σR =
(Rmax − Rmin)/2 in the R−space, and the centrum
at ((1− k0) · kmin + k0 · kmax; (1−R0) ·Rmin +R0 ·Rmax),
and for calculations of residual then equation (4.13) is used.
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A.4.5 Parameters for RMC and EA calculations and simulated annealing schemes
Number of states number of atomic configurations (i.e., number of in-
dividuals) in the population used for EA simulations;
if this parameter is set to 1, conventional RMC sim-
ulations will be carried out;
Maximal step length (initial) value of parameter δ - maximal allowed step
length;
Move type set this parameter to move all to move all atoms in
the configuration at each iteration, or to move one
to move only one randomly selected atom;
’Temperature’ (initial) value of scaling parameter T for Metropo-
lis algorithm; if set to negative value, default (very
large) value is used;
Target discarding rate (initial) value of parameter 1−p that determines the
expected ratio of accepted and discarded moves;
adjust T flag to allow the adjusting the value of parameter T
during the simulation;
adjust step flag to allow the adjusting the value of parameter δ
during the simulation;
Froze in maximal number of iterations (tmax); if it is not spec-
ified or is set to a negative value, the simulation will
be continued with a fixed value of p till there is no
significant improvement of residual ξ; if it is positive,
the value of p will be changed linearly from 1 to 0;
Convergence criteria parameter that determines the convergence of cal-
culations: if the average change of difference
between experiment and simulated data ξ dur-
ing the last time2 iterations are larger than
Convergence criteria, the calculations will be
continued; otherwise the parameter δ will be reduced
(if adjust step is 1) or calculations will be stopped;
Maximal displacement maximal allowed displacement δmax for atoms from
their equilibrium positions;
Initial displacement maximal initial displacement for atoms from their
equilibrium positions; if Initial displacement is
set to a negative value, the program will try out dif-
ferent values of Initial displacement and calcula-
tions will be started with the value that corresponds
to the smallest ξ;
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crossoverT if set to zero, tournament selection within evolution-
ary algorithm will be used, otherwise proportional
selection will be applied.
A.4.6 Parameters for clustering algorithm
Clustering precision parameter εc that determines the number of clusters
for the each type of paths. If the ratio of clustering
error for this type of paths ξc and current differ-
ence between theoretical and experimental EXAFS
spectra ξ is larger than εc, the number of clusters is
doubled;
time2 frequency of clustering precision check: if the
clustering precision is insufficient with re-
spect to the value, determined by parameter
Clustering precision, the number of clusters for
the given type of paths is increased;
Update basis every ...
frequency of recalculations of cluster centra and cor-
responding partial contributions to EXAFS, the val-
ues larger than 3 or 4 may lead to significant errors
in the approximation of EXAFS spectra;
A.4.7 Other parameters and flags
Number of spectra number of experimental EXAFS spectra, used for
the analysis. If non equiv absorbers is set to 1 -
the number of absorbers of the same type, but lo-
cated at non-equivalent sites;
non equiv absorbers flag that specifies, whether the absorbing atoms are
located at non-equivalent sites;
Number of threads number of threads to use, typically should be set
equal to number of CPUs of your machine;
MT seed random seed for Mersenne-Twister algorithm;
A.5 Output
A.5.1 Introduction
As an output, EvAX produces a number of text-type files. The names of these
files can be changed (for instance, to redirect output to some other directory),
by changing the value of corresponding parameter in the parameter file. All
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output files can be divided in three groups: (i) general output files (only one
file per calculation is produced), (ii) spectrum-specific output files (one file per
each analyzed EXAFS spectrum is produced, i.e., if, for instance, EXAFS data
from two absorption edges are used simultaneously, different names for each of
the corresponding output files should be given), and (iii) restart files.
Additionally, each time1 iterations EvAX prints to the standard output ba-
sic information on the current system state: current value of difference be-
tween experimental and simulated EXAFS data, calculated in k−, q−, R− and
wavelet spaces (BEST-STATE RESIDUAL), average change of such difference per
iteration (Delta), current value of scaling parameter T for Metropolis algorithm
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At the end of simulations EvAX prints to the standard output the values of
the most important structure parameters. An example of such output is given be-
low: first of all, the effective isotropic mean-square deviations (MSD) for all types
of atoms in the structure are calculated. Then the average interatomic distances
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(<rleg>), average values of bonding angles (<beta>), mean-square relative dis-
placements (MAD[rleg]) and variances of angles (MAD[beta]) are calculated. The
output is organized similarly as the paths.dat file, generated by FEFF program:
all photoelectron paths, used in calculations, are listed and can be identified by
half-length r and equilibrium positions of involved atoms with respect to absorb-
ing atoms, and then the calculated values of corresponding structure parameters
are given:
-----------------------------------------------------------






17.05.2014 12:15:08 STRUCTURE PARAMETERS
-----------------------------------------------------------
1 2 4 index, nleg, degeneracy, r= 1.949064
x y z ipot label <rleg> <beta> MAD[rleg] MAD[beta]
1.410867 1.344733 0.000000 3 O 1.960401 180.000000 0.007944 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0 Ti 1.960401 180.000000 0.007944 0.000000
2 2 2 index, nleg, degeneracy, r= 1.951425
x y z ipot label <rleg> <beta> MAD[rleg] MAD[beta]
0.000000 0.000000 1.951425 3 O 1.963847 180.000000 0.007397 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0 Ti 1.963847 180.000000 0.007397 0.000000
3 3 8 index, nleg, degeneracy, r= 3.327261
x y z ipot label <rleg> <beta> MAD[rleg] MAD[beta]
1.344733 -1.410867 0.000000 3 O 1.960401 134.945124 0.007944 14.897332
1.410867 1.344733 0.000000 3 O 2.764355 134.945124 0.019318 14.897332
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0 Ti 1.960401 90.109753 0.007944 37.715437
4 3 16 index, nleg, degeneracy, r= 3.329276
x y z ipot label <rleg> <beta> MAD[rleg] MAD[beta]
0.000000 0.000000 1.951425 3 O 1.963847 134.930775 0.007397 12.520714
1.410867 1.344733 0.000000 3 O 2.765467 134.859831 0.018703 11.804484
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0 Ti 1.960401 90.209394 0.007944 35.853390
5 2 8 index, nleg, degeneracy, r= 3.376595
x y z ipot label <rleg> <beta> MAD[rleg] MAD[beta]
0.000000 2.755600 1.951425 1 Sr 3.382742 180.000000 0.009615 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0 Ti 3.382742 180.000000 0.009615 0.000000
...
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A.5.2 General output files
File for actual geometry specifies ∗.xyz-type file, where the intermediate
atomic configurations are saved. This file is updated with frequency, set by
parameter time1. If evolutionary algorithm is used and several supercells are
simulated, then only the atomic coordinates that correspond to the supercell
that currently provides the best description of experimental EXAFS are saved.
Coordinates for atoms in all other supercells can be obtained from restart files.
File for residuals specifies a file, where the current value of the differ-
ence between experimental and calculated EXAFS spectra is saved, but also the
number of accepted and discarded moves, current value of scaling parameter for
Metropolis algorithm and other relevant information. This file is updated with
frequency, also set by parameter time1.
File for equilibrium xyz and File for final xyz specify the names of
files, created at the end of EvAX calculations, where the coordinates of all atoms
for the equilibrium and for the actual atomic configuration, respectively, taking
into account periodic boundary conditions, are saved. If evolutionary algorithm is
used and several supercells are simulated, then only the atomic coordinates that
correspond to the supercell that provides the best description of experimental
EXAFS are saved. These files can be used to perform advanced analysis of the
obtained structure model.
A.5.3 Spectrum-specific output files
File for i-pol. exp. signal specifies the file, where the re-interpolated
and corrected for specified S20 and ∆E0 values experimental EXAFS spectrum
is saved.
File for FT of exp. signal and File for BFT of exp. signal specify the
files where the results of Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform respec-
tively, of the experimental data are saved. File for WT of exp. signal sets the
name of file for the results of Morlet wavelet transform for experimental data.
File for calculated EXAFS signal specifies the file, where the calculated
EXAFS signal is saved. This file is updated with frequency, set by parameter
time1. If evolutionary algorithm is used and several supercells are simulated,
then only the EXAFS spectrum that is the closest to the experimental data is
saved. EXAFS spectra corresponding to the other supercells can be obtained
from restart files.
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File for FT, File for BFT and File for WT specify the files where the re-
sults of Fourier transform, inverse Fourier transform and Morlet wavelet trans-
form, respectively, of the calculated EXAFS data are saved. These files are also
rewritten with frequency, set by parameter time1.
A.5.4 Restart files
Restart files are created with frequency, set by parameter time2. The name
of restart file is a string, set by parameter File for restart, to which integer
number, corresponding to the number of current iteration, is appended. Restart
files are text-type files that consist of two large blocks: the first block has the
same structure as the input parameter file, where all current values of system
parameters are given. Thus any restart file, produced by EvAX, can be used
directly to start a new calculation. The second block contains information on the
number of current iteration, current value of differences between experimental
and calculated EXAFS spectra, parameters for SA algorithm, and, of course, the
current coordinates of all atoms in all simulated supercells. At the end of file the
current calculated EXAFS spectra are recorded. Thus EvAX calculations can be
restarted from the point, at which the corresponding restart file was created.
The current positions of clusters centra, used by clustering algorithm for EX-
AFS calculations, are saved to restartClusters.dat file. If this file is missing,
clustering algorithm will start from scratch after the restart of calculations.
A.6 EvAX keywords
Together with (or in a few cases - instead of) the name of parameter file some
additional command line arguments (keywords) can be specified. All keywords
starts with hyphen and several keywords in arbitrary order can be specified.
Already mentioned is the keyword -example: running
EvAX.exe -example
one obtains the example of parameter file.
Brief overview of all possible keywords can be obtained by running
EvAX.exe -help
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The important keywords are -skippot and -restart :
EvAX.exe parameters.dat -skippot
starts a new calculation with parameters from the file parameters.dat, but the
self-consistent FEFF potential is not recalculated. This option may be useful,
since the calculations of potential are very time consuming. Besides, it allows to
use a pre-calculated potential, created with parameters, specified by user.
EvAX.exe restart0001 -restart
in turn, continues an existing calculation: in this case the parameters are taken
from the file restart0001 and FEFF potential is not recalculated, but the im-
portant difference is that also the current positions of all atoms are read from
restart0001 file. This option can be used to continue an interrupted calculation,
but also in the case if user wants to modify the current atomic configuration, i.e.,
the positions of all atoms, by hand.
For the post-processing of the results of EvAX calculations keywords -phantoms
and -structure can be used.
EvAX.exe restart0001 -phantoms
creates files, whose names are set by parameters File for equilibrium xyz and
File for final xyz, where the coordinates of all atoms for the equilibrium and
for the actual atomic configuration, respectively, taking into account periodic
boundary conditions, are saved. These files can be used, for instance, to calculate
radial distribution function.
EvAX.exe restart0001 -structure
forces EvAX to print to the standard output the values of structure parameters.
Note that regardless of -phantoms and -structure keywords this information on
is printed out also at the end of simulations.
EvAX.exe restart0001 -beststate
let EvAX to read the restart file restart0001, containing EXAFS spectra and
atomic coordinates for all supercells, used for evolutionary algorithm simulations,
then the supercell that gives the best description of experimental EXAFS data
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is found, and a new restart file is created, containing information on this specific
supercell only.
EvAX program can be also used to calculate configurations-averaged EXAFS
spectrum for a given set of atomic coordinates, obtained, for instance, in molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulations with GULP program [280]. To do this, keyword
-gulp can be used:
EvAX.exe parameters.dat -gulp MDdata.xyz
calculates EXAFS spectrum with parameters, taken from file parameters.dat, for
a set of atomic coordinates (MD trajectories) in MDdata.xyz file.
Finally, let us note that EvAX program can be used to simply calculate Fourier
and wavelet transforms of given EXAFS spectrum:
EvAX.exe parameters.dat -ftwt
command calculates Fourier, inverse Fourier and Morlet wavelet transforms for
EXAFS data with parameters taken from parameters.dat. The name of file with
analyzed data is set by File with experimental EXAFS signal parameter.
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CRYSTALLINE AND NANOCRYSTALLINE Y2O3 USING EVOLUTIONARY
ALGORITHM METHOD (I. Jonane, J. Timoshenko, A. Kuzmin)), abstract will
be published in Abstract of International Conference on Functional materials and
nanotechnologies (FM&NT-2014).
C.2 Oral presentations at international conferences
1. Functional materials and nanotechnologies-2012 (17.04.2012 - 20.04.2012., Riga,
Latvia, oral presentation LATTICE DYNAMICS AND STRUCTURAL DIS-
ORDER IN RHENIUM TRIOXIDE: REVERSE MONTE CARLO STUDY (J.
Timoshenko, A. Kuzmin, J. Purans)), abstract published in Abstract of Interna-
tional Conference on Functional materials and nanotechnologies (FM&NT-2012),
p. 96.
2. 15th International Conference on X-ray Absorption Fine Structure, (22.07.2012 -
28.07.2012, Beijing, China, oral presentation AN EFFICIENT IMPLEMENTA-
TION OF THE REVERSE MONTE CARLO (RMC) METHOD FOR EXAFS
ANALYSIS IN CRYSTALLINE MATERIALS (J. Timoshenko, A. Kuzmin, J.
Purans)), abstract published in Abstract of 15th International Conference on
X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (XAFS15), p. 147.
3. Functional materials and nanotechnologies-2013 (21.04.2013 - 24.04.2012., Tartu,
Estonia, oral presentation ANALYSIS OF EXAFS DATA FROM COPPER
TUNGSTATE BY REVERSE MONTE CARLO METHOD (J. Timoshenko, A.
Anspoks, A. Kalinko, A. Kuzmin)), abstract published in Abstract of Interna-
tional Conference on Functional materials and nanotechnologies (FM&NT-2013),
p. 53.
4. E-MRS -2013 (16.09.2013 - 20.09.2013., Warsaw, Poland, oral presentation LO-
CAL STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS OF WURTZITE-TYPE ZnO FROM
SIMULATION-BASED EXAFS ANALYSIS (J. Timoshenko, A. Anspoks, A.
Kalinko, A. Kuzmin)), abstract published in Book of Abstracts, Symposium K.
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Appendix D. PARTICIPATION IN INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOLS
1. XAFS for beginners (01.09.2008 - 10.09.2008, MAX-lab, Lund, Sweden).
2. Summer School on Atomistic Simulation Techniques (04.07.2010 - 25.07.2010,
Trieste, Italy).
3. Ultrafast X-Ray Science with X-Ray Free-Electron Lasers (29.03.2011 - 02.04.2011,
DESY synchrotron radiation center, Hamburg, Germany).
4. 32nd Berlin School on neutron scattering (07.03.2012 - 16.03.2012, Helmholtz
Zentrum Berlin, Germany).
5. First Baltic School on Application of Neutron and Synchrotron Radiation
(01.10.2012 - 04.10.2012, Riga, Latvia); poster presentation ANALYSIS OF EX-
AFS DATA FROM COBALT TUNGSTATE CoWO4: REVERSE MONTE CAR-
LO APPROACH (J.Timoshenko, A.Anspoks, A.Kalinko and A.Kuzmin).
6. Higher European Research Course for Users of Large Experimental systems (HER-
CULES)-2013 (24.02.2013 - 28.03.2013, Grenoble and Paris, France); poster
presentation ANALYSIS OF EXAFS DATA FROM CRYSTALLINE MATERI-
ALS: REVERSE MONTE CARLO APPROACHH (J.Timoshenko, A.Anspoks,
A.Kalinko and A.Kuzmin).
7. HERCULES Specialised Course on Dynamical properties investigated by neu-
trons and synchrotron X-rays (15.09.2014 - 19.09.2014, Grenoble, France); poster
presentation INVESTIGATIONS OF THE LATTICE DYNAMICS OF CRYS-
TALLINE MATERIALS USING SIMULATION-BASED EXAFS ANALYSIS
(J.Timoshenko and A.Kuzmin).
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Appendix E. PARTICIPATION IN EXPERIMENTS AT
SYNCHROTRON RADIATION FACILITIES
1. 23.11.2009 - 30.11.2009 EXAFS measurements at DESY synchrotron radiation
center, Hamburg, Germany, Local structure and lattice dynamics in nanocrys-
talline Zn(Ni)WO4 and ZncNi1−cWO4 solid solutions.
2. 08.07.2011 - 11.07.2011 EXAFS measurements at DESY synchrotron radiation
center, Hamburg, Germany, Local structure and lattice dynamics in multiferroic
MnWO4 and Mn1−cCocWO4.
3. 30.11.2011 - 06.12.2011 EXAFS measurements at DESY synchrotron radiation
center, Hamburg, Germany, Study of local atomic and electronic structure in
Cu-doped WO3 programmable metallization cell (PMC) device.
4. 18.06.2012 - 20.06.2012 EXAFS measurements at DESY synchrotron radiation
center, Hamburg, Germany, EXAFS study of negative thermal expansion in cubic
scandium trifluoride ScF3.
5. 06.07.2012 - 09.07.2012 EXAFS measurements at DESY synchrotron radiation
center, Hamburg, Germany, EXAFS study of local structure and lattice dynamics
in copper nitride Cu3N.
6. 25.08.2013 - 02.09.2013 EXAFS measurements at ELETTRA synchrotron radi-
ation center, Trieste, Italy, EXAFS study of local structure and lattice dynamics
in ODS steels.
7. 26.11.2013 - 02.12.2013 IR measurements at SOLEIL synchrotron radiation cen-
ter, Paris, France, Investigation of magnetic and structural phase transitions in
ZnxNi1−xWO4 and CoxCu1−xWO4 solid solutions.
8. 03.02.2014 - 10.03.2014 IR measurements at SOLEIL synchrotron radiation cen-
ter, Paris, France, Infra-red spectroscopy of lattice dynamics in alpha- and beta-
SnWO4.
9. 18.03.2014 - 24.03.2014 EXAFS measurements at SOLEIL synchrotron radiation
center, Paris, France, XAS study of pressure-induced phase transition in SnWO4.
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10. 01.09.2014 - 07.09.2014 EXAFS measurements at ELETTRA synchrotron ra-
diation center, Trieste, Italy, Local structure studies of oxide nanoparticles in
austenitic ODS steels.
11. 11.11.2014 - 17.11.2014 EXAFS measurements at SOLEIL synchrotron radiation
center, Paris, France, XAS study of pressure-induced metallization in antiperovskite-
type copper nitride.
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